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ABSTRACT

Flash floods caused by localized thunderstorms are a natural hazard

of the semi-arid Southwest, and many communities have responded by

installing ALERT flood forecasting systems. This study explored a

rainfall-runoff modeling approach thought to be appropriate for

forecasting in such watersheds. The kinematic model KINEROS was

evaluated because it is a distributed model developed specifically for

desert regions, and can be applied to basins without historic data.

This study examined the accuracy of KINEROS under data constraints

that are typical of semi-arid ALERT watersheds. The model was validated

at the 150 km 2 , semi-arid Walnut Gulch experimental watershed. Under the

conditions examined, KINEROS provided poor simulations of runoff volume

and peak flow, but good simulations of time to peak. For peak flows, the

standard error of estimate was nearly 100% of the observed mean.

Surprisingly, when model parameters were based only on measurable

watershed properties, simulated peak flows were as accurate as when

parameters were calibrated on some historic data. The accuracy of

KINEROS was compared to that of the SCS model. When calibrated, a

distributed SCS model with a simple channel loss component was as

accurate as KINEROS.

Reasons for poor simulations were investigated by examining a)

rainfall sampling errors, b) model sensitivity and dynamics, and c)

trends in simulation accuracy. The cause of poor simulations was divided

between rainfall sampling errors and other problems. It was found that

when raingage densities are on the order of 1/20 km2 , rainfall sampling
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errors preclude the consistent and reliable simulation of runoff from

localized thunderstorms.	 Even when rainfall errors were minimized,

accuracy of simulations were still poor.	 Good results, however, have

been obtained with KINEROS on small watersheds; the problem is not

KINEROS itself but its application at larger scales.

The study also examined the hydrology of thunderstorm-generated

floods at Walnut Gulch. The space-time dynamics of rainfall and runoff

were characterized and found to be of fundamental importance. Hillslope

infiltration was found to exert a dominant control on runoff, although

flow hydraulics, channel losses, and initial soil moisture are also

important. Watershed response was found to be nonlinear.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This study is concerned with

1) flash floods generated by thunderstorms in semi-arid watersheds of

medium size; and

2) exploration of the distributed approach to rainfall-runoff

simulation under circumstances relevant to flood forecasting.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Flash floods caused by summer thunderstorms are a natural hazard

of the U.S. Southwest (as well as other regions). The perceived danger

to life and property is sufficient to have prompted many desert

communities to install so-called ALERT flash flood warning systems. In

the late 1980s, the author identified over 25 semi-arid watersheds in the

Western U.S. equipped with ALERT flood warning systems.

This study is motivated by the premise that conventional techniques

for converting real-time rainfall data into flood forecasts are

inadequate in the case of Southwestern thunderstorms and semi-arid ALERT

watersheds. Largely for historical reasons, the Sacramento model of the

U.S. National Weather Service is used by ALERT computer systems to make

automated flood forecasts. While the Sacramento model has been used

successfully on many ALERT watersheds, it is doubtful that it is

appropriate for ephemeral streams in semi-arid regions. The major

difficulty is that important model assumptions - such as the existence
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of hydraulic connectivity between the soil zone, groundwater, and the

stream - are invalid in most ephemeral streams in arid regions. Also,

the Sacramento model requires extensive rainfall-runoff data for

calibration, and sufficient calibration data are not available at many

flash flood prone sites.

An important feature of desert ALERT watersheds is a paucity of

historical rainfall-runoff data for calibration of hydrologic models.

Currently, the period of record at most sites is nine years or less.

Difficulties with streamflow measurements, rating curves, and the

infrequent and ephemeral nature of desert runoff mean that there is

little streamstage data, less streamflow data, and that flow data may be

of poor quality.

It is proposed that a model appropriate for simulating

thunderstorm-generated runoff in semi-arid ALERT catchments should have

the following properties. It should

(1) simulate infiltration, Horton overland flow, channel losses, and

perform flow routing;

(2) accurately simulate peak flow and time to peak on the basis of

distributed rainfall data that has a temporal resolution on the

order of minutes;

(2)	 be spatially distributed in order to cope with the high spatial

variability of thunderstorm rainfall and resulting runoff; and

(4) require a minimum of historical rainfall-runoff data for

calibration. Actually, the ideal model would be one that could be

applied to ungaged basins.
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It is also recognized that in order to find acceptance as an operational

forecast model, a model must be relatively easy to implement. For the

purpose of this study, however, it is assumed that the need is to find

a rainfall-runoff model that is accurate is more pressing than the need

to find a model that can be easily implemented.

The distributed model KINEROS (Woolhiser et al., 1990) appears to

satisfy the four requirements proposed above for a forecast model.

KINEROS is attractive for two reasons. First, it was developed

specifically for arid watersheds with ephemeral streams. Second, model

parameters can be estimated on the basis of measurable watershed

characteristics or from the literature. KINEROS has been applied to

small semi-arid catchments with excellent results (Goodrich, 1990;

Faures, 1990). It has not, however, been thoroughly validated on a

medium-sized catchment.

The increasing availability of computer power and distributed

rainfall data are increasing the feasibility of using so-called

distributed, "physically-based" models such as KINEROS. It is reasonable

to hypothesize that (with sufficient calibration and input data)

distributed models such as KINEROS will be more accurate than the lumped

models that have been popular in the past.

1.2 RELEVANT WORK

Sorooshian and Hendrickson (1984) examined the suitability of using

the Sacramento model for flash flood forecasting in arid watersheds.

They found that the model is unsuited for this purpose because key model
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assumptions are violated in many desert watersheds with ephemeral

streams, and because most flash flood prone watersheds have insufficient

data for model calibration.

The study that is most relevant to the current one is Goodrich's

(1990) examination of scale issues related to rainfall-runoff modeling

in arid regions (also see Goodrich et al., 1988). Goodrich applied

KINEROS to several small (.004 - 6.3 km 2) sub-watersheds of the Walnut

Gulch experimental watershed and obtained excellent agreement between

simulated and observed flows. His main contribution, however, was to

examine the relationship between model accuracy and model spatial

resolution. He also examined the importance of modeling the small-scale

variability of infiltration. Another interesting and relevant study is

Faures's (1990) examination of the sensitivity of runoff to small scale

spatial variability of rainfall. Faures's study examined rainfall

measurement error and the impact of rainfall variability when modeling

runoff on a very small sub-watershed of Walnut Gulch (0.04 km 2 ).

The Goodrich and Faures studies are relevant to the current one

because of the insights they provide into runoff processes, scale issues,

distributed modeling, and the impact of rainfall measurement errors.

This study, however, is concerned with runoff modeling at scales 1 to 3

orders of magnitude larger than the scales investigated by Goodrich and

Faures.
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1.3 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

The purpose of this study is to

-->	 Search for a modeling strategy that will allow accurate simulation

of thunderstorm-generated floods on medium-sized semi-arid ALERT

watersheds; and

-->	 Gain insights into the rainfall-runoff processes that are relevant

to the production of thunderstorm-generated floods on medium-sized,

semi-arid catchments.

The term "flood" refers to flow events greater or equal to the average

annual event.

The Walnut Gulch Experimental	 Watershed of the U.S.D.A.

Agricultural Research Service is the field site for this study. Walnut

Gulch is semi-arid, 150 km2 in area, and has long records of high quality

rainfall-runoff data. The existence of the excellent database at Walnut

Gulch makes possible the meaningful pursuit of the following objectives.

The objectives of this study are to:

-->	 Evaluate the accuracy with which KINEROS simulates thunderstorm-

generated floods on a medium-sized, semi-arid catchment (under data

constraints that are typical of ALERT watersheds);
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-->

	

	 Evaluate KINEROS's accuracy under forecasting - as opposed to

simulation - conditions;

-->	 Understand the reasons why model simulations are either accurate

or inaccurate;

-->	 Examine the impact of rainfall sampling errors;

-->	 Compare the accuracy of KINEROS with the accuracy of a simple model

(the SCS model); and

-->	 Gain insights into the runoff events of interest by asking the

following questions:

(a) What happens to rain?

(b) What is the space-time variability rainfall and runoff?

(c) What is the relative importance of individual hydrologic

processes? and

(d) How nonlinear is the relationship between rainfall and

runoff, and between rainfall excess and runoff?

1.3.1 Scope of Study

In scope, this study is restricted to the case of

I)	 convective (airmass thunderstorm) rainfall;

2)	 raingage data;
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3) non-urbanized, semi-arid, non-mountainous watersheds for which

Horton overland flow is the primary runoff generation mechanism;

and

4) watersheds on the order of 100 km2 in area.

The study area is located in a valley of the basin and range

physiographic province, and has gently rolling terrain. This study is

therefore restricted to consideration of flash floods occurring in

relatively flat or hilly - as opposed to mountainous - terrain. This is

an important limitation because many (although not all) flash floods

occur in mountainous terrain. The feasibility of the study, however,

depended on the existence of a comprehensive and high quality rainfall-

runoff database. To the author's knowledge, the Walnut Gulch database

was the best one for this study. Also, to the author's knowledge, this

study is the first one since Osborn and Laursen (1973) to analyze

rainfall-runoff data from the entire 150 km 2 of the Walnut Gulch

watershed.

While there is little doubt that convective storms are the most

frequent cause of flash floods, frontal and tropical storms can and do

cause floods on some of the same watersheds subject to thunderstorm-

generated floods. Nonetheless, this study is restricted to consideration

of thunderstorm-generated runoff events. Moreover, it is assumed that

Horton overland flow is the dominant runoff process in the circumstances

of interest. It is recognized that many flash flood prone watersheds are

intermittent (having seasonal baseflow). It is assumed, however, that
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even in an intermittent stream the peak of a thunderstorm-generated flood

is the result of Horton overland flow.

The study uses gage - rather than radar - rainfall data because

there is no radar data for Walnut Gulch and because raingages are more

relevant to existing ALERT technology. In spite of this, the study does

anticipate future precipitation data that will be provided through NEXRAD

Doppler radar measurements. Because the spatial resolution of NEXRAD is

similar to the resolution of gages used in this study, results should

provide insights into the forecasting of flash floods using radar data

and distributed models.

1.4 EXAMPLE FROM TWO ALERT WATERSHEDS

The purpose of this section is to motivate the study and provide

insights into the problem under consideration.

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 display rainfall-runoff data from desert ALERT

catchments, and suggest that rainfall-runoff forecasting on these

catchments will not be an easy task. These figures are based on observed

data from the ALERT gage networks the Tanque Verde (110 km 2 ) and the

Canada del Oro (111 km 2 ) watersheds (figure 1-3). Data are courtesy of

the Pima County, Arizona, Flood Control District. Data points are from

individual thunderstorms during the summer thunderstorm season.

It is proposed that at least four factors contribute to the

extremely poor correlation between observed rainfall and observed runoff.

First, the location of the storm within the watershed is variable. The
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Figure 1-2	 Observed runoff versus maximum rainfall recorded at
any gage for two semi-arid ALERT catchments
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Figure 1-3	 Gage locations for the two ALERT catchments
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amount of initial infiltration, runoff attenuation, and channel

transmission losses may vary with storm location.

A second factor in the weak relationship between basin average

rainfall and runoff is the complex space-time texture of the rainfall

field.	 Horton overland flow is thought to be the dominant runoff-

generation mechanism in these watersheds (Dunne, 1983).	 In a Horton

overland flow environment, runoff is not necessarily proportional to the

total rain over the basin, but occurs wherever rainfall intensities

exceed infiltration rates. One therefore might expect that peak flow

would be more highly correlated with the maximum amount of rainfall

occuring within the basin than with basin-average rain. Figure 1-2 shows

peak flow plotted against the maximum rainfall measured at any raingage

in the basin for the same storms used in figure 1-1. Curiously, a

comparison of figures 1-1 and 1-2 shows that relationship between peak

flow and maximum point rain is only slightly stronger than the

relationship between peak flow and basin average rain.

The space-time variability of infiltration rates is a third factor.

The importance of infiltration is illustrated by the fact that only about

ten per cent or less of total storm rainfall reaches the basin outlets

as runoff. Infiltration rates are thought to vary as a function of

antecedent soil moisture, soil texture, cumulative infiltration, degree

of soil sealing (partly a function of rainfall intensity), vegetation,

and other factors.

A fourth factor accounting for the scatter in the data is errors

in measured rainfall and runoff.	 Raingage measurement errors arise
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principally because of wind effects. Also, significant uncertainty in

rainfall estimates can arise if raingage networks are sparse with respect

to the spatial variability of convective rainfall fields. This is a

potentially serious problem because the diameter of a thunderstorm cell

can be similar to the distance between raingages. As will be illustrated

in Chapter seven, both rainfall and runoff have a high spatial

variability across the watershed.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter two reviews the relevant literature on flash floods, ALERT

systems, rainfall-runoff models, thunderstorm characteristics, and runoff

processes.

Chapter three describes KINEROS and its application.

Chapter four presents the methods and results of the validation

study. The purpose of the validation study was to evaluate the accuracy

of KINEROS and the SCS model when applied under circumstances relevant

to flash flood forecasting.

Chapter five examines KINEROS's accuracy under forecasting and

other conditions.

Chapter six evaluates the reasons why model simulations are

inaccurate. The chapter evaluates the significance of rainfall sampling

errors, non-optimal parameter estimates, systematic model error, and

other factors.
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Chapter seven examines questions about the nature of rainfall,

runoff, and runoff processes for the case of large runoff events which

have occurred at Walnut Gulch.

Chapter eight contains conclusions and recommendations for further

research.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the background that will

place this study in a meaningful context. The issues that will be

reviewed and discussed are:

1) What is human impact of flash floods?

2) What are the characteristics of ALERT flood warning systems?

3) What are the characteristics of severe thunderstorm rainfall in the

U.S. Southwest?

4) What is known about the runoff processes that are relevant to

thunderstorm-generated floods in mid-sized, semi-arid catchments?

5) Under the circumstances of interest, is watershed response linear?

6) What rainfall-runoff models have been used or proposed for flash

flood forecasting? and

7)	 What are the advantages and disadvantages of the distributed,

physically-based approach to rainfall-runoff modeling?

The literature review is not exhaustive.

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS AND HUMAN SIGNIFICANCE OF FLASH FLOODS

In the United States, flash floods kill more people annually than

any other natural disaster, account for more than eighty per cent of all

flood related deaths (AMS, 1985), and cause an average of one billion
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dollars of economic damages per year. Unfortunately, statistics show

that flood related deaths have tripled in number since the 1940s (AMS,

1978). Increases in the number of deaths are most likely due to the

expansion of residences and recreationalists into flash flood prone areas

and urbanization of watersheds. There are 15,000 areas in the U.S. that

are considered flash flood prone by the U.S. Flood Insurance

Administration (Hall, 1981). Of these, only about 1,000 receive site-

specific flood warnings of any kind (Zevin, 1986).

Interestingly, Costa (1987) and Hirschboeck (1987) have found that

severe flash floods tend to occur in semi-arid regions. This is due to

the natural physiographic features of arid watersheds; the most intense

rainstorms tend to be found in humid regions but the deeper soils and

thicker vegetation of humid basins decrease the potential for flash

flooding.

Hjalmarson (1984) notes that even relatively small flash floods can

be dangerous. He cites a flash flood in Arizona that killed eight people

- even though it was estimated that the magnitude of that flood would be

equalled or exceeded every other year.

A review of the literature (Changnon and Vogel, 1980; NOAA, 1974,

1976, 1982, 1991; Maddox and Chappell, 1978) leaves little doubt that

convective storms (thunderstorms) are the cause of most flash floods, at

least in the arid West.
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2.3 ALERT FLOOD WARNING SYSTEMS

In the 1970s, the Sacramento River Forecast Center of the U.S.

National Weather Service (NWS) developed the technology that makes it

feasible to provide quantitative, site-specific flood warning in basins

with short response times. Georgakakas (1986c) and Platt and Cahail

(1987) provide a detailed description of such flood warning systems, and

Georgakakas (1987) proposes a comprehensive design for future systems.

In the western United States, most flash flood warning systems use ALERT

technology, which stands "Local Evaluation in Real-Time". ALERT

technology is now widely used for data collection and flood forecasting.

Ideally, an ALERT system will provide a quantitative forecast of

flood stage and time to peak so that flood response measures such as

neighborhood evacuation, road closure, or flood fighting can commence in

a timely fashion. Obviously, the relationship between streamflow rate,

stream stage, flood hazards, and appropriate flood response measures

should be determined in advance.

ALERT systems are based on dense networks of rainfall and

streamflow gages that report automatically to a dedicated computer housed

locally. Because the data are transmitted by radio they are received

without delay. Raingages are of the tipping bucket type and transmit

each time that an additional 0.04 inches of rain falls. The ALERT

software receives, stores and displays incoming data and performs other

functions such as issuing audio-visual alarms when rainfall or water

stage criteria are exceeded.
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ALERT software can automatically run the Sacramento rainfall-runoff

model (using recent rainfall data) and issue a streamflow forecast.

Commercial software introduced in 1991 allows one to easily run the HEC-1

rainfall-runoff model using ALERT data. In practice, however, few desert

ALERT watersheds have a rainfall-runoff model that can be used for

forecasting (based on the author's survey conducted in the late 1980s).

It is more common to rely on the personal judgement of the ALERT operator

to decide how much rain (in a given area in a given time) that it takes

to generate a flood.

The lead time of a flood forecast is normally limited by the basin

response time. Longer lead times are possible if quantitative

precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are available, which they seldom are.

Georgakakas and Hudlow (1984) review existing QPF procedures and

Georgakakas and Bras (1984a,b) have proposed a station precipitation

model designed specifically to provide QPFs for flood forecasting.

ALERT systems are often owned, maintained, and operated by a local

government agency such as a flood control district. The NWS offers

technological assistance and software to communities desiring a flood

warning system. Software, hardware, and technical assistance are also

available commercially. The data from an ALERT network may be received

simultaneously by several local agencies such as the a flood control

district, the local NWS, and the sheriff's office. By law, however, only

the National Weather Service is authorized to issue public flood

warnings.
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In the late 1980s the author conducted a survey on ALERT systems

located in arid or semi-arid watersheds of the Western U.S. She found

over 25 such watersheds, and plans for installing several new systems.

The author also found that a typical desert ALERT watershed is about 100

square kilometers in area, has about 7 recording raingages of the tipping

bucket type, 1 or 2 streamgages, and is largely non-urbanized, consisting

of mountains and possibly rangeland.

2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THUNDERSTORM RAINFALL

Maddox et al. (1979, 1980) and Maddox and Chappell (1978) provide

a meteorological perspective on flash flood producing rainfall.

Fennessey et al. (1986) and Eagleson et al. (1987) are the best

sources of information on the spatial characteristics and geostatistics

of the airmass thunderstorms that are characteristics of the U.S.

Southwest. Their analysis is based on daily data from the Walnut Gulch

experimental watershed in southern Arizona, which has approximately 93

recording raingages in a 150 km 2 area. Based on the analysis of Eagleson

et al., the spatial correlation of thunderstorm rainfall drops to 0.45

at a lag of only 5 kilometers. Osborn and Laursen (1973) also present

important information on the spatial characteristics of severe

thunderstorms at Walnut Gulch. Based on figure 3 of Osborn and Laursen,

the most intense core of a large air mass thunderstorm is about 1.9 - 2.6

km in diameter. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the

characteristics of thunderstorm rainfall can vary within different
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regions of the Southwest (Osborn, 1982) or even within the same watershed

due to orographic effects (Fogel, 1981).

Figure 2-1 illustrates the spatial variability of three severe

thunderstorms at Walnut Gulch. These are the storms that caused the

third, fourth and fifth largest runoff events during the period 1954-

1977; they are storms V3, V4 and V5 from chapter four. The figures are

based on observed data from 93 raingages. Figure 2-2 illustrates the

hyetographs observed at the centers of the storms. Important aspects of

these storms are:

(1) Rainfall depths at the storm center of 52 - 88 mm;

(2) Rainfall gradients as steep as 41 mm/km.

(2) Storm durations of less than 2 hours, with most of the rain

falling in a 45 minute period;

(3) thirty minute rainfall intensities on the order of 104 - 135

mm/hour and instantaneous intensities in excess of 300

mm/hour.

For perspective, the largest thunderstorm rainfall recorded in Arizona

is 130 mm (Sellers et al., 1985), and the 2 hour, 100 year rainfall in

Tucson, Arizona is estimated by Roeske (1978) as 80 mm.)
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2.5 FLOOD HYDROLOGY AND RUNOFF PROCESSES

2.5.1 General Aspects of Flooding

The hydrologic response to storms may vary markedly with storm type

and watershed type. Much of the literature on runoff in the semi-arid

Southwest, however, addresses thunderstorm-generated runoff on small

watersheds in alluvial valleys. Thus, there is little information about

the variety of hydrologic response across storm and basin types. In

particular, there is a paucity of literature on mountainous watersheds

and hydrologic response to frontal or tropical storms. Exceptions are

Hirschboeck (1988) who discusses diverse meteorological conditions

leading to flooding, and Roeske et al. (1989) who present rainfall-runoff

data for the 1983 tropical storm that caused widespread flooding in

Arizona. Schick (1988) provides rare and interesting data on floods in

extreme arid regions of the Middle East. Also, Pilgrim et al. (1988)

give an excellent review of arid region hydrology and recommend

strategies for rainfall-runoff modeling under such conditions.

Costa's study of flash floods (1987) is particularly interesting;

he examined the twelve events that form the envelope curve (for basins

less than 400 km2 ) in the conterminous U.S. Significantly, all twelve

events occurred in arid or semi-arid areas. Costa's twelve flash floods

were not associated with the greatest short-duration rainfall intensities

(which are found in humid regions); nor did the twelve basins have

morphometric characteristics that are most favorable to flooding. The

greatest floods appear to have been produced by an "optimal combination

of basin morphology, physiography, and storm intensity".
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There is little question that in the Southwest (and also in other

regions) thunderstorms tend to be the causative storm for severe floods

on small watersheds. It is also acknowledged that frontal and tropical

storms tend to cause severe floods on large watersheds (Roeske et al.,

1989). At an intermediate size, however, both convective and

frontal/tropical storms can and do cause moderate and severe flooding.

Several studies provide an over-all view of thunderstorm-generated

runoff on semi-arid watersheds. Hjalmarson (1984) provides data on a

killer flash flood that occurred in the Tanque Verde, Arizona watershed.

Benson (1964) used regression analysis to infer the important variables

which control peak flow in flash flood prone regions. The variables

which were shown to be important were basin area, precipitation intensity

for a given duration, channel slope, and basin length. Osborn and

Laursen (1973) performed stepwise linear regression on Walnut Gulch

rainfall-runoff data and found runoff could be predicted from maximum 30

minute rainfall intensity and the moisture status of the channel

alluvium.

Alluvial fans and sheetflow are interesting and important aspects

of arid region hydrology, but will not be discussed here.

2.5.2 Hillslope Infiltration

It is generally accepted that Hortonian overland flow generated by

infiltration excess is the dominant runoff generation mechanism for

thunderstorms occurring in arid, semi-arid, and disturbed areas (Dunne,

1983; Pilgrim et al., 1988). It is notable that interflow has not been
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observed at Walnut Gulch, Arizona (Hickok and Osborn, 1969), after

decades of intense observation. As a rule, water which infiltrates into

the hillslope of an arid watershed with an ephemeral stream will not

travel to the channel and become streamflow. Exceptions to this rule

doubtless exist, particularly for large, prolonged storms and favorable

sub-surface geology. Mountain streams also deserve comment because they

are often intermittent (having seasonal baseflow), rather than ephemeral.

This indicates fundamental hydrologic differences between intermittent

mountain and ephemeral valley streams.

In a Hortonian environment, hillslope infiltration obviously has

a large impact on runoff. A number of experimental studies (Kincaid et

al., 1964; Merzougui and Gifford, 1987; Schreiber and Kincaid, 1967;

Sharma et al., 1983; and Wood et al., 1987) have endeavored to identify

the factors that control infiltration on semi-arid rangelands. These

studies, which were mostly based on small-plot sprinkler, infiltrometer

and laboratory data, generally found that rainfall depth and vegetation

cover are the most important factors controlling infiltration. Slope,

soil texture, and other soil properties were found to be of some

importance. Some studies, including Schreiber and Kincaid (1967) and

Fogel (1968) found that antecedent soil moisture has relatively little

influence on runoff.

Several experimental studies (Dunne et al., 1991; Rubin and

Steinhardt, 1964) have demonstrated that infiltration rates can increase

with precipitation rates due to soil sealing, swelling clays, vegetation,

and microtopography. Also, it is possible that infiltration rates vary
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seasonally due to the effects of freeze/thaw, raindrop impact, and

vegetation growth. In a field study, Dunne et al. (1991) found that as

depths of overland flow increased, effective infiltration rates increased

as the ground under bushes became inundated. The area under bushes was

topographically high and tended to have higher infiltration rates than

the ground between bushes. In some semi-arid locales of Australia,

Pilgrim et al. (1988) have observed that infiltration capacities tend to

be highest where vegetation occurs, and that, conversely, that vegetation

tends to occur where infiltration capacities are highest.

Hickok and Osborn (1969) provide an eloquent review of the early

experimental data on infiltration, and point out the stark contrast

between complex infiltration processes and simple infiltration models.

Much of the following discussion is taken from their paper. For short-

duration, high-intensity rainfall, the amount of infiltrated water is

typically small, and rarely results in a situation where an impeding

stratum is the limiting factor in infiltration. Rather, the results of

many studies clearly show that infiltration under these conditions is

largely controlled by conditions at or above the soil surface. Mediating

factors include 1) microtopography, which controls the areal extent of

ponding, 2) the reverse flow of gas in soil pores, which is also

controlled by microtopography and areal extent of ponding, 3) vegetation

cover, which influences raindrop impact, and 4) soil sealing, which is

caused by raindrop-loosened fines and swelling of clays. Also,

preferred flow pathways and macroporosity (from roots, bioturbation, or

soil cracks) is thought to control infiltration rates in some locations.
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A number of studies have demonstrated that plot studies cannot be

used to predict storm runoff over larger areas. Potential reasons for

this include 1) down-slope infiltration of runoff generated up-slope

(Kincaid et al., 1964), 2) generation of interflow not reflected in plot

data (Musgrave and Holtan, 1964), 3) rapid infiltration of runoff into

alluvial channels or even swales or rills, and 4) spatial variations in

infiltration capacity. Several field studies (Merzougui and Gifford,

1987; Loague and Gander, 1990) have shown that the correlation scale of

infiltration capacity on rangeland is on the order of meters. The

potential for down-slope infiltration of up-slope runoff means that

hydraulic factors such as microtopography, slope, and roughness can

influence infiltration.

2.5.3 Channel Processes

An important and distinctive feature of arid region hydrology is

the infiltration of streamflow into the beds of channels formed in

alluvial sediments. The existence and magnitude of these so-called

channel losses has been extensively documented in the literature (Keppel

and Renard, 1962; Babcock and Cushing, 1942; Matlock, 1965; Musgrave and

Holtan, 1964; Katz, 1987). Several factors have been shown to influence

channel loss rates. Obviously, total infiltration will increase with

discharge due to increased wetted area and possibly head effects.

Suspended sediment load and stream velocity are known to influence

infiltration rate. Babcock and Cushing (1942) showed that clear water

(from prolonged winter storms) infiltrated three or more times as rapidly
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as silt laden water (from thunderstorms). Matlock (1965) found that

channel losses increased with stream velocity due to erosion of fines

from the channel bed.

Under some circumstances channel infiltration can be influenced by

the sub-surface geometry of the channel alluvium, which is typically

coarser than surrounding sediments. If channel alluvium becomes

saturated after large or prolonged flows, channel loss rates would be

limited by the transmission rates into the material underlying the

channel alluvium. Osborn and Laursen (1973) found that channel moisture

status was the only watershed characteristic that survived regression

analysis between observed rainfall and runoff at Walnut Gulch.

While channel losses might be relatively insignificant immediately

downstream of an extreme thunderstorm, the relative significance of

channel losses will be greatest for small flows and long travel

distances. In many cases, it is merely a question of how far the flow

will travel before being completely absorbed. Keppel and Renard (1962)

illustrate the effect of channel losses on the hydrograph using Walnut

Gulch data. They note that channel losses (which absorb the rising limb)

and over-riding translatory waves lead to the short hydrograph rise time

which is characteristic of hydrographs in arid ephemeral channels. One

would expect that as flow travels beyond the runoff production area, the

rising limb of the hydrograph would steepen until it becomes nearly

vertical.

The hydraulics of arid region streams are often characterized by

high sediment loads, high velocities, and high Froude numbers. Standing
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waves - suggesting anti-dune bedforms and Froude numbers near unity -

have often been observed in the Southwest. Costa's (1987) indirect

measurements of extreme floods in arid basins (.4 to 30 km2 ) found Froude

numbers ranging from 0.8 to 2.5, with supercritical flows for 9 of 12

floods. Velocities were very high (3.5 to 10.0 m/s), and unit stream

powers were exceptionally high. High sediment loads and rates of scour

and fill limit the accuracy of conventional streamflow measurement

techniques. The Walnut Gulch supercritical flumes were designed

specifically to induce supercritical flow to prevent sediment deposition

in the flume (Smith et al., 1981).

Channels in arid and semi-arid regions are noted for their unstable

morphology (Graf, 1988). Channel morphology affects flood processes in

several ways. Obviously, changes in the channel cross-section will

change the water level elevation associated with a given discharge.

Also, significant changes in channel morphology and channel bottom

vegetation would be expected to result in changes in hydrograph shape and

timing. Wolman and Gerson (1978) provide evidence that restoration of

channel morphology after an erosive flood takes longer in arid regions

than in humid regions. They argue that channel recovery (narrowing due

to sedimentation) is slow in arid regions because of infrequent runoff

and a paucity of channel vegetation.

2.5.4 Hydrologic Nonlinearity

As used here, "linear hydrologic response" refers to peak flow

being linearly proportional to rainfall, and "linear watershed response"
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refers to peak flow being proportional to volume of storm runoff in the

unit hydrograph sense. As will be discussed in Chapter seven, linearity

in the unit hydrograph sense implies that other factors being equal, the

time to peak is independent of the amount of runoff.

There are at least two fundamental causes of hydrologic

nonlinearity: infiltration losses, and nonlinear watershed response

caused by nonlinear flow hydraulics. There is little discussion in the

literature regarding hydrologic linearity. Goodrich (1990) found that

in arid and semi-arid regions hydrologic response becomes more nonlinear

with increasing basin size. He postulated that as basin scale increases,

so does basin attenuation due to increased infiltration and channel

losses (figure 2-3).

For reasons of convenience, hydrologists commonly assume that

watershed response is linear - even though the available evidence

suggests that, in general, it is not. (See Ben-Zvi et al., 1991 for a

review of the field and data-based studies that demonstrate watershed

nonlinearity. Watershed nonlinearity is also predicted by hydraulic

theory.) A classic study is that of Pilgrim (1976), who concluded from

tracer experiments that flow processes are grossly nonlinear at low flows

and approximately linear at high flows (thus justifying the common

assumption that watershed response is linear for overbank flows).

Rogers (1980, 1982), Rogers and Zia (1982), and Mimikou (1983,

1984) studied the relationship between peak flow and runoff volume for

a number of basins and found that while some exhibit approximately linear

behavior, many exhibit nonlinear behavior. They found that compared to
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Figure 2-3 Changes in degree of nonlinearity with basin size and flow
magnitude. Goodrich (1990) postulated that in arid regions,
hydrologic nonlinearity increases with increasing basin size.
Pilgrim (1976) found that watershed response becomes more
linear with increasing flow magnitude.
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the smallest basins, the largest basins were more likely to exhibit

linear watershed response.

In arid regions, a hydrograph that advances down a dry, possibly

infiltrating channel is a common phenomenon. According to standard

hydraulic theory, a wave in shallow water will propagate at 1.5 times the

water velocity. However, a wave front traversing a dry channel cannot

propagate faster than the water velocity. In fact, the wave front may

advance at less than the water velocity due to high channel losses and

turbulence at the wave front. It has been observed (William Bull,

personal communication, 1991) that hydrograph fronts advance more rapidly

when the channel is wet than when the channel is dry. In Israel, Ben-Zvi

et al. (1991) found that watershed response is nonlinear in ephemeral

channels. Thus, it appears that the complications caused by a wave front

propagating down a dry channel do not alter the nonlinear nature of

watershed response.

2.6 RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELING AND FORECASTING

2.6.1 Models Used for Flash Flood Forecasting

Largely for historical reasons, the Sacramento model of the U.S.

National Weather Service (NWS) is used by ALERT computer systems to make

automated flood forecasts. While the Sacramento model has been used

successfully on many ALERT watersheds, it is doubtful that it is

appropriate for ephemeral streams in semi-arid regions (Sorooshian and

Hendrickson, 1984). The major difficulty is that important model

assumptions - such as the existence of hydraulic connectivity between the
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soil zone, groundwater, and the stream - are invalid in most ephemeral

streams in arid regions. Also, the Sacramento model requires extensive

rainfall-runoff data for calibration, and sufficient calibration data is

not available at many flash flood prone sites.

Commercial software introduced in 1991 allows one to easily run the

HEC-1 rainfall-runoff model using ALERT data. HEC-1 (Corps of Engineers,

1990) is actually a suite of rainfall-runoff models ranging from the SCS

Curve Number method to kinematic routing. At the present time, one can

use HEC-1 to make forecasts using ALERT data, but one must run the model

manually, rather than automatically.

A group within the NWS is working on implementing one or more

simple rainfall-runoff models within the NWS version of ALERT software.

According to Brandon (personal communication, 1991), the focus is on

integrating simple models (that presumably are better suited for arid

regions than the Sacramento model) with ALERT software. The advantage

of embedding a forecast model in ALERT software is that this allows one

to make automated forecasts. 1 Automated forecast procedures are

considered to be more reliable than manual ones because one cannot be

sure that a human operator will be available to run a model during a

flood emergency. Also, many of the users of ALERT data are not

hydrologists and may not have expertise in determining how much rain it

takes to make a flood. (Even if automated forecasts are available,

1 Implementing new hydrologic models within ALERT software is
difficult because of the complex database, the fact that few programmers
are familiar with the QNIX operating system used by ALERT systems, and
the lack of access to source code from commercial software.
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however, the reliability of the forecast system is enhanced by the

existence of simple flood index criteria such as X amount of rain falling

in X hours.)

Van Blargen and Schaake (1987) developed a rainfall-runoff model

designed for the purpose of flash flood forecasting in the Appalachian

Mountains. Their approach was based on the use of Geographical

Information Systems and the SCS model.

A potentially significant advance in flash flood warning systems

has been proposed and tested by Georgakakas (1986a,b, 1987). This

approach adds a precipitation forecast component and Kalman filtering for

updating the forecast on the basis of observed streamflow data. Results

are promising but the method has yet to be implemented operationally.

Unfortunately, Georgakakas's model does not appear to be suitable for

desert ALERT systems. First, the approach is based on the Sacramento

model. Second, hydrograph rise times in ephemeral streams are typically

quite brief. In most cases, updating the forecast on the basis of

observed streamflow data would be of little practical value.

2.6.2 Impact of New Data Collection Technologies

The need for rainfall-runoff models that can be applied without

historical calibration data will increase dramatically as NEXRAD radar

comes on-line during the next decade. NEXRAD radars located at several

hundred cities across the U.S. will provide rainfall data that can be

used for flood forecasting or other purposes.
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One result of new data collection technologies such as ALERT and

NEXRAD is that hydrologic modelers must face the prospect of having

unprecedented spatial-temporal resolution and geographical coverage of

operational rainfall data, but little or no data with which to calibrate

many of the conventional models in the conventional manner, that is, by

fitting against historical data. Most rainfall-runoff models currently

used for operational forecasting were developed in the pre-ALERT and pre-

NEXRAD era. As a result, they are not necessarily suited for the

calibration and operational data typically available at NEXRAD and ALERT

sites, nor do they necessarily emphasize flash flood runoff processes.

Because of the potential for using radar data for flash flood

forecasting, the accuracy of radar data will be discussed below briefly.

Even though it is well-known that there are many technical problems in

converting a radar signal to a rainfall estimate, there are only a few

studies that verify radar data using gage data. Collier (1986) found

that the average percent difference between hourly radar estimates and

gage observations ranged from 60% (frontal rain, bright band effects not

present) to 100% (bright band effects present). The bright band effect

refers to enhanced reflectivity produced by melting snow and ice. In the

tragic Shadyside, Ohio flash flood, standard rainfall - reflectivity

relationships underestimated rain by a factor of about 2.5 (NOM, 1991).

While NEXRAD radar is expected to be an improvement over old style

radars, the arid and mountainous Southwest poses many technical

challenges for radar. In spite of these problems, addition of NEXRAD
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will undoubtedly improve the quality and quantity of rainfall data

available for flash flood forecasting. The best results are likely to

be obtained when radar is combined with dense raingage data, perhaps

using co-kriging as proposed by Seo et al. (1990a,b).

2.6.3 Distributed Rainfall-Runoff Models

The distributed approach to rainfall-runoff modeling has become

quite popular in recent years. Here, we will not review all distributed

modeling studies, but will restrict the discussion to models based on

partial differential equations of the processes being modeled. Such

models are often called "distributed, physically-based" (DPB) models, and

for convenience the term DPB will be used here. In the terminology of

systems theory, however, any model based on partial differential

equations is, by definition, distributed.

Although DPB models have been in existence since the 1960s, they

have not received widespread use, especially as forecasting models.

Until recently, most applications of DPB models were with kinematic wave

models. (Kinematic wave models perform unsteady flow routing using the

kinematic simplification to the Saint Venant equations.) Examples

include Henry et al., (1988) for flood forecasting, and Ross et al.

(1977) for design. Recent developments include models that simulate both

surface and sub-surface processes. The most notable example is the SHE

model (Bathurst, 1986). SHE is an extremely comprehensive and complex

model. KINEROS, on the other hand, was designed for use in arid regions

and does not simulate sub-surface movement of water (Woolhiser et al,
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1990). KINEROS is a kinematic wave model that simulates infiltration,

channel losses, and sediment erosion, transport, and deposition.

DPB models are attractive because of their relatively high degree

of realism in describing actual processes, and because model parameters

can, in theory, be obtained through direct measurement of watershed

characteristics. Thus, they are attractive for ungaged watersheds, and

in situations when wishes to model detailed aspects of runoff (such as,

for example, the spatial distribution of overland flow depth). Bevin

(1989), however, points out that model equations and parameter may lose

their physical interpretation when applied with insufficient spatial

resolution.

Is realism synonymous with accuracy? It is perhaps too tempting

to assume that a high degree of physical realism will produce a more

accurate model. There are at least two factors that can impair the

accuracy of realistic models: parameter estimation and nonlinear

magnification of input error. The high degree of model parameterization

in DPB models can lead to difficulties in obtaining unique, identifiable

parameter estimates. Singh and Woolhiser (1976) showed that a linear

model can be more accurate than a nonlinear one - even though the

underlying process is nonlinear. 2 This is due to magnification of input

error by the nonlinear model.

One disadvantage of DPB models is their high cost in terms of

computer needs, manpower for implementation, and parameter estimation.

2 Obviously, the nature of the nonlinearity will determine if errors
are damped or magnified, and to what degree.
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It is expected, however, that on-going improvements in computer

technology will soon alleviate the problem of computational requirements.

Similarly, on-going advances in Expert Systems, Geographical Information

Systems (GIS), related software, and wider availability of digitized GIS

databases have important implications for automated or semi-automated

application of DPB models. In fact, several groups (for example,

Crawford, 1987; Jenson and Dominigue, 1988; and Van Blargen and Schaake,

1987) are working on this problem. It is likely that in the future DPB

models can be easily applied to large numbers of watersheds on the basis

of digitized data using GIS technology.
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CHAPTER THREE

MODELING APPROACH

A significant portion of this study consists of validating or using

the kinematic model KINEROS. This chapter describes KINEROS and other

modeling components used in this study.

3.1 MODEL OVERVIEW

The rainfall-runoff model used in this study simulates

-->	 hillslope infiltration,

-->	 channel losses,

-->	 overland flow,

-->	 channel flow, and

-->	 hillslope evapotranspiration.

The kinematic wave model KINEROS (Woolhiser et al., 1990) was used to

simulate the first four processes, and CREAMS (Knisel, 1980) was used to

simulate evapotranspiration. Also, a rainfall-processing algorithm was

used to spatially interpolate raingage data. It was decided not to

include a filtering component (such as the Kalman filter) for updating

simulated flows on the basis of observed flows. This is because the

hydrograph rise time in arid ephemeral channels is typically very brief,

and filtering would be of little practical value.

KINEROS represents the watershed as a collection of planes and

channels. Spatially, each plane represents a particular sub-area of the
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watershed. Conceptually, each plane represents a hillslope. Figure 3-1

illustrates how a watershed can be represented by planes and channels.

In the model conceptualization, rainfall excess flows down the planes and

into a channel network. KINEROS uses a hillslope infiltration routine

derived from Smith and Parlange (1978) to partition rainfall into

infiltration and Hortonian overland flow. The channel loss subroutine

(also based on the Smith and Pari ange routine) assumes ponded conditions.

The infiltration and routing equations are solved simultaneously for both

planes and channels. This enables the model to handle wave fronts

advancing down dry channels and allows infiltration of upslope runoff

after rainfall has ceased. Hillslope and channel routing is performed

using the kinematic assumption. A pond routine allows the model to

handle detention/retention structures. Model equations are solved

numerically, using a Newton-Raphson technique.

KINEROS is an event based model; it requires initial soil moisture

as the initial condition for each storm. In this study, CREAMS (Knisel,

1980) was used to estimate the initial soil moisture values. Utilizing

mean monthly solar radiation, mean monthly temperature, daily rainfall,

and soil and vegetation parameters, CREAMS simulates potential

evapotranspiration, actual evapotranspiration, infiltration, and soil

water movement within the root zone. A daily time step is used.

Kriging (Tabios and Salas, 1985) was used to spatially interpolate

rainfall data from gages to the various sub-areas of the watershed

(represented in the model as kinematic planes). During each



Figure 3-1	 Representation of a watershed with planes and channels.
(From Woolhiser et al., 1990)
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computational time step, rain falling on a given model plane was computed

as a weighted average of observed rain falling at each raingage.

3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION

3.2.1 KINEROS

KINEROS is a kinematic wave model developed specifically for semi-

arid regions (Woolhiser et al., 1990). It has been under development for

over twenty years. Like most kinematic models, KINEROS views the

watershed as a collection of planes, channels, and ponds.

Hydraulic routing in the planes and channels is performed using the

kinematic assumption (energy slope equals channel slope). The kinematic

assumptions can usually be made without penalty in the case of overland

flow and steep channels. Since the 1970s the kinematic wave approxima-

tion has been widely used to simulate overland and channel flow. This

method is based on simplifications of the Saint-Venant equations of

shallow water flow.

The characteristic form of the kinematic equations are:

dQ / dx = q(x,t)	 along the path given by

dx/dt	 = dQ / dA 1 x = constant	 (3-1)

where Q = flow rate {L3/T];

x = distance in the downslope direction [L];

q(x,t) = lateral inflow rate (channels) or rainfall excess
rate (planes) per unit width [L 2/T]; and

A = cross-sectional area of flow [L21.
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When using kinematic routing, it is necessary to specify a single valued

function of flow versus depth. KINEROS provides several options;

Woolhiser et al. (1990) recommends using Manning's equation for turbulent

flow on natural watersheds. For channels, either trapezoidal channels

or circular conduits can be specified; trapezoidal channels are most

appropriate for natural watersheds.

The hillslope infiltration routine in KINEROS is derived from Smith

and Parlange (1978) and is used to partition rainfall into infiltration

and Hortonian overland flow. The channel loss subroutine is also based

on Smith and Parlange's routine, assuming ponded conditions.

Infiltration and routing equations are solved simultaneously for both

planes and channels. This enables the model to handle wave fronts

advancing down dry channels and will allow infiltration of upslope runoff

after rainfall has ceased.

The model assumes that overland flow (and channel flow)

concentrates into rills (and low flow channels) when flow depths are

shallow. The model also assumes that when flow is concentrated, the

fraction of the surface experiencing infiltration is proportional to flow

depth.

The Smith-Parlange routine is based on analytic solutions of the

underlying Darcy flow equation and continuity of water across the

surface. It has the form

fc = Ks e("B) / {ecuB) - 1]
	

(3-2)
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fc = potential infiltration rate [L/T];

Ks = effective saturated hydraulic conductivity [L/T];

F	 = cumulative infiltration [L]; and

B	 = G p (SMAX - SI) [L]	 (3-3)

G	 =	 effective net capillary drive (a measure of soil

suction that is independent of soil moisture) [L];

p	 =	 porosity [L/L];

SI =	 initial soil moisture (expressed as the fraction of

pore space that is saturated); and

SMAX = maximum possible soil moisture (expressed as a

fraction of pore space);

After ponding, infiltration is limited by the lesser of fc and rainfall

rate. At early times equation 3-2 reduces to

fc = B Ks / F	 (3-4)

The model satisfies rainfall interception before computing infiltration.

A known limitation of this model is its inability to account for the

effects of crusting and vegetation.

KINEROS also has sediment transport capabilities which were not

used in this study.

KINEROS can accommodate rainfall data with any temporal resolution

including unequal time intervals. The model transforms breakpoint data
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into rainfall per computational time step. The computational time step

is user-specified and is typically a few minutes.

Rainfall, initial soil moisture, infiltration parameters, and

hydraulic parameters are assumed to be uniform over each model element

(plane or channel), but may vary from element to element. Solution of

the model is performed numerically, using a Newton-Raphson technique.

The model computes local and global water balance errors to assist the

user in detecting numerical error.

The version of KINEROS used in this study is a research version

developed by Goodrich (1990). The primary difference between the

published version of the model (Woolhiser et al., 1990) and the research

version is that the research version allows for variation of hydraulic

conductivity (Ks) across a plane. The recognition of small scale

variability of Ks - and therefore of infiltration - is designed to permit

the model to simulate infiltration more accurately over a range of

rainfall intensities. Ks is assumed to be lognormally distributed, and

the mean and coefficient of variation of Ks are model parameters. The

research version of KINEROS divides each plane into 8 parallel strips of

equal width and assigns Ks values to each from the lognormal

distribution.

3.2.2 CREAMS

The model CREAMS (Knisel, 1980) simulates soil moisture conditions

within the root zone. CREAMS computes potential evapotranspiration, soil

evaporation, transpiration, infiltration, vertical water movement between
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seven soil layers, and percolation out of the root zone. The version

applied in this study uses a computational time step of one day. (It

should be noted that the dynamics of runoff computations require a time

step of a few minutes; the dynamics of soil moisture computations permit

a daily time step.) Daily rainfall amounts are partitioned into

infiltration and runoff using the SCS Curve Number method, which is

described in McCuen (1982). Mean monthly potential evapotranspiration

is computed using the Penman equation and mean monthly temperature and

solar radiation.

The model parameters that must be estimated are: hydrologic soil

properties (porosity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, water content at

wilting point, and field capacity), SCS curve number, rooting depth, size

of each of the seven layers within the root zone, an evaporation

coefficient based on soil texture, winter cover factor, and the ratio of

leaf area to ground area as a function of Julian date. Initial soil

water content at the beginning of the simulation must also be estimated.

Model parameters can be estimated on the basis of guidelines contained

in Lane (1984), Knisel (1980), and Woolhiser et al. 1990, providing that

soil texture can be estimated.

For brief intense rainfall, moisture in the top few inches of soil

is more likely to influence infiltration than moisture at the bottom of

the root zone. For thunderstorms, Goodrich (1990) therefore recommends

using soil moisture values in the upper third of the root zone as the

initial condition for KINEROS.
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Soil moisture varies across the watershed according to spatial

variations in rainfall, soils, and other factors. In this study, soil

moisture was simulated separately at each raingage in order to allow

simulated soil moisture to vary across the watershed. Resulting soil

moisture values then were then spatially interpolated to the various sub-

areas (planes) of the watershed (model). Kriging, utilizing the same

weights used for rainfall interpolation, was used for soil moisture

interpolation.

3.2.3 Rainfall Interpolation

KINEROS requires as input the rain falling onto each model plane

during each computational interval. During each computational interval,

rain must be spatially interpolated from the gages to the model planes.

It is convenient to use a linear combination of rain measured at the

available raingages as the estimate of rain on a given plane. Within

this framework, ordinary kriging is a statistical technique that can be

used to obtain the best linear unbiased estimate (providing that certain

assumptions are met). Tabios and Salas (1985) evaluated the accuracy of

several methods of rainfall interpolation and found kriging and its

variations to be superior to other methods.

In kriging, the variable to be estimated is considered a random

field. Typically, the only assumption is that the process is weakly

stationary (having a stationary mean and a homogeneous and isotropic

spatial correlation structure). In the case of thunderstorm rainfall,

the geostatistical characteristics of process (rainfall intensity) will
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vary with the time step over which rainfall intensity is averaged. In

the case of annual rainfall and in the absence of orographic effects, the

process is clearly stationary or nearly stationary over distances of tens

of kilometers. In the case of 2 - 120 minute rainfall intensity for

individual storms, however, the process could be considered nonstationary

due to drift: there is more rain at the center of a storms cell than at

the margin. Yet, there is still a random element because the location

of the storm cell can be considered random (within distances of tens of

kilometers and in the absence of orographic effects). As a practical

matter, however, one can use kriging whether or not one considers

rainfall intensity to be free of drift. If drift is present, the

consequence is that one can make fewer claims about the optimality of the

estimate and the usefulness of the ancillary data generated by kriging.

If average annual rainfall is non-stationary due to orographic

effects, universal - rather than ordinary - krig .ing should be used.

Because orographic rainfall enhancement is not a consideration in the

present case study, only ordinary kriging will be discussed here.

Universal kriging is discussed in Tabios and Salas (1985).

The kriging weights are selected so that the variance of the error

of interpolation is minimized. That is, over many realizations of the

rainfall field, the variance of estimated minus actual rainfall is

minimized. The weights are obtained by simultaneously solving
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\	 w i * cov(d i ) + /\	 =	 cov(d

i=1

j = 1,....n 

\	 w 1 = 1	 (3-5)L__
i=1

where w-	 weight for raingage i;1

n	 =	 number of raingages;

d ij =	 distance between raingages i and j;

dkJ =	 distance between raingage j and point k

where estimated value is desired;

cov( ) =	 covariance; and

= Lagrange parameter.

The correlation function, covariance function, and the semi -variogram can

be used interchangeably in the equations due to the assumption of

stationarity.

The techniques described above are for point estimates; what are

actually needed are areal averages over watershed sub-areas. In this

study, areal averages were obtained by computing kriging weights for a

large number of equally spaced points within the sub-area of interest,

and then averaging across all points within the sub-area. Since the

weights are independent of the rainfall values for a particular storm,

solution of the weights need only be performed once. In order to apply
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kriging at each model time step, one must assume that individual

realizations of the rainfall process occur each time step.

Application of kriging requires estimation of the covariance or

correlation function. For this study, it was assumed that the covariance

function should be calculated with data that has same time step as the

hydrologic model. If, however, such data are not available (in a ungaged

watershed, for example), the correlation function published by Eagleson

et al. (1987) could be used. Eagleson et al. estimated the correlation

function of daily thunderstorm rainfall using eight years of data from
n

the 93 Walnut Gulch raingages.

3.3 OVERVIEW OF MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND CALIBRATION

In this study, the steps used for model implementation and

calibration were as follows:

(1) Divide the watershed into sub-areas and delineate planes and

channels.

(2) Make initial estimates of parameters values for the rainfall-

runoff model (KINEROS) using readily available information

such as topographic maps, soil maps, and brief field

investigations.

(3) Estimate parameters of the soil moisture model (CREAMS) using

readily available climatic and soils data.

(4) Estimate kriging weights using published rainfall covariance

functions or covariance functions calculated from observed

rainfall data.
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(5)

	

	 "Fine tune" estimates of KINEROS's parameters by calibrating

the model against historical data:

(a) Assemble historical rainfall-runoff data suitable for

model calibration;

(b) Run CREAMS to obtain initial soil moisture for

calibration storms; and

(c)	 Adjust selected model parameters so that simulated

flows more closely match observed flows.

It is not strictly necessary to calibrate KINEROS; it can be applied to

ungaged basins. It may be unrealistic, however, to expect a high level

of model accuracy unless the model is calibrated against observed data.

Of course, the calibration data should be from the same gages that will

be used for simulation or forecasting.

The implementation and calibration procedures used in this study are

described in more detail in Chapter four.

3.4 OPERATIONAL USE OF THE MODEL

The typical data that exist at a flash flood warning site are

observations from a network of recording raingages, and streamflow (or

at least stream stage) observations at one or two streamgages. The

following scenario illustrates how this data could be used operationally

to run KINEROS and CREAMS. Parts of this scenario are based on the

computers, software, and procedures that currently are an integral part

of an ALERT system. Under this scenario, recent rainfall observations
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would be input into CREAMS every few days or weeks to obtain updated soil

moisture estimates. Soil moisture would be simulated separately at each

individual raingage. Soil moisture estimates at the gages would then be

spatially interpolated to model planes using kriging.

Tipping bucket raingages "tip" whenever 0.04 inches of rain

accumulates in the measuring bucket. The cumulative number of tips is

radioed to the ALERT base station immediately after each tip. If a radio

message is lost (usually due to simultaneous transmission from two

gages), the missing data is of little significance because of the next

transmission gives cumulative number of tips. The raw data received by

the ALERT base station are: station identification number and cumulative

tips. The data are "time stamped" and stored in data stacks. There is

one stack per gage. (Early ALERT systems had problems with insufficient

disk storage and overwriting of data, but today this is rarely a

problem.)

Current versions of ALERT software contain provisions for

automatically running the Sacramento model at regular intervals using

recent rainfall data from the database. Thus streamflow forecasts are

issued at regular intervals. Also, an alarm sounds when observed

rainfall intensities and stream stage exceed specified thresholds. One

can also run the forecast model under the assumption that one, two, or

three additional inches of rain will fall in the next hour.

As discussed in section 2.6.1, it would be desirable to have KINEROS

embedded in the ALERT software so that it too could be run automatically.

Also, it might be desirable to run the forecast model only when incoming
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rainfall data exceed Heuristic criteria - such as one half inch of rain

in one hour.

In some watersheds, there may be a reliable streamgage with a good

rating curve located several miles upstream of a point for which a

forecast is desired. In such cases, the observed streamflow data could

be input into the model as an upper boundary condition for a model of

that portion of the watershed below the streamgage. Such a model would

then route the observed flows downstream, in addition to simulating any

runoff occurring below the streamgage. This type of model would be

useful for short lead times, that is for lead time less than the time it

takes for a flood wave to travel from the streamgage to the forecast

point. For long lead times a rainfall-runoff model of the entire

watershed would still be necessary.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODEL APPLICATION AND VALIDATION

The objectives of this chapter are to:

I)	 Evaluate the accuracy with which KINEROS simulates thunderstorm-

generated floods at the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed (under

data constraints that are typical of ALERT watersheds); and

2)

	

	 Compare the accuracy of KINEROS with the accuracy of a simple model

(the SCS model).

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF THE VALIDATION STUDY

KINEROS was evaluated by I) applying it to the Walnut Gulch

watershed, and 2) validating it on a number of large storms. Validation

consisted of using historic rainfall data to generate simulated model

flows and comparing these to historic flows. Walnut Gulch, which is in

southern Arizona, is similar to many semi-arid ALERT catchments in size,

land use and climate. The major difference between Walnut Gulch and many

ALERT catchments is that ALERT catchments are commonly (but not

exclusively) in rugged mountains, whereas the topography at Walnut Gulch

ranges from gently rolling to hilly.

4.1.1 Description of Data Used in the Study

To evaluate model accuracy under circumstances relevant to flash

flood forecasting, it was necessary to use only the kinds of data that

would normally exist at a typical ALERT watershed. Therefore only a
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portion of the rainfall-runoff data available at Walnut Gulch was used

in this study. Data from 8 recording raingages were used as model input

during model calibration (6 storms) and validation (24 storms). Eight

raingages were used because this is a typical number of raingages for an

ALERT watershed the size of Walnut Gulch. The specific gages were chosen

to provide uniform coverage over the basin. Data from two flumes were

also used: flume #1 at the watershed outlet and flume #6, which drains

the upper watershed. The drainage areas above these flumes are 149.3 km 2

and 95.1 km2 , respectively. Observed flows from flume #6 were sometimes

input to the model for downstream routing. Figure 4-1 shows location of

gages used in this study.

The twenty-four storms selected for model validation (Table 4-1)

are those storms which caused the twenty largest runoff events during the

period 1954-1973 and 1977, plus four slightly smaller storms which were

selected because the amount of runoff was unusually small for the amount

of rain. The approximate recurrence intervals represented by these

events range from about thirty-five years for the largest event to less

than the average annual event. All are airmass thunderstorms from the

summer monsoon. Six storms were used for model calibration (Table 4-2).

These are the six largest runoff events during the period 1974-1976.

The rainfall-runoff database at Walnut Gulch is generally regarded

as one the best - if not the best - in the world for a semi-arid

watershed. The length of record, spatial resolution and quality of data

contribute to this reputation. The Southwest Watershed Research Center,
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Figure 4-1	 Location of gages used in the study
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U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service designed

and maintains the watershed, and provided the data used in this study.

The rainfall data were collected with weighing raingages. The raw

data consist of strip charts recording cumulative precipitation versus

time. The Agricultural Research Service has reduced the data to

breakpoint format and placed it in a computerized database. (The

processed data consists of successive pairs of time and cumulative

rainfall values; the time interval between data points is variable, with

rainfall intensity assumed to be constant between data points.) Rainfall

data are of excellent quality, except for a few instances in which the

total storm depth was recorded, but not the shape of the hyetograph. In

this study, the shapes of missing hyetographs were estimated using data

from nearby gages.

Most of the streamflow data was measured using custom-designed

flumes designed to prevent deposition of sediment by inducing

supercritical flow. Considerable effort has gone into the design and

rating of these supercritical flumes (Smith et al., 1981). Conventional

measurement techniques and concrete control sections, however, were used

at the outlet flume (#1) prior to April 1964, and for all data at flume

#5. The data obtained with conventional measurement techniques is of

unknown and questionable quality. As will be shown later, there is

reason to suspect that the conventional streamflow measurements at flume

#1 are too high, particularly for volumes.

Unfortunately, eight of the twenty-four validation events occurred

before the installation of the supercritical flume at the outlet (#1).
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These eight events were selected because 1) many of the largest runoff

events occurred in the late fifties and early sixties, and 2) the

computerized database ends at 1977 for flow data.

While the supercritical flumes are superior to presently available

alternatives for measuring sediment-laden flow in unstable channels, they

cannot be considered error-free. Problems that have been encountered

include silting of water intakes and asymmetrical approach of the flow

into the flume. (The flume ratings assume lateral symmetry of flow and

therefore are inaccurate under asymmetrical conditions.) In the late

1970s, "training works" were installed upstream of the flumes to induce

a straight flow path. In this study, no attempt was made to correct

suspect data because there was no rigorous basis for doing so.

4.1.2 Description of the Watershed

Walnut Gulch is a 150 km2 watershed in the basin and range

physiographic province of southern Arizona. The watershed ranges from

1220 to 1830 meters in elevation. Most of the watershed is gently

rolling and underlain by Quaternary basin fill; however, the Tombstone

hills in the southeast portion of the watershed are underlain by bedrock

consisting of a complex mixture of sedimentary, volcanic and metamorphic

rocks. The geology of the area is described by Gilluly (1956).

The climate of Walnut Gulch is semi-arid; average annual

precipitation is about 300 mm, with most of the precipitation divided

between the thunderstorms of the summer "monsoon" and winter frontal

systems. Vegetation is of the Sonoran desert scrub type; the lower two
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thirds of the watershed are dominated by brush, and the upper one third

is dominated by grass. Soils are primarily sandy barns. Land use

consists primarily of cattle grazing, with minor amounts of mining. The

small town of Tombstone is within the watershed.

4.1.3 Model Application and Calibration

Model parameters were estimated in two stages. In the first stage,

which will be called the "ungaged case", parameters were estimated from

data which would be readily available for almost any watershed in the

United States. Parameter values resulting from the first stage of

parameter estimation will be called the "initial" or "ungaged"

parameters. Data used for initial parameter estimation included 1:24000

topographic maps, a county soil survey, field surveys of channel cross-

sections, and published information of a general nature. While numerous

studies have been published on the characteristics of Walnut Gulch, such

special reports were not used here, in keeping with the "ungaged"

assumption. Also, at this stage no historic rainfall-runoff data was

used for model calibration.

In the second stage conventional calibration procedures were used

to adjust model parameters to obtain better agreement between observed

and simulated flows. The resulting model will be called the "calibrated"

model. Six storms from a three year period (1974-1976) were used for

calibration. Storms used for calibration were not used for model

validation.
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4.1.4 Comparison of KINEROS and SCS Models

Several studies (Naef, 1981; Loague and Freeze, 1985) have

suggested that simple rainfall-runoff models can simulate runoff as well

as - or even better than - complex models. For flood forecasting

purposes, there is little incentive to use a complex model (KINEROS) if

a simpler model can simulate flows just as accurately. This chapter

therefore includes a comparison between KINEROS and a simple model: the

SCS Curve Number model (described in McCuen, 1982).

The SCS model was selected because it is a widely used model that

can be applied to ungaged basins. Of course, the success of any model

depends in part on the successful estimation of parameter values. It

should therefore be interesting to compare KINEROS and the SCS models in

both the "ungaged" and "calibrated" modes.

Two configurations of the SCS model were used: 	 (a) spatially

lumped, and (b) spatially distributed with consideration of channel

losses.	 The spatially lumped version was chosen because it is the

simplest possible model.	 There are, however, several discrepancies

between the assumptions made by a lumped SCS model and what is known

about the hydrology of Walnut Gulch. First, it is generally accepted

that 1) the relationship between rainfall and rainfall excess is

nonlinear because of infiltration losses, and 2) the mean of a nonlinear

function generally does not equal the nonlinear function of the mean.

Based on these principles and the high spatial variability of convective

rainfall, a spatially distributed model is much more likely to be

accurate than a lumped one. Also, even a simple distributed model can
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take into account channel losses and whether or not runoff from different

parts of the watershed are synchronous.

The same calibration and validation data were used for both KINEROS

and the SCS model.

4.1.5 Validation Study Hypotheses

The purpose and experimental design of the validation study is

summarized below:

HYPOTHESIS la: KINEROS is capable of accurately simulating

flood peaks and time to peak when 1) raingage

densities are on the order of 1 per 20 km2' and

2) county soil maps, 1:24000 topographic maps,

brief field investigations, published

information, and a few years of rainfall-runoff

data are used for parameter estimation.

HYPOTHESIS lb:
	

Model accuracy degrades significantly when the

model	 is not calibrated against historic

rainfall-runoff data.

HYPOTHESIS lc:
	

Simulations that utilize streamflow data from an

upstream gage (by routing observed hydrographs

downstream) are more accurate than simulations

that do not.
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HYPOTHESIS 2a:

	

	
A simple, spatially-lumped SCS model cannot

accurately simulate flood peak and time to peak.

HYPOTHESIS 2b:
	

The proposed modeling approach based on KINEROS

is more accurate than a spatially-distributed

SCS model with a simple channel loss routine.

HYPOTHESIS 2c:
	

The general superiority of KINEROS over the SCS

model is especially evident in the "ungaged

case" when the models are not calibrated against

historic rainfall-runoff data.

All hypotheses refer to simulation of thunderstorm-generated floods on

medium sized (50-250 km2), semi-arid watersheds.

4.2 APPLICATION OF KINEROS AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

KINEROS was applied to Walnut Gulch twice during the course of this

study. The first application was a preliminary one (described in

Hendrickson, 1989). The second application produced the model described

in Chapter three and evaluated in this chapter. Application of the

preliminary model, coupled with results of a sensitivity analysis

(Chapter six) provided experience that proved valuable during the

application of the second and final model.

The following section discusses application and calibration of the

second and final model. The reasons for going into detail are: (1) to
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provide information which would allow this study to be replicated, and

(2) to provide guidance and insights for others who wish to apply models

such as KINEROS at the medium scale.

4.2.1 Division of the Watershed into Planes and Channels

The following approach was used to determine how to best represent

Walnut Gulch as a network of planes and channels. The basic method was

to divide the watershed into sub-areas, represent each sub-area as a

plane, determine which stream reaches will be represented as channel

elements in the model, and decide which planes and channels drain to

which planes and channels. Sub-areas were generally chosen based on

contributing areas determined from topography. The alternative is to

delineate sub-areas using a square grid, which would result in a less

realistic watershed representation.

Division of Walnut Gulch into sub-areas and associated planes and

channels was a more difficult task than originally anticipated. The major

difficulty was in determining the appropriate level of spatial

resolution. The following general principles, however, were found to

apply regardless of the particular application:

(1) rainfall, initial soil moisture, infiltration parameters, slope,

roughness, and drainage density should be reasonably uniform across

the sub-area;

(2) the entire configuration of planes and channels should be

consistent with the patterns of the drainage net;
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(3) the model should be configured so that simulated flows are computed

at points of interest such as gaging stations and forecast points;

(4) the above factors must be balanced with the principle of parsimony,

computational constraints, and spatial resolution of available

calibration and input data.

Goodrich (1990) examined the relationship between model spatial

complexity and model accuracy for arid watersheds. He addressed spatial

resolution in terms of stream order, that is, which orders of stream

segments (Strahler ordering scheme) should be explicitly modeled as

channels.	 Using this approach, channels of a lower order than the

"minimum" are incorporated into the overland flow planes.	 (Under the

Strahler ordering scheme, channel order increases downstream.) Goodrich

recommended that a "minimum" stream order be selected so that the average

area above the channel heads is about 15 percent of total basin area.

Even though Goodrich's recommendation was based on results with small

watersheds (.004 to 6.3 km 2 ), an attempt was made to subdivide the entire

150 km2 Walnut Gulch watershed using his approach. Watershed sub-

division was performed manually. Although algorithms have been developed

for automatic sub-division on the basis of Digital Elevation Data (Jenson

and Domingue, 1988), automated algorithms were not used here because of

lack of suitable digital elevation data.

Analysis of 1:24000 topographic maps of Walnut Gulch showed that

the average contributing area above the heads of third order channels is

9.1 per cent of the entire watershed. Walnut Gulch was therefore sub-
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divided so that only third, fourth and fifth order channels were included

as channels in the model. An objective set of rules was formulated to

determine how to delineate individual sub-areas and channel segments.

The results, however, were unsatisfactory because the size of resulting

sub-areas ranged from less than 0.5 to more than 20 km 2 in area. This

variation in sub-area size was largely due to significant variations in

drainage density across the watershed. The larger sub-areas were too

large to support the assumption of uniform rainfall and soils, and the

smaller sub-areas violated the principle of parsimony.

Several lines of evidence suggest that in the present case,

uncertainty in rainfall inputs is the limiting factor in model accuracy.

Sensitivity studies performed on a preliminary application of KINEROS to

Walnut Gulch showed that peak flow is more sensitive to rainfall than

to any individual model parameter. Goodrich (1990) obtained similar

results for smaller sub-watersheds of Walnut Gulch. In view of these

findings and the steep rainfall gradients characteristic of convective

storms, it appears that the appropriate spatial resolution of the model

should be determined by rainfall considerations. Raingage densities of

about one per twenty km2 are typical of ALERT watersheds. This

translates into a distance of about 4.5 km between gages if they are

equally spaced. A distance of 4.5 km is actually rather large

considering that convective rainfall can be completely uncorrelated at

distances of six kilometers (Fennessesy et al., 1986).

Because runoff is a non-linear function of rainfall, the accuracy

of a rainfall-runoff model should increase as the spatial resolution of
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rainfall inputs increases, at least in the absence of rainfall

measurement errors. The degree to which model accuracy is a function of

spatial resolution would depend on the degree of non-linearity in the

rainfall-runoff process and the spatial variability of rainfall (or

potential infiltration rates). This argues for using a greater spatial

resolution of interpolated rainfall for model input than is found in the

actual gage data. For example, if three inches of rain falls at rai ngage

A, and one inch falls at adjacent gage B, it is reasonable to assume that

in some region midway between the gages, two inches of rain falls. There

is a limit, however, to the benefit of increasing the resolution of

interpolated rainfall. For the case of thunderstorms, ALERT catchments,

and this study, a reasonable rule of thumb seems to be that there should

be two or three times as many sub-areas as raingages.

The following guidelines are proposed for watershed sub-division

for the case of thunderstorms and medium-sized, arid ALERT watersheds.

1. Sub-areas should be of similar size where possible. If a given

sub-area is in-between raingages, the longest dimension of that

sub-area should not exceed 1/2 to 1/3 of the distance between

gages.

2. Sub-areas should contain only one soil group, or only soil groups

that have similar infiltration characteristics. 1

1 Soils are mapped on the basis of several characteristics; it is
quite possible that two mapped soil units will have virtually the same
infiltration rates.
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3. Model channels should correspond to actual stream channels, with

a given channel segment receiving runoff from adjacent sub-areas.

The model must be configured so that simulated flow is computed at

streamgages and forecast points.

4. Planes and channels should be consistent with the patterns of the

drainage net.

5.	 Finer details of the drainage net or soil map can be glossed over

in order to reduce the number of planes and channels.

When applying these guidelines to Walnut Gulch, field observations

proved useful in locating the boundaries between some soil units. Due

to poor resolution of the soil map used for model application, there was

considerable uncertainty in the location of the five soil units. Also,

it was necessary to account for stock ponds which receive runoff from

about 15% of the watershed.	 These ponds normally collect all upstream

runoff, but when full discharge over the spillway.	 To simplify the

study, the area behind the stock ponds were considered non-contributing

for all storms. The location and drainage area of each pond was

determined from standard topographic maps, with field checks in a few

cases.

Application of the above guidelines to Walnut Gulch resulted in the

60 sub-areas and numerous channels as shown in Figure 4-2. The model

contains 60 pervious planes and 41 channel elements. In the rocky areas

of the Tombstone hills, and in the town of Tombstone, there are an

additional 9 impervious planes. (The impervious planes only exist in the
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initial, ungaged model; they were removed from the calibrated model.)

The model was configured so that simulated flows can be compared to

observed at 8 locations within the watershed where flumes are located.

This was done so that the model can be verified internally.

4.2.2 Initial Estimation of KINEROS's Parameters: the Ungaged Case

The KINEROS parameters that are related to the geometry of planes

and channels were derived from standard 1:24000 topographic maps. Manual

measurement of maps using a polar planimeter and a map measure provided

the area, length, width (area divided by length), and slope of planes,

and the length and slope of channels. In the initial, preliminary

application of KINEROS to Walnut Gulch, the length of the planes

(corresponding to average overland flow length within the sub-area) was

computed as an area-weighted average of the flow lengths measured from

various regions within the sub-area. This was very time consuming, and

analysis of the preliminary Walnut Gulch model showed that simulated

flows are not very sensitive to the length of the overland flow plane.

Consequently, for the final model, the length of each plane was based on

a single measurement of a typical overland flow path within the

corresponding sub-area.

It was assumed that sub-areas representing the rocky Tombstone

hills and the town of Tombstone contained both pervious and impervious

areas. Each of these sub-areas were initially modeled as an impervious

plane draining to a pervious plane. The percent impervious area within

the town was estimated on the basis of information in Dunne and Leopold
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(1978). The percent impervious area in the Tombstone hills was estimated

on the basis of field observations.

Analysis of the preliminary Walnut Gulch model showed that model

flows are rather sensitive to the side slopes of the model's trapezoidal

channels. Special attention was therefore given to the characterization

of channel cross-sectional geometry (bottom width, left side slope and

right side slope) in the final model. To define channel geometry,

channel cross-sections were surveyed in the field with tape and

clinometer at fifteen locations. A computer program was then written to

find a trapezoidal channel that approximates a measured cross section.

The criterion used for identifying the "best" trapezoidal channel was

that measured and trapezoidal channels should have similar curves of

hydraulic radius versus depth and wetted perimeter versus depth.

Trapezoidal channels were thus fitted to each of the measured cross

sections. Since cross-sections were not measured for every channel

element in the model, values for some channel elements were based on

cross-sections of nearby channels with similar drainage areas.

Roughness values (Manning's n) were estimated on the basis of

published guidelines (Barnes, 1967; Costa, 1987; Dackombe and Gardiner,

1983; and Woolhiser et al., 1990) and field observations. Many channels

are rather shallow with poorly defined banks. Because it was assumed

that large flows would tend to break out of the sandy channel into

vegetated or partially vegetated areas, relatively large roughness values

were given to the channels.
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Estimation of infiltration parameters for planes was based on

textural characteristics of soil units. Descriptions of soil units were

obtained from the Cochise County soil survey performed by the U.S. Soil

Conservation Service (SCS, 1971). (Although the Agricultural Research

Service has performed detailed soil surveys at Walnut Gulch, they were

not used here because detailed soil surveys are not often available for

ungaged watersheds.) The mean soil texture and percent rock content were

determined for each soil unit using the soil descriptions. Infiltration

parameters were then estimated for that soil texture on the basis of the

table on page 8 of the KINEROS User Manual (Woolhiser et al., 1990).

This table gives mean saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), porosity,

effective net capillary drive, maximum saturation under imbibition (which

is less than full saturation due to trapped air), and other

characteristics as a function of soil texture class. The Ks values thus

obtained were then divided by two to account for the effects of

imbibition, and further adjusted to account for rock content. It should

be noted that the aforementioned table in the KINEROS manual is based on

Rawls et al.'s (1982) laboratory analysis of large numbers of soil

samples.

According to the county soil survey, there are five soil units

found at Walnut Gulch. The soil unit (and thus infiltration parameters)

associated with each sub-area was determined by overlaying the soil map

onto the map of watershed sub-areas. (Recall that sub-areas were

generally selected to have a single soil group.) In the few cases where
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sub-areas contained several closely related soil groups, area weighted

infiltration parameters were used.

A value of 0.8 was selected for the coefficient of variation of Ks

and used for all planes; this value was suggested by Goodrich (personal

communication, 1989) and confirmed by the data of Loague and Gander

(1990).

The amount of rainfall interception, and the runoff depth below

which KINEROS assumes concentrated flow on planes were estimated a

priori. KINEROS automatically computes the depth below which channel

flow becomes concentrated into low flow channels (as a function of

channel width). The research version of KINEROS also automatically

computes the value of effective net capillary drive as a function of Ks,

porosity, and percent rock.

A representative value of Ks for channel alluvium (42 mm/hr)

was selected from the literature and used for all model channels. Lane

(1983) summarizes the literature on effective hydraulic conductivity in

ephemeral channels. Values range from 2 to 140 mm/hr for various

streams and authors and are based on streamflow data. While published

values exist for studies done at Walnut Gulch, Walnut Gulch data were

ignored (in keeping with the "ungaged assumption"). The most

representative value in the literature is Matlock (1965) who gives 42

mm/hr as an average for streams in the Tucson basin. Other infiltration

parameters for channel alluvium (such as porosity) were taken from the

table on page 8 of the KINEROS User Manual for the soil texture that has

an effective Ks of 42 mm/hr.
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Initial parameter values for a few planes and channels are given

in Appendix A.

4.2.3 Estimation of CREAMS's Parameters

The CREAMS's parameters that must be estimated are hydrologic soil

properties (porosity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, water content at

wilting point and field capacity), SCS curve number, rooting depth, the

depth of each of the seven soil layers, an evaporation coefficient based

on soil texture, winter cover factor, and the seasonally varying ratio

of leaf area to ground area. These parameters were estimated on the

basis of guidelines contained in (Lane, 1984; Knisel, 1980; and Woolhiser

et al. 1990). Some parameters are a function of soil texture, which was

estimated on the basis of the Cochise County soil survey (SCS, 1971).

Soil moisture was computed separately at each of the eight raingages.

CREAMS's parameters therefore varied slightly among raingages, according

to variations in soil texture.

CREAMS requires mean monthly temperature and solar radiation as

inputs for computing mean monthly evapotranspiration. Normal monthly

temperature was obtained from the report "Climate Data for Arizona"

(NOAA, 1990) for the Tombstone station, which is in the Walnut Gulch

watershed.	 Mean monthly solar radiation was obtained from standard

relationships between radiation and latitude.	 Parameter values obtained

for CREAMS are given in Appendix A.
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4.2.4 Estimation of Kriging Weights

Application of kriging requires estimation of either the rainfall

semi-variogram, auto-covariance or auto-correlation function; in this

study, the auto-correlation function was used. In the case of the

ungaged model, kriging weights were computed using the correlation

function published by Eagleson et al. (1987). Eagleson et al. computed

a correlation function from 8 years of daily thunderstorm rainfall at the

93 Walnut Gulch raingages. In the case of the calibrated model, the

correlation function was estimated using observed data from the eight

raingages and six storms used for model calibration. Because the Walnut

Gulch model uses a two minute time step, it was assumed that an

independent random rainfall field is generated each two minutes. The

sample correlation coefficient between pairs of gages was therefore

computed using two minute data. A theoretical correlation function was

then fitted to the experimental data. Several models were fitted, but

the best fit was given by the exponential model ( exp [-distance in

km/5.41] ). Appendix A contains results of the statistical analysis and

plots of the two correlation functions used in this study.

A computer program was written to simultaneously solve the ordinary

kriging equations. Input to the program consists of the rainfall

correlation function, x,y coordinates of the raingages, and x,y

coordinates of equally-spaced points within a watershed sub-area. The

program solves for the weights at each point, and then averages over all

points to obtain the weights which give average rain over the entire sub-

area. The equally-spaced points were obtained by overlaying graph paper
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onto a map of the watershed; on average, there were twenty-five points

per sub-area.

4.2.5 Calibration of KINEROS Using Historic Data

Six storms from a three year period (Table 4-2) were used for model

calibration. Two of the calibration storms produced relatively large

runoff events (larger than the average annual event), while the remaining

four were relatively small. The model was calibrated by adjusting

selected parameters until better agreement was obtained between simulated

and observed flows. Calibration was performed manually, because

implementation of an automated technique would have been quite time

consuming.

The KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch has eleven parameters per plane,

eleven parameters per channel, 60 planes, and 41 channels. From a

parameter identification viewpoint, the model is over-parameterized

relative to the amount of calibration data used in this study. By making

certain assumptions, however, the number of parameters to be optimized

was reduced to thirteen. First, it was assumed that the initial values

of certain parameters were "correct". This assumption was applied to

geometric parameters obtained from topographic maps, channel cross-

sectional parameters, the least sensitive infiltration parameters, and

a few others. The number of parameters to be optimized was further

reduced by assuming that parameters such as roughness do not vary from

plane to plane or from channel to channel. Finally, the watershed was

divided into eight regions for the purpose of calibrating saturated
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hydraulic conductivity (Ks). Within each region, mean Ks for each plane

was equal to the initial, ungaged value times a calibration multiplier.

Optimization was performed on each of the eight multipliers. The

following parameters were also optimized: Ks for channels, n for main

channels, n for low order channels, n for planes, and coefficient of

variation (CV) of Ks.

Initial soil moisture conditions for the calibration storms were

estimated using the model CREAMS and rainfall data from the same eight

raingages used to run KINEROS. CREAMS was run using daily rainfall data

starting from the first of the year, and ending just before each storm.

Initial soil moisture on the first of the year (CREAMS' initial

condition) was estimated using field data from southern Arizona (Evans

et al., 1981). Computations were performed separately at each raingage.

The moisture in the top third of the root zone was used to compute the

initial condition for KINEROS. Kriging, using the rainfall interpolation

weights, was used to spatially interpolate soil moisture values from the

raingages to model sub-areas.

For the purpose of calibration, observed hydrographs from both

flume #1 (watershed outlet) and #6 (upper basin) were used. A model of

the upper basin was used to calibrate upper basin parameters. (Simulated

flows from the upper basin model were compared to observed flows at flume

#6.) When calibrating lower basin parameters and main channel

parameters, the observed hydrograph at flume #6 was used as the upper

boundary condition of a model the lower basin model. (Simulated flows
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were compared to observed flows at flume #1). See Figure 4-3 for

clarification.

Parameters were calibrated in the following order: 1) n and Ks for

main channels, 2) n for lower order channels and planes, and 3) Ks and

CV for planes. In practice, of course, there was some iteration between

these three steps.

In calibrating Manning's n, several techniques were used. In

general, n was adjusted until agreement between simulated and observed

time to peak was obtained. Because of the non-linearity in the routing

equations, however, there is an interaction between time to peak and

runoff volume. In order to minimize the effect of the interaction, Ks

(for planes) was adjusted to obtain the correct runoff volume prior to

calibrating n. (Ks was adjusted separately for each event so that n

could be calibrated using simulations with the correct runoff volume.

Because of the interaction between Ks and n, calibration was an iterative

process. Final calibration of Ks for planes, however, was attempted

after calibration of n and channel Ks was completed.)

Channel Ks and n for large channels were calibrated on two events

that generated runoff only above flume #6. For these events, the

observed hydrograph at flume #6 was routed down the model's main channel

to the watershed outlet. Channel Ks and n in the main channel were

adjusted until simulated flows matched observed flows at the watershed

outlet. The optimized value of n for large channels is rather low

(.022), but is consistent with generally accepted regional values for

sand bedded streams (Casillas, personal communication, 1991). There was
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Configuration used to

calibrate upper basin

parameters.

Configuration used for

calibrating lower basin

and main channel

parameters.

Figure 4-3 Model configurations used during calibration
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only one event where runoff was generated immediately upstream of a

flume, and therefore could be used for calibrating Manning's n on the

planes. For this event, the simulated peak flow always occurred after

the observed peak, regardless of how low a roughness value was used.

Consequently, little confidence can be placed in the calibrated value of

n for planes. When examining all storms, slightly better simulations of

time to peak were obtained when low order channels were given a higher

value of Manning's n (.030) than was used for main channels.

Calibration of the Ks multipliers was accomplished by examining the

match between observed and simulated runoff volumes. As a rule, only two

of the six storms contained information on the runoff response of a given

region (associated with a particular Ks multiplier). Often the value of

Ks multiplier that produced acceptable runoff volumes for one storm would

dramatically over- or under- estimate runoff for the other storm. In

view of a) rainfall sampling errors due to spatial variability of

rainfall, and b) limited areal extent of the runoff-producing portion of

the storms, it is clear that six storms and eight raingages are

insufficient for confidently identifying values of Ks. Calibrated Ks

values in the Tombstone Hills were much higher than anticipated. It was

even necessary to remove the impervious planes from the Tombstone hills

sub-areas. Apparently the Tombstone hills, although rocky, are highly

fractured.

The coefficient of variation of Ks (CV) was calibrated by comparing

simulated to observed runoff volumes, and seeking to find a value of CV

which produced the greatest model accuracy over a range of event sizes.
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Of course, there was interaction between Ks and CV. Increasing CV tended

to increase runoff volume by a fixed amount regardless of event size.

This suggests that within the range of events examined, modeling the

variation of infiltration within individual planes may not particularly

important as regards model accuracy. This possibility deserves further

examination because of the high computation cost of modeling variation

of infiltration within individual planes.

Figure 4-4 summarizes the result of the calibration process. The

upper figure is a scatter plot of simulated versus observed peak flow for

the calibration storms, both before and after calibration. The lower

figure is for time to peak. Data points from flume #1 and flume #6 are

plotted together. Also, data points from flume #1 are for the case when

observed flows from flume #6 are the upper boundary condition of the

lower basin model.

The overall result of the calibration process was to eliminate the

bias in time to peak exhibited by the ungaged model; no improvement in

simulation of peak flow or runoff volume was obtained. Calibration

significantly changed the n values (from 0.040 to 0.022). Because there

is a large interaction between Ks and n, decreasing n generally

necessitated increasing Ks to balance the decrease in infiltration

(resulting from faster flows produced by lower n values). By and large,

re-adjustment of Ks values restored model simulations of peak flow to

only the level of accuracy found in the original, pre-calibration

simulations. Even though considerable effort was expended to calibrate

the model, it is doubtful that the optimal set of parameters was
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Figure 4-4	 Simulated versus observed runoff for calibration
storms, before and after calibration
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obtained.	 In fact, if accuracy in peak flow simulations is the only

criterion, then the calibrated parameters are worse than the initial

parameters. The viewpoint of the author, however, is that the calibrated

parameters are more realistic - and thus better - than the initial

parameter values.

Values of parameters before and after calibration are given in

Appendix A.

Development of an automated calibration technique suitable for the

type of problem undertaken here would make application of KINEROS an

easier task. Several aspects of the problem should be noted. First,

computational requirements are very high, averaging four VAX minutes per

storm. In contrast, running a conceptual type rainfall-runoff model for

three years takes approximately one VAX second. Second, the amount of

rainfall-runoff data is very small relative to the number of parameters.

The problem is complicated by the fact that storms, only produce runoff

over a portion of the watershed. Clearly it is necessary to analyze the

rainfall-runoff data in light of hydrologic processes to determine which

aspects (such as timing, volume, and peaks) of which portions of the

observed hydrographs contain information relevant to which parameters.

4.3 VALIDATION OF KINEROS

The twenty-four storms selected for model validation (Table 4-1)

are those storms which caused the twenty largest runoff events during the

period 1954-1974 and 1977, plus four slightly smaller storms. The

approximate recurrence intervals represented by these events range from
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about thirty-five years for the largest event to less than the annual

average event. All storms are airmass thunderstorms from the summer

monsoon.

Initial soil moisture values for the validation storms were

estimated in the same manner as was used for the calibration storms.

Procedures are described in section 4.2.5 and results are given in

Appendix A. It was found that soil moisture could vary significantly

from one part of the watershed to another.

Three different model configurations were tested:

(1) Basic model (of entire basin). Simulated flows were compared to

observed flow at flume #1;

(2) Upper basin model. Simulated flows were compared to observed flow

at flume #6;

(3)	 Model with observed flows. Observed flows from upper basin (flume

#6) were input as the upper boundary condition to model of lower

basin. Simulated flows were compared to observed flows at flume

#1.

These configurations are illustrated in figure 4-5.

Each configuration was tested using (a) initial	 (ungaged)

parameters, and (b) calibrated parameters. Rainfall data from the eight

raingages in Table 4-1 used to generate the simulated flows that were

then compared to observed flows.



(C) ENTIRE BASIN
(USING OBSERVED FLOWS FROM FLUME 6)

Figure 4-5 Three model configurations used in the study.	 (a) Entire
Basin (basic mode), (b) Upper Basin, and (c) Entire Basin
with Routing of Observed Flows.
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4.3.1 Results for Basic and Upper Basin Models

Figures 4-6 through 4-9 display the validation results for the

following simulations:

figure

4-6

4-7

4-8

4-9

model configuration 

basic (entire basin)

basic (entire basin)

upper basin

upper basin

parameter type 

initial	 (ungaged)

calibrated

initial	 (ungaged)

calibrated

The upper graph in each figure is a scatter plot of simulated versus

observed peak flow; the lower graph is a scatter plot of simulated versus

observed time to peak. Time to peak is defined as the time between the

start of the storm and the peak flow. Each data point represents a

different storm; the value of the x coordinate is the observed value and

the value of the y coordinate is the simulated value. Each figure

displays the 1:1 line for reference; if simulated values exactly matched

measured values, the data points would fall on the 1:1 line. Scatter

plots for runoff volume are not given because peak flow and runoff volume

are strongly correlated; plots for volume are similar to plots for peak

flow.

Table 4-3 gives statistical summaries of the validation results.

The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency is a measure of model accuracy which is

based on squared deviations between simulated and observed values:
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Figure 4-6	 Validation results for the "ungaged model" of the
entire basin
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Figure 4-8	 Validation results for the "ungaged model" of the
upper basin
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Figure 4-9	 Validation results for the "calibrated" model of the
upper basin
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Table 4-3	 Model validation statistics. The first value is the Nash-
Sutcliffe efficiency, the second is average error (simulated
minus observed) in per cent of mean observed value.

MODEL CONFIGURATION	 PEAK FLOW	 RUNOFF VOLUME	 TIME TO PEAK

Model Entire Basin (n = 24)

- Ungaged	 -0.15 /-26.4%	 -0.52 /-23.6%	 0.91 / 21.6%

- Calibrated	 -0.68 / -3.7%	 -0.39 /-28.0%	 0.78 / -6.9%

Model Upper Basin Only (n = 17)

- Ungaged	 0.05 / -5.3%	 0.43 / 3.7%	 0.88 / 25.2%

- Calibrated	 -0.83 / 32.5%	 0.44 / -8.7%	 0.96 / 0.0%

Entire Basin Model With Observed Flows (n = 17)

- Ungaged	 0.02 / -2.5%	 -0.05 / -0.3%	 0.98 / 8.1%

- Calibrated	 -0.95 / 4.2%	 -0.01 /-13.9%	 0.87 /-10.0%

Entire Basin Model (n = 17; compare to model with observed flows)

- Ungaged	 -0.76 / -5.7%	 -0.98 / -7.9%	 0.91 / 18.7%

- Calibrated	 -2.49 / 22.9%	 -0.81 /-13.5%	 0.75 / -8.5%
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variance (simulated - observed)
 	 •variance(observed)

Efficiency = 1 -

The efficiency value is unity for a perfect model, and zero if the

average observed value is used as the predicted value for each storm.

Negative efficiencies indicate very poor model predictions. The

efficiency statistic does not penalize for consistent model bias, so

average error (average simulated minus average observed) is also given

in Table 4-3.

In general, the model is reasonably accurate in simulating time to

peak, but provides poor simulations of peak flow and runoff volume.

Judging from efficiency values for peak flow, the ungaged model's

accuracy is equivalent to that obtained by predicting that the peak for

each event will equal the mean observed peak (of the validation storms).

This is not as discouraging as it may first appear, because it would be

quite difficult to predict a priori the mean peak of the validation

storms. For example, how could one predict that, on average, only 11 per

cent of the rain from the validation storms reaches the basin outlet as

runoff?

The calibrated model is slightly less accurate than the ungaged

model with regard to peak flow and runoff volume. The last paragraph on

page 103 discusses why the calibration process resulted in better

simulations of time to peak, but similar or worse simulations of peak

flow and runoff volume.
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Because the calibrated version of the model has more realistic

values of Manning's n than the ungaged version, the calibrated version

should provide more accurate simulations of time to peak. Does it? The

comparison, as we shall see, is not straightforward. In general, the

ungaged model over-estimates time to peak by about 45 minutes. Under the

circumstances, this is a significant amount. For the upper basin model,

the time to peak efficiency statistic is slightly better for the

calibrated model than for the ungaged model. The opposite result,

however, is obtained for the basic model of the entire basin.

Examination of the time to peak plots for the basic calibrated model

(Figure 4-7) reveals that the relatively poorer efficiency statistic is

due to several outliers.

With one exception, the time to peak outliers in Figure 4-7 are

from events for which simulated runoff volume is grossly in error. The

exception is for a triple peaked event where the simulated model

incorrectly identified the main peak. When the triple peaked event and

events with huge errors in simulated runoff volume (simulated values

differing from observed by more than + 100% or less than - 90%) are

eliminated from consideration, the following statistics result.

Average Error	 Average Error
Model	 (% Mean Observed)	(Minutes)	Efficiency

ungaged	 + 27%	 + 42 min.	 .975

calibrated	 - 1%	 - 2 min.	 .975
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Thus, in the absence of gross errors in simulated runoff volume,

the calibrated model provides better simulations of time to peak than the

ungaged model, in the sense that the calibrated model is consistently on

time, and the ungaged model is consistently too slow. It is important

to recall that the model's routing equations are non-linear. The

presence of large errors in runoff volume can therefore lead to large

errors in time to peak. It appears that using the "correct" roughness

values does not necessarily lead to the best simulations of time to peak

if the infiltration parameters corresponding to the "correct" roughness

values provide poor simulations of runoff volume.

In comparing the ungaged and calibrated versions of the model,

there appears to be a trade-off: the ungaged version is more accurate

in peak flow, but is consistently biased in time to peak. For

forecasting floods (within the range of events examined), the ungaged

version would be preferable as peaks are more important than times, and

the bias in times could be corrected empirically. The trade-off,

however, is also between accuracy and realism. As will be shown in

Chapter five, the calibrated version is more realistic in that it

provides more accurate simulations of hydrograph shape because it has

more realistic values of Manning's n.

4.3.2 Results from Model Version that Uses Observed Flows

Figure 4-10 compares results from the basic model of the entire

basin to results from the model version that uses observed flows from

flume #6. (Refer to figure 4-5(a) and 4-5(c) for model configurations.)
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Figure 4-10	 Comparison of model that uses observed flows to one that
does not
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Because flume #6 was not installed until after 1959, results are

available for only seventeen storms. As expected, use of observed flows

from an upstream gage led to an improvement in model accuracy. This

improvement was significant for peak flow and runoff volume. Only slight

improvements were seen for time to peak, which the basic model simulated

fairly accurately to begin with. The advantage of using observed flows

from an upstream gage can only be obtained under certain conditions,

however. Much depends on reliability of the streamgage and the accuracy

of the rating curve. Also, an upstream gage would be of little use at

long lead times, that is when rain has fallen but the flow has not yet

reached the upper streamgage.

4.3.3 Uncertainty from Streamflow Measurement Errors

Another factor that must be considered in the interpretation of the

model validation results is the possibility that streamflow measurements

at flume # 1 are biased prior to August of 1964. Figure 4-11 is a bar

graph of simulated minus observed runoff volume and simulated minus

observed peak flow at flume #1. Data are for individual validation

storms, plotted in chronological order. A distinct change in mean volume

error is seen between the storm of July 1964, and the next storm in 1967.

A change is also seen for peak flow, but is less distinct.

At site #1, the supercritical flume was completed in April of 1964

(K. Renard, personal communication, 1991). The simulation data in Figure

4-11 suggests that streamflow measurements taken by the old flume were

too high (particularly for volumes), and that the supercritical flume
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measured too high for the first three large flows. Also, for storms V17

and V19 in 1963, the measured flow at flume #1 is approximately twice

that measured just upstream at flume #2 - even though rainfall data

indicates that there was no lateral inflow between the two flumes.

Simulation data from flume #6 (figure 4-12) also suggest that flume

#6 may have measured too high for the first few large flows. Perhaps it

took several large flows to fill in the channel upstream of the flume;

it has been established that flow conditions upstream of the flume affect

the rating (Smith et al., 1981).

It is also possible that the phenomenon observed in figures 4-11

and 4-12 is due to changes in watershed infiltration capacity, or is

spurious. It is more likely, however, that there have been changes in

the accuracy of the streamgages. In this study, no attempt was made to

correct suspect flow measurements because there was no rigorous basis for

doing so. In any case, it does not appear that measurement errors are

large enough to invalidate the basic conclusions of this study.

4.3.4 Preliminary Version of KINEROS

The version of KINEROS evaluated in this chapter differs from an

earlier, preliminary version, which is described in Appendix A and

Hendrickson (1989). The preliminary version has eleven sub-areas

(compared to 60 in the final model), and lacked several features of the

more detailed and realistic final version. Both models used nearly the

same number of raingages, but the choice of actual gages differed. The

performance of the preliminary and final versions of KINEROS can be
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compared for seven storms used to validate both models. For some storms,

the final model was more accurate in peak flow than the preliminary

model, and for other storms the opposite result was obtained. For one

storm however, the preliminary model over-estimated the peak flow by

four-fold, whereas the final model over-estimated by only one-fold. It

appears that for this storm the finer spatial resolution of the final

model paid off. The preliminary model was more accurate in time to peak

than the final model.

4.4 COMPARISON WITH THE SCS MODEL

The previous section has shown that the distributed, physically-

based approach to runoff modeling does not necessarily lead to

particularly accurate simulations of thunderstorm-generated floods, at

least at Walnut Gulch. From an applications viewpoint, the next question

is: Is KINEROS better than any of the alternatives? If not, the

scientific question becomes: Can we understand why not?

This section compares KINEROS to a simple model - the well-known

SCS Curve Number Method. Two versions of the SCS model were applied to

Walnut Gulch. The first was a spatially lumped model utilizing basin-

average storm rainfall as input. It is expected that such a model will

be quite inaccurate because it does not take the spatial variations of

the rainfall-runoff process into account. A more reasonable approach is

to apply the SCS model to basin sub-areas. The second SCS model was

therefore a distributed one that had one sub-area per raingage, for a

total of eight sub-areas. Watershed sub-division was based on Theissen
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polygons. Runoff was computed separately for each sub-area using storm

rainfall from the appropriate raingage. The runoff hydrographs from each

sub-area were adjusted for channel losses and downstream routing, and

then hydrographs from all sub-areas were added to obtain simulated flow

at the basin outlet. Simple translation was used to "route" the sub-area

hydrographs to the outlet. Channel losses and hydrograph translation

time were assumed to be proportional to the hydrologic distance between

each sub-area and the basin outlet. The distributed modeling approach

added two parameters: channel loss rate (volume per length of channel)

and the speed at which the hydrograph is translated.

The basic SCS model and versions used in this study are described

in more detail in Appendix A.

In order to maintain a fair comparison between KINEROS and the SCS

models, the SCS models were first applied as though Walnut Gulch were

ungaged. In a second step, SCS model parameters were calibrated using

the same six storms used to calibrate KINEROS. Theissen polygons were

used to estimate basin average rainfall for the lumped model.

Initial parameter estimation for the "ungaged" SCS models proceeded

as follows.	 Model application and parameter estimation were largely

based on the guidelines contained in McCuen (1982). Estimates of the

Curve Number parameter, however, were based on guidelines for semi-arid

rangelands contained in Lane (1984). Curve numbers were adjusted in the

usual manner for antecedent soil moisture conditions. The Time of

Concentration parameter was estimated using measured hydrologic distance
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(for either the entire watershed or each sub-area) divided by estimates

of flow velocity.

The distributed SCS model assumes that channel losses are

proportional to the hydrologic distance between the sub-area and the

watershed outlet. Channel loss rates were estimated using published

values of Ks for channel alluvium and estimates of average channel width

and event duration. Sub-area hydrographs were merely delayed

(translated) to account for downstream routing to the watershed outlet.

The amount of the delay was proportional to the distance traveled.

Travel speed was estimated using the Manning equation.

Calibration of the SCS models consisted of manually adjusting

parameter values until a better fit was obtained between measured and

observed hydrographs at flume #1. Calibration of the SCS models was much

easier than for KINEROS because there was neither parameter interaction

nor computational constraints. Initial and calibrated parameter values

are given in Appendix A.

The SCS models were validated using the same 24 storms used to

validate KINEROS. Results are compared to the entire-basin version of

KINEROS in figures 4-13 through 4-16. In the case of ungaged models (no

calibration), KINEROS is clearly superior to the SCS models in estimating

peak flow. The lumped, ungaged SCS model predicts no runoff whatsoever

for all but one or two of the validation storms. This is because

estimates of the Curve Number are too low when rainfall is averaged over

the entire watershed. The distributed, ungaged SCS model is better than

the lumped model, but consistently under-estimates peak runoff. The
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Figure 4-13	 Peak flow comparison of KINEROS, lumped SCS, and
distributed SCS models (ungaged case)
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results for the ungaged model corroborate those of Brackensiek and Rawls

(1986), who found that the Green and Ampt infiltration model performed

better than the SCS model when no calibration was performed. The Green

and Ampt model is quite similar to the Smith-Parlange model.

In the case of the calibrated models, the lumped SCS model

continues to under-estimate peak flow, but the distributed SCS model

compares favorably to KINEROS. The calibrated SCS models tend to under-

estimate the validation events even though they showed no such tendency

on the calibration events. However, according to the Nash-Sutcliffe

efficiency (Table 4-4), both calibrated SCS models are preferable to

KINEROS. Examination of the scatter plots, however, shows that KINEROS

would be preferable as a flood forecasting model. KINEROS does slightly

better than the distributed SCS model on the largest events. Further,

part of the scatter in KINEROS' results is due to significant over-

estimation, whereas scatter in the SCS models is largely due to

consistent under-estimation. In a flood forecasting model the former

fault is preferable to the latter.

It is interesting that the calibrated, distributed SCS model is a

better estimator of time to peak than the calibrated KINEROS model. Even

in the ungaged case, both the distributed SCS model and KINEROS give

comparable and favorable results for time to peak. It is important to

recall that the routing component of the SCS model is linear, whereas

that in KINEROS is non-linear. This suggests that for KINEROS, times to

peak are sensitive to errors in runoff volume, whereas for the SCS model
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Table 4 - 4	 Comparison of peak flows generated by KINEROS and the SCS
models. Values given below are from calibrated versions of
the models.

MODEL
AVERAGE ERROR

(% MEAN OBSERVED)
NASH-SUTCLIFF
EFFICIENCY

KINEROS -3.7% -0.676

Lumped SCS -52.7 -0.465

Distributed SCS -37.0 -0.232
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they are not. It appears that the less sophisticated, more linear method

may be at least as accurate as the sophisticated nonlinear method.

It is worth noting that, compared to the SCS model, KINEROS

required at least an order of magnitude more manpower for implementation,

and two orders of magnitude more computer time. An important advantage

of KINEROS, however, is that it can be applied to ungaged watersheds with

relative success. Also, it should also be better suited than simple

models for extrapolating to extreme events - at least in theory.

4.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

4.5.1 Summary of Results

Earlier in this chapter, hypotheses were proposed regarding the

simulation of thunderstorm-generated floods on medium-sized arid

catchments under circumstances relevant to flood forecasting. The

circumstances relevant to flood forecasting were considered to be

raingage densities on the order of one per 20 km2 , and little or no

historical rainfall-runoff data for calibration. Below, results of the

Walnut Gulch case study are summarized briefly on a hypothesis by

hypothesis basis.

HYPOTHESIS: KINEROS is capable of accurately simulating flood peaks and

time to peak.

RESULT:	 KINEROS simulated time to peak fairly accurately, but did

a poor job of simulating peak flows.
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HYPOTHESIS: Model accuracy degrades significantly when the model is not

calibrated.

RESULT:	 The calibrated version of KINEROS simulated peak flows just

as poorly as the "ungaged " version whose parameters were

based on soil maps, topographic maps, and a brief field

investigation. The calibrated version of KINEROS, however,

simulated time to peak more accurately than the "ungagedu

model, which produced flows that were too slow because of

unrealistic values of Manning's n.

HYPOTHESIS: Model simulations improve when an observed hydrograph from

an upstream streamgage is used as model input.

RESULT:	 Results support this hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS: A simple, spatially-lumped SCS model cannot accurately

simulate flood peak and time to peak.

RESULT:	 Results support this hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS: The proposed modeling approach based on KINEROS is more

accurate than a spatially-distributed SCS model with a

simple channel loss routine.

RESULT:	 Results suggest that KINEROS is approximately as accurate

as a distributed SCS model with channel losses - providing

that some model calibration is performed.
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HYPOTHESIS: The superiority of KINEROS over the SCS model is especially

evident in the "ungaged" case.

RESULT:	 When the models are not calibrated, KINEROS is more accurate

than the SCS model.

4.5.2 Discussion

The major objective of this chapter was to determine if KINEROS

could accurately simulate runoff over the 150 km2 Walnut Gulch watershed

when applied under data constraints typical of ALERT watersheds. Results

were rather discouraging; Figure 4-17 summarizes the large differences

between simulated and observed peak flows. Twenty-five percent of the

simulations produced peaks that differed from observed by more than 100%.

A striking aspect of model performance was the high variability of model

simulations for runoff volume and peak flow. Sometimes the model was

reasonably accurate, at other times it over-predicted flow amounts, and

at other times it under-predicted. Occasionally the model was

dramatically in error. Fortunately, flash flood forecasts do not always

need to be highly accurate; often all that is required is to

successfully forecast whether the flow will be above some flood

threshold. Even so, if the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch were to be used

for flash flood forecasting, one would expect the peak flow forecasts to

be unreliable. Forecasts of time to peak, however, would be relatively

accurate.

The surprisingly strong performance of the distributed SCS model

with channel losses suggests that even in the difficult-to-model
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situation of thunderstorms in a semi-arid watershed, a simple model can

explain a large portion of the rainfall-runoff process. Apparently, the

extra effort made by KINEROS to realistically simulate various aspects

of the runoff process did not yield large dividends. One possible

explanation is suggested by the study of Singh and Woolhiser (1976).

Singh and Woolhiser found that in the presence of input errors, a linear

model could be more accurate than a nonlinear one - even though the

underlying process is truly nonlinear. It appears that KINEROS, which

has a higher degree of nonlinearity than the SCS mode1 2, is more

susceptible to rainfall input errors than the SCS model.

4.5.3 What Next?

Chapter five presents the results of additional validation of the

KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch. First, KINEROS is evaluated under

forecasting - as opposed to simulation - conditions. Second, since it

appears that the model cannot accurately simulate individual events, the

following questions are asked:

1	 Can the model simulate the frequency with which flows of a given

magnitude occur? and

2	 Can the model accurately simulate hydrograph shape?

2 KINEROS uses nonlinear flow routing while the SCS model uses
linear routing; both KINEROS and the SCS model have nonlinear
infiltration components.
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The purpose of Chapter six is to understand why the KINEROS model

of Walnut Gulch perfomed so poorly. Key questions are:

(1) Were poor simulations the result of rainfall sampling error or

model inadequacies?

(2) Did errors in initial soil moisture estimates contribute to poor

simulations?

(3) To what extent were poor model simulations the result of non-

optimal parameter estimates?

(4) Could model accuracy be significantly improved through additional

calibration?

(5) Is the model internally consistent? and

(6) Are model assumptions sound?

It is hoped that by seeking the answers to these questions - and

attempting to understand the underlying hydrology - we will be in a

better position to generally understand the potential and limitations of

using KINEROS on medium-sized, semi-arid watersheds.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TESTING THE MODEL FROM NEW PERSPECTIVES

The objective of the this chapter is to validate the KINEROS model

of Walnut Gulch from several new perspectives. The first is to evaluate

KINEROS's accuracy under forecasting - as opposed to simulation -

conditions. Second, since the model cannot accurately simulate runoff

from individual events, it should be interesting to see if it can at

least predict the following:

1 -	 the frequency with which flows of a given magnitude occur, and

2 -	 hydrograph shape.

5.1 FORECASTING

In flood forecasting, and particularly in flash flood forecasting,

obtaining long lead times is extremely important to the ultimate

effectiveness of the forecast. (The lead time is the time between when

the forecast is issued and when the event occurs.) It is therefore

worthwhile to issue flood warnings as soon as the possibility of a flood

is apparent, and then to update the forecast periodically as additional

rainfall and streamflow data become available.

In order to gain insight into model accuracy under forecast

conditions, the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch model was validated in

forecast mode for five storms. Because lead time varies with the

location of the storm, these storms were selected so that two occurred

in the lower basin (centered at gage #12) and three occurred in the upper
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basin (centered at gage #44). Additionally, three storms had simple,

straightforward hyetographs, and two had complex hyetographs associated

with long storms.

In order to validate the model in forecast mode, it was run using

several forecast times for each storm. As used here, "forecast time"

means the "time" at which the model is run in order to obtain a

streamflow forecast. Only rain falling before the forecast time was

input to the model; zero rainfall was assumed thereafter because that is

the simplest assumption. A simple decision rule based on rainfall

intensity was used to determine the forecast times for each storm. This

rule states that if 7 mm or more falls at any gage from time t to time

t+5, the forecast time is t+10. Subsequent forecast times are at 15

minute intervals, providing that at least 7 mm of rain falls at any gage

during the 15 minutes since the last forecast. Alternate decision rules

were examined, but rejected because they sometimes failed to recognize

that moderate rainfall intensities in the latter part of the storm could

be flow-producing. This points out the importance of having a

conservative decision process for determining when to run a forecast

model. Alternatively, the model could be run every 15 minutes regardless

of rainfall conditions.

Table 5-1 sets forth the results of the forecast mode validations.

The calibrated version of the entire basin model was used in these

simulations. For comparison, results of post-storm simulations are also

given. Post-storm simulations are ordinary model runs using the entire

duration of the rainfall data. The forecast lead time given in table
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	 STORM V1 	(upper basin storm) 

Forecast l 	Forecast
Explanation	 Time	 Peak Flow	Time of Peak l 	Lead Time 2

forecast	 34 min.	 0.0 CMS

forecast	 49	 80.7	 124 min.	 70 min.

forecast	 64	 118.6	 118	 49

post-storm simulation	 125.7	 118	 -

observed	 318.6	 125	 -

	 STORM V2 	(lower basin storm)

Forecast	 Forecast
Explanation	 Time	 Peak Flow	Time of Peak	Lead Time

forecast	 43 min.	 15.4 CMS	 110 min.	 62 min.

forecast	 58	 66.4	 94	 31

forecast	 73	 105.7	 92	 14

post-storm simulation
	

114.7	 92	 -

observed
	

183.5	 102	 -

1 From beginning of storm

2 Forecasted time of peak, minus forecast time, minus 5 minutes
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Table 5-1, continued

STORM V9	 (upper basin storm; long, multiple cell	 storm)

Forecast	 Forecast
Explanation	 Time Peak Flow Time of Peak Lead Time

forecast	 58 min. 0.04 CMS 564 min. 501 min.

forecast	 532 8.6 676 139

forecast	 547 28.5 656 109

forecast	 562 107.2 636 69

post-storm simulation 111.6 636

observed 89.6 600

STORM V13	 (lower basin storm;	long complicated hvetograph)

Forecast	 Forecast
Explanation	 Time Peak Flow Time of Peak Lead Time

forecast	 87 min. 0.0 CMS

forecast	 156 14.8 min. 224 min. 63 min.

forecast	 238 135.0 268 25

forecast	 253 222.3 266 8

post-storm simulation 222.8 266

observed 80.8 266
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Table 5-1, continued

STORM V4	 (upper basin storm)

Forecast Forecast
Explanation	 Time Peak Flow Time of Peak Lead Time

forecast	 39 min. 0.75 CMS 332 min. 288 min.

forecast	 54 71.5 142 83

forecast	 69 313.6 118 44

post-storm simulation 318.6 118

observed 132.5 167 -
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5-1 is the amount of time between the forecast time and the forecasted

peak, minus 5 minutes for actually running the model. Figure 5-1

illustrates how the forecasted hydrograph evolved in time for one of the

storms.

Two tendencies can be seen in the validation results. First,

forecasted peak flow increases in magnitude with successive forecasts.

This is expected because the early forecasts are issued before all of

the flow-producing rain falls. In contrast, the forecasted time to peak

remains the same or decreases with successive forecasts. This is because

the model's non-linear routing equations predict that small flows travel

slower than large ones. Apparently, while the early forecasts under-

estimate the time at which rainfall excess is produced, this is balanced

by under-estimation of wave speed. Consequently, many of the early

forecasts are relatively accurate for time to peak even though they are

not for peak flow.

For the storms studied, forecasts provided about 28 minutes of lead

time for lower-basin storms (centered at gage #12), and 74 minutes for

upper-basin storms (centered at gage #44). These values were taken from

the first forecast which predicts at least 50 m3/s, and indicate the

approximate amount of time that would be available for flood response

measures.

The assumption, used in the above analysis, of no additional rain

beyond the forecast time is, of course, unrealistic. Enough is known

about the characteristics of airmass thunderstorms that it should be

possible to make plausible predictions of the amount of rainfall that
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Figure 5-1	 Example of how forecasted hydrographs evolve in time.
Forecasts were issued at times tl,t2, and t3.
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will fall during the remaining part of the storm, conditioned on the

amount observed prior to the forecast time. (This idea was proposed to

the author by David Woolhiser.) Such a scheme would readily lend itself

to probabilistic forecasts of rainfall and streamflow. While the idea

is simple in principle, implementation would undoubtedly be rather

complicated, especially if spatial variations are taken into account.

Another use of the forecast model would be to use hypothetical

rainfall scenarios to estimate the minimum amount of rain (in a given

time, in a given area, under given initial conditions) that could cause

a flow of a given magnitude. Observed data would certainly be valuable

in this regard.

5.2 PREDICTING FLOW FREQUENCY

If the Walnut Gulch model cannot simulate individual events well,

can it be used to estimate the frequency with which flows of a given

magnitude occur? That is, from a given suite of storms, can it predict

the resulting flows if it is not necessary to predict which storm

produces which flow? Table 5-2 gives statistics comparing observed and

simulated peak flows for the validation events after flow sequences were

ordered. The 24 observed flow peaks were ordered from small to large,

as were the 24 simulated flow peaks.) Figure 5-2 shows scatter plots of

the best and worst fits of ordered data. There is a substantial

improvement in the accuracy of ordered flows compared to the accuracy of

simulations for individual events. After ordering, the standard error

of estimate generally dropped to one third of that for non-ordered flows.
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Table 5-2	 Statistics Comparing Simulated and Observed Peak Flows After
Each Has Been Ordered.	 For comparison, statistics for
original, un-ordered flows are also given.

Nash-Sutcliffe
Model	 Runs	 Efficiency Correlation

Standard Error
of Estimate

(% of mean observed)

Ungaged	 un-ordered -0.15 0.36 76.
Flume #1	 ordered 0.89 0.90 24.

Calibrated	 un-ordered -0.68 0.36 92.
Flume #1	 ordered 0.84 0.92 29.

Ungaged	 un-ordered -0.32 0.47 89.
Flume #6	 ordered 0.84 0.89 31.

Calibrated	 un-ordered -1.55 0.51 124.
Flume #6	 ordered 0.00 0.88 78.
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5.3 PREDICTING HYDROGRAPH SHAPE

Results presented thus far show that the Walnut Gulch model is a

poor simulator of runoff volumes. Because the model's kinematic flow

routing equations are well grounded in theory, however, the model should

have skill in predicting hydrograph shape - providing that runoff volumes

are predicted with a fair degree of accuracy. Does it? Below, this

question is evaluated using results from the KINEROS models of Walnut

Gulch.

In Chapter four, it was shown that as long as there were no gross

errors in predicted runoff volume, time to peak was predicted very

accurately by the calibrated model. The ungaged model, however, tended

to be about 45 minutes too slow.

The high correlation between volume residuals (simulated minus

observed volume) and peak residuals (simulated minus observed peaks)

supports the hypothesis that peak flows would be better predicted if

runoff volumes were better predicted. (Due to the causal nature of the

volume-peak relationship, there is no point in hypothesizing that volumes

could be better predicted if peaks were better predicted.) The

correlation between volume residuals and peak residuals is 0.86 for the

ungaged model and 0.88 for the calibrated model, see Figure 5-3. It

should be noted that correlation between peaks and volumes is very high:

0.80 for observed runoff, 0.89 for the ungaged model, and 0.93 for the

calibrated model.

In evaluating hydrograph shape, the ratio of peak flow to runoff

volume (Qp/vol) is a useful index.	 Comparisons were made between
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observed ratios and simulated ratios for the Walnut Gulch models (figure

5-4). Statistics comparing observed and simulated ratios for the

validation events are given in table 5-3. It should be noted that model

simulations of runoff volume may be slightly low because simulations

generally ended before flow ceased. All simulations, however, were run

until flow was less than one tenth of the peak.

Judging from the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, the ungaged model's

skill in predicting Qp/vol ratios was essentially equivalent to

predicting the mean observed value for each event. While this is not

encouraging, one must keep in mind that estimating the mean value for an

ungaged watershed is non-trivial. The calibrated model showed some skill

in predicting ratios for individual events, but the level of accuracy was

only fair. Perhaps this is to be expected because of the combination of

non-linear flow hydraulics and the fact that the simulated volume was

substantially in error for many events.

Plots of simulated versus observed hydrograph shapes are shown in

Figure 5-5. The events shown were randomly selected from the small pool

of simulations for which simulated runoff volumes were within 25% of

observed. To facilitate comparison of shapes, hydrographs within each

plot were normalized to represent equal runoff volumes. The similarity

between observed and simulated shapes ranges from very good to fair.

In summary, the Walnut Gulch model provides good estimates of time

to peak providing that 1) runoff volumes are not grossly in error, and

2) roughness values have been calibrated on a minimal amount of observed

data (or otherwise are well estimated). While Walnut Gulch model does
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Table 5-3 Validation Statistics for Peak Flow to Volume Ratios (Qp/vol)

UNGAGED MODEL	 CALIBRATED MODEL

CORRELATION 0.34 0.56

N-S EFFICIENCY 0.06 0.34

BIAS < 1% +15.3%
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have some skill in predicting the shapes of hydrographs, only a fair

degree of accuracy was obtained. Even though the calibrated Walnut Gulch

model provides poorer estimates of peak flows than the ungaged model, it

does provide better estimates of hydrograph shapes.

5.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

-->	 When running KINEROS in forecast mode, forecast lead times of about

30-75 minutes were obtained. The very earliest forecasts (based

only on rain prior to the time of the forecast) tended to under-

predict the peak, but not the time to peak.

-->	 The Walnut Gulch model does a fairly good job of predicting the

frequency distribution of peak flows resulting from the validation

storms.

The ungaged version of the Walnut Gulch model can predict the mean

shape of the hydrographs from the validation storms, but not the

shapes resulting from individual storms. The calibrated model

predicts hydrpgraph shapes more accurately than the ungaged model,

but has only a fair degree of accuracy in predicting the shapes of

hydrographs resulting from individual storms.
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CHAPTER SIX

FACTORS THAT LIMIT THE ACCURACY OF SIMULATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch

provided poor simulations of runoff when applied under circumstances

relevant to flash flood forecasting. The goal of this chapter is to

understand why, and to gain insights into the factors that limit the

accuracy of simulations. This chapter is necessarily limited to

evaluating the accuracy of KINEROS under a specific set of circumstances,

and should not be construed as a general critique of KINEROS. Indeed,

others working at much smaller scales on the same watershed (Goodrich,

1990) have obtained excellent results with KINEROS. The poor results

obtained in this study are more likely to reflect inherent difficulties

associated with the larger spatial scale, errors in rainfall data, and

difficulty in estimating parameter values than a "problem" with KINEROS

itself.

The following factors influence the accuracy of rainfall-runoff

simulations:

1 -	 accuracy of rainfall estimates;

2 -	 accuracy of initial soil moisture estimates; and

3 -	 accuracy of the hydrologic model.

In general, the accuracy of a model is influenced by the validity of

model assumptions, whether the model is applied in a reasonable fashion,
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and the quality of parameter estimates. Also, in the case of models

based on partial differential equations, results are affected by the

accuracy of the solution technique and the level of space - time

discretization of inputs, initial conditions, and model parameters.

Because there are many factors that may have limited the accuracy

of the Walnut Gulch simulations, this chapter must explore many issues.

The specific objectives of this chapter are to:

1) Evaluate the extent to which rainfall sampling errors could have

introduced error into the simulated flows;

2) Gain a better understanding of model and runoff dynamics by

(a) examining	 the	 interaction	 of	 infiltration	 and	 flow

hydraulics, and

(b) examining the sensitivity of simulated flows to model

parameters and initial conditions;

3) Evaluate, to the limited extent possible, the influence of

uncertainty in parameter values on uncertainty in simulated flows;

4) Examine the internal consistency of the model by validating

simulations in a spatially distributed sense;

5)	 Search for systematic weaknesses of the model by looking for trends

in the circumstances that produced poor simulations.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections:

section 6.2 addresses rainfall sampling errors; section 6.3 seeks to

understand model dynamics and sensitivity; section 6.4 examines Walnut
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Gulch simulations in detail; and section 6.5 summarizes results. Unless

otherwise specified, the analysis is of simulations produced with the

calibrated version of the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch, and 8 raingages.

This study is not the first to examine the reasons behind the

behavior of hydrologic simulations. Here, it is hoped that the following

factors have contributed to a comprehensive and meaningful analysis:

1) Use of realistic input data, that is, observed, rather than

simulated rainfall data;

2) Availability of detailed data for model validation;

3)	 Analysis of more than one or two runoff events (when time and

resources permitted).

6.2 RAINFALL SAMPLING ERRORS

6.2.1 Potential for Rainfall Sampling Errors

It is obvious that the accuracy of rainfall-runoff simulations are

dependent of the accuracy of the rainfall data. This is especially true

in this study because a) runoff is extremely sensitive to rainfall, and

b) there is a large potential for rainfall sampling errors due to the

steep spatial gradients of convective storms. Rainfall sampling errors

will be discussed first. Faures (1990) examined errors associated with

raingage measurements, and showed that even for a 36,000 m 2 catchment

with one raingage, rainfall sampling errors can be hydrologically

significant. In the present case, however, the most important problem

is that even for relatively dense raingage networks, the spatial

gradients of convective storms can be so steep (as much as 40 mm per km)
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that there is substantial uncertainty as to how much rain is falling

between gages.

Figure 6-1 shows the rainfall contours for a large thunderstorm

that occurred at Walnut Gulch on 8/10/71 (event v7). This figure is

redrawn from Fennessey et al. (1986) and is based on data from 93 gages

and thus should realistically illustrate rainfall variability at this

scale. Superimposed on the rainfall field is a hypothetical raingage

network with a raingage density that is typical of ALERT-type flood

warning systems (1/20 km 2 ). Clearly at this density, the gages cannot

resolve the rainfall field with high fidelity. It is even possible that

a thunderstorm cell could occur between raingages and escape detection.

Conversely, if a thunderstorm cell were centered directly over a gage,

it would be difficult to estimate the areal extent of the cell.

Radar measures rain continuously in space and thus should be

subject to fewer spatial errors than gages. It is generally expected

that the implementation of NEXRAD Doppler radar during the next decade

will substantially improve the quantity and quality of rainfall data

available for flash flood forecasting. NEXRAD's raw measurements have

a spatial resolution of 1 km and a temporal resolution of 15 minutes or

less. The fine resolution data, however, are not considered reliable,

and the measurements are integrated over time and space to obtain more

accurate data products. The standard data product (available in numeric

format and considered suitable for hydrologic forecasting) will have a

spatial resolution of 4 km by 4 km and a time interval of 1 hour (Smith,

personal communication, 1991).
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SOURCE: FENNESSEY ET AL, 1986
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Figure 6-1
	

Rainfall contours based on 93 gages for storm of 8/10/71.
Upper figure shows 8 hypothetical raingages, lower figure
shows hypothetical radar pixels.
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Figure 6-1 shows a 4 km grid superimposed on the rainfall field of

8/10/71. Clearly, even 4 km radar data will miss much of the spatial

texture of Southwest air mass thunderstorms. Also, radar data with a one

hour time step will not capture the temporal texture of the rainfall,

which presumably is important for infiltration excess runoff prediction.

(Recall that Osborn and Renard, 1973, found that 30 minute intensity is

the rainfall characteristic that best correlates with runoff.) Moreover,

use of one hour data will seriously compromise forecast lead times for

short-fused events. (Recall that lead times with the Walnut Gulch model

were about 30-75 minutes.)

6.2.2 Sensitivity of Runoff to Rainfall Errors

It was earlier asserted that runoff is very sensitive to rainfall,

at least at Walnut Gulch. This assertion is difficult or even

impossible to support with observational data because of measurement

errors, and confounding factors such as space-time variability of

rainfall and runoff. The Walnut Gulch model was therefore used to infer

the sensitivity of runoff to rainfall. Simulated model flows produced

by observed rainfall were compared to simulated flows produced by

observed rainfall plus ten percent. (Rainfall intensity was increased

by ten percent in all time periods.) This comparison was carried out for

ten of the validation storms, and results are shown in figure 6-2.

Averaging across ten storms, increasing rain by ten percent resulted in

a 41% increase in peak flow. Similar sensitivities have been found in

other studies for semi-arid basins (WMO, 1975). The implications are
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discouraging, as it is uncertain if existing ALERT gage networks can

measure rain to within 10% over medium-sized basins, or even smaller

basins, for that matter.

The high sensitivity of runoff to rainfall is not surprising in

view of the high percentage of infiltration losses that introduces a

strong nonlinearity into the rainfall-runoff relationship. Conditions

that increase the percentage of infiltration losses (such as dry initial

conditions, small storms just above the runoff-initiation threshold, low

rainfall intensities, and highly pervious soils and channel alluvium)

would be expected to increase the degree of nonlinearity. Conversely,

the degree of nonlinearity would be at a minimum under the conditions

that lead to severe flooding: wet initial conditions, large rainfall

depths and intensities, and highly pervious watersheds.

The next four sections present the results of rainfall-runoff

modeling studies that illustrate the impact of rainfall sampling errors

on simulated hydrographs. The first two studtes were exploratory ones

which nevertheless provided some very interesting results (Hendrickson

and Sorooshian, 1990). The third and fourth studies are more

comprehensive.

6.2.3 Study #1: Assumption of Spatially Uniform Rain

Study #1 examined the implications of assuming that rainfall and

runoff are spatially uniform, when in fact, they are not. This issue was

examined for a 11.9 km2 sub-watershed of Walnut Gulch and the
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thunderstorm of 8/7/69 (event v20 shown in figure 6-3). Data from eleven

recording raingages located in or very near the sub-watershed were used.

Two modeling configurations were used for simulations. In the

first, rainfall was assumed to be spatially uniform, and the sub-

watershed was modeled as a single overland flow plane draining to a

channel. Rainfall for the uniform configuration was obtained by 1)

computing spatially-averaged storm depth from the eleven gages, and 2)

using a gage in the center of the sub-watershed to provide the time-

intensity pattern of the hyetograph. In the second model configuration,

rainfall was assumed to be spatially variable. The overland flow plane

was divided into eleven segments (parallel to the direction of flow);

each segment received rainfall input from a different gage (one gage per

segment).

Both model configurations were run three times:

1 - with the original rainfall data;

2 - with observed intensities (and therefore storm depth) doubled; and

3 - with observed intensities halved.

These three rainfall scenarios will be called the small, medium, and

large storms. Simulated runoff volumes and peak flows for each scenario

are given in Figure 6-4.

In the case of the small storm, the distributed rainfall

configuration produced significantly greater runoff volume, and therefore

peak flow, than did the uniform rainfall configuration. This is due to

the strong nonlinearity in the rainfall to rainfall excess relationship,
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resulting in relatively large partial area contributions from areas

receiving the highest rainfall. In contrast, the rainfall to rainfall

excess relationship appears to be relatively linear for larger storms.

This phenomenon is illustrated by simulation results for the large storm:

uniform and distributed rainfall produced virtually identical runoff

volumes. In spite of this, the uniform rainfall configuration produced

a higher peak flow rate than the distributed configuration. This is

because the timing of the peak rainfall burst varied as much as 25

minutes between gages. As a result, peak flow at the watershed outlet

was damped in the distributed case. When rainfall is assumed to be

uniform, the peak rainfall burst (and therefore runoff burst) is

artificially forced to occur simultaneously over the watershed. This

interpretation corroborates the findings of others such as Helble (1984),

who showed that storm movement could affect peak flow rates. Model

results for the medium storm can be explained as a combination of 1)

rainfall to rainfall excess non-linearity, and 2) timing of peak rainfall

bursts.

In summary, results indicate that spatially uniform rain does not

necessarily produce the same runoff as spatially variable rain - even

when total rainfall amounts are equal.

6.2.4 Study #2: Point Sampling Errors on a 11.9 km2 Watershed

Modelers are often forced to assume that rainfall is spatially

uniform because they have only a single gage with which to estimate

rainfall over a given area. How well does data from that single gage
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represent the areal average of rainfall? The second modeling study

examined this question using the same sub-watershed, storm, and data used

in the first study.

In the following simulations, rainfall was assumed to be spatially

uniform, with rainfall given by one of the eleven gages. Simulated

runoff resulting from a single gage was then compared to simulated runoff

resulting from distributed rainfall (all eleven gages and the distributed

modeling configuration). Results are shown in figure 6-5. For six of

eleven gages, the peak flow resulting from one gage differed by more than

50% from the peak flow resulting from the distributed rainfall and model.

Results suggest that raingage densities on the order of one per 12 km2

are insufficient for simulating runoff from thunderstorms on semi-arid

catchments. This conclusion is based on an event that is slightly

smaller than the average annual event. Results might not be quite as

discouraging for larger return interval events or for relatively

impervious watersheds because of increased linearity in such situations.

The next study therefore examines the impact of rainfall sampling errors

for some of the largest storms that have occurred at Walnut Gulch.

6.2.5 Study #3: Point Sampling Errors on a 150 km2 Watershed

The purpose of the third study was to estimate the impact of

rainfall sampling errors on simulated runoff for a semi-arid watershed

which is similar to ALERT watersheds in size and raingage density.

Methods. Using the calibrated Walnut Gulch model, simulated flows

driven by data from 8 raingages were compared to simulated flows driven
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by 58 raingages. (For some storms 56 or 57 gages were used due to the

occasional inoperative gage.) For event vi, which occurred before the

entire raingage network was installed, 30 gages were used, including all

available gages near the storm center. The distributed soil moisture

conditions used for the 8-gage simulations were also used for the 58-gage

simulations. With respect to the rainfall data itself, observations

were kriged from the gages to basin sub-areas at two minute intervals.

Simulations were performed for ten storms selected from the validation

storms, with an emphasis on large events and events for which the Walnut

Gulch model performed particularly poorly in the 8-gage case.

Results. Figure 6-6 shows peak flows produced by the 8-gage

simulations, the 58-gage simulations, and for comparison, observed data.

By comparing 8-gage simulations to 58-gage simulations, one can estimate

the error in simulated flows that is derived from rainfall sampling

errors in the 8-gage case. One of the most striking results is the

variability from storm to storm. Results suggest that for some storms,

the impact of rainfall sampling errors can be very large (changing the

simulated peak by nearly 100%) while for other storms, the impact is

quite modest. Presumably, much depends on the random location of storm

cells with respect to the raingage network. In some cases, the 8-gage

simulations were more accurate than the 58-gage simulations. This is due

to rainfall sampling errors and model errors canceling each other in the

8-gage case. For example, in storm v3, rainfall was under-estimated in

the 8-gage case, but this was compensated by under-estimation of

infiltration rates.
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By comparing 58-gage simulations to observed flows, it is possible

to obtain an idea of how well the model would perform in the absence of

significant rainfall errors. From figure 6-6, we see that even in the

absence of significant rainfall sampling errors, model performance leaves

much to be desired. On balance, it appears that about half the residuals

(simulated minus observed values) are due to rainfall sampling errors

(resulting from point sampling of spatially variable fields), and the

remaining half of the residuals are due to other factors. These other

factors presumably include parameter error, error in streamflow

measurements, model structural error, and even small-scale rainfall

error.

Discussion. While the 58 gage rainfall data has exceptional

spatial resolution (about 1 gage per 2.6 km2 or gages 1.6 km apart), it

is important to keep in mind that convective rainfall gradients as large

as 40 mm/km have been observed (during storm V4). . Between small-scale

variability of convective rainfall, the effect of aspect on rainfall

measurement, error in the point measurements themselves, and limitations

of the interpolation technique, the rainfall field estimated using 58

gages cannot be considered error-free. To illustrate the effect of small

scale rainfall variability, storm v4 was re-run with one additional

raingage - the gage that received the most rain, but was not included

among the original 58 gages. The simulated flow increased from 230 (58

gages) to 258 cms (58 + 1 gages). Of course, such dramatic results would

not occur for every storm.
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Are the differences between 8 and 58 gage simulations consistent

with results of the sensitivity analysis, which show a 41% change in peak

flow resulting from a 10% change in precipitation? Averaging across

events and looking at absolute values, changing the number of raingages

resulted in a 9.8% change in precipitation (basin average), and a 36%

change in peak flow. This is consistent with the results of the

sensitivity analysis. Examination of results on a storm by storm basis,

however, gives a different picture. In fact, for three of the ten

events, the sign of the precipitation change (basin average) does not

agree with the sign change of peak flow! This is due to basin average

rain reflecting both contributing and non-contributing areas of the

watershed.

The difference between 8-gage and 58-gage precipitation and

simulated runoff were therefore examined at the storm center. At the

storm center, the changes in precipitation and runoff were consistent for

the three events which were anomalous on a basin average basis. It is

noteworthy, however, that changes in precipitation and runoff at the

storm center were not consistent for two other events (v9 and v13), which

happen to have the longest and most temporally complex hyetographs of all

the storms. For these two storms, space-time texture of the rainfall

field is probably more important than total storm depths. In general,

it is not really clear how various aspects of the rainfall field (such

as space-time texture, cell movement and location within the basin)

affect runoff production. An increased understanding of this issue would
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be of general scientific interest and would contribute to the

understanding of flood dynamics.

6.2.6 Study #4: Radar-Like Data

This study examined the consequences of measuring rainfall as areal

averages over 4 by 4 km pixels and using such data as input to the

KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch. The significance is that radar measures

rainfall as areal averages - often over 4 km by 4 km pixels. Radar data

is free of point sampling error, but may have insufficient spatial

resolution for localized thunderstorms.

To produce "radar-like" data, a 4 km grid was drawn on a map of

Walnut Gulch. Rainfall was assumed to be spatially uniform within each

"radar pixel". For ten storms, data from the 58 raingages and kriging

were used to estimate the areal-average rain within each pixel. Each

sub-area within the Walnut Gulch model received rain from the radar pixel

in which it was located. In the case of sub-areas that straddled two (or

more) pixels, rainfall was estimated as an area-weighted average from

those pixels. As with all previous simulations, a two minute time step

was used for the radar-like data.

The radar-like data were input to KINEROS, and resulting peak flows

are displayed in Figure 6-7. For each storm, three values of simulated

peak flow are shown: the value obtained with radar-like data, the value

obtained with 58 raingages (see the previous section), and the value

obtained with 8 raingages. Of these three types of input data, the 58
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raingage data is the most accurate; 58 gage simulations are the

benchmark against which radar simulations should be judged.

Consistently, the results show that use of radar-like data results

in simulated flows that are significantly too low. Apparently, 4 km

spatial resolution is too coarse and areal averages were too "spread

out", with the resulting decrease in rainfall intensities and runoff.

Comparison of 8 gage and radar simulations are interesting because the

8 gage data has a similar spatial resolution to the radar-like data, but

suffers from point sampling errors. In contrast with the consistent bias

of the radar simulations, the 8 gage simulations are sometimes too high

and sometimes too low, presumably because of the random nature of the

point sampling errors.

6.3 UNDERSTANDING MODEL DYNAMICS

6.3.1 Importance of Interactive Infiltration

An unusual feature of KINEROS is that the infiltration and routing

equations are solved simultaneously, that is, interactively. The model

is thus able to handle wave bores advancing down a dry channel and allow

runoff to infiltrate as it travels downstream. The interactive approach

is in contrast to the widely-used method of first computing rainfall

excess and then routing it in a second step.

A simple modeling exercise was undertaken in order to evaluate the

advantages of using the interactive modeling approach. Two models were

used. The first is the (preliminary) KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch with

pervious planes and channels. This will be called the "interactive
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model". The second model is similar to the first except that planes and

channels are impervious. It will be called the "impervious model". The

interactive model was run using observed rainfall data for three storms.

Simulated flow at the basin outlet was then used to compute the effective

rainfall depth for each storm. Then, an effective rainfall hyetograph

was developed by applying a phi index to the observed hyetographs. A

value of the phi index was found by trail and error for each storm. The

resulting effective rainfall hyetographs were then used as input to the

non-interactive model. Figure 6-8 illustrates rainfall inputs for both

models.

Figure 6-9 compares simulated hydrographs from the interactive and

impervious models.	 The graphs are arranged in order of increasing

distance between the storm center and the basin outlet. From top to

bottom, the hydrologic distance between the storm center and the basin

outlet is approximately 2, 8 and 20 km. While there is a slight

difference between the models for the 2 km case, the difference is highly

significant at 8 km and dramatic at 20 km. This phenomenon can be

explained by the fact that while the volume of runoff is identical for

both models at the outlet, volumes, and hence depths and velocities are

greater for the interactive model in the upstream reaches. This explains

the higher peaks of the hydrographs produced by the interactive model.

Observed flows at Walnut Gulch tend to have shapes similar to the

hydrographs produced by the interactive model, particularly when flows

have traveled for some distance from the runoff-producing area. The

results given here show that simultaneous solution of infiltration and
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routing equations can be important to realistic simulation when flows

travel more than, say, 2-5 km down abstracting channels. The relative

importance of interactive processes / routing would be expected to vary

with the scale of runoff volume, channel loss rate, and flow distance.

6.3.2 Model Sensitivity Analysis

This section presents a sensitivity analysis performed on the

Walnut Gulch model. Analysis of the sensitivity of model simulations to

various parameters, rainfall inputs and initial soil moisture conditions

can be used to

(a) aid calibration by pointing to parameters that deserve the most

attention;

(b) provide insights into model dynamics, and by extension, to runoff

processes;

(c)	 estimate the level of uncertainty in simulated flow deriving from

uncertainty in parameter estimates.

6.3.2.1 Parameter Sensitivity.

Sensitivity analysis of the Walnut Gulch model was performed using

the preliminary model version (see Appendix A) and storms v7 and v12.

Results therefore reflect model dynamics for events with recurrence

intervals of about 2-3 years. Table 6-1 gives percent change in peak

flow resulting from a 10% change in model parameter, initial condition,

or input. Values are an average of results for storms v7 and v12. The

following five paragraphs discuss the general results of the sensitivity
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analysis; the last paragraph in the section assists the reader in

interpreting the sensitivity of infiltration parameters by reviewing the

structure of the Smith-Parlange infiltration model.

While it is interesting and useful to have an idea of parameter

sensitivity, it is also important to have an idea of the uncertainty

associated with parameter estimates. For example, runoff is very

sensitive to soil porosity, but porosity can be estimated with a

relatively high level of confidence. Table 6-1 therefore gives a

standard deviation for each parameter estimate. The standard deviations

were estimated a priori by the author and represent a very approximate

level of uncertainty in particular parameter estimates. That is, "true"

parameter values are probably within + one standard deviation of

estimated values. The product of the standard deviation and model

sensitivity gives the estimated change in peak flow resulting from a one

standard deviation change in parameter value. This provides a very

approximate measure of the level of uncertainty in model flows that

results from uncertainty in that particular parameter.

Table 6-2 summarizes the ten most sensitive parameters, based on

the results given in Table 6-1. In compiling this list, parameters were

divided between those for planes and those for channels. The first list

in Table 6-2 is based on parameter sensitivity; the second is a list of

the ten parameters that impart the most uncertainty into model

simulations. While the most sensitive parameter is SMAX (the maximum

soil saturation under imbibition), this parameter has an extremely small
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Table 6-2	 Summary of the Most Sensitive Parameters

For comparison, the sensitivity of model input or initial
condition is also shown. The dashed lines show where the
input or initial condition would have placed in the
sensitivity ranking, had it been ranked with parameters.

10 Most Sensitive Parameters, Listed in Order of Decreasing Sensitivity

Input or Initial Condition 

Rainfall Depth

Storm Length (controls intensity)

Parameter

SMAX (Planes)

Length of Channels

Porosity (Planes)

Manning's n for Channels

Rock Content of Soil
(Planes)

Ks* for Planes

Ks for Channels

Area of Planes

Coefficient of Variation
of Ks (planes)

Initial Soil Moisture

.
Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
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Table 6-2, continued

10 Parameters Imparting the Most Uncertainty into Model Simulations,
Listed in Order of Decreasing Sensitivity

Parameter 

Ks for Channels

Ks for Planes

Side Slopes of Channels

Manning's n for Channels

Rock Content of Soil
(Planes)

Length of Channel

Manning's n for Planes

Coefficient of Variation
of Ks (planes)

slope of planes

Input or Initial Condition 

Rainfall Depth

Storm Length (controls intensity)

Initial Soil Moisture
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range of possible values, and so does not introduce much uncertainty into

model simulations.

Which parameters introduce the most uncertainty into peak flow

simulations? According to the analysis, channel Ks and hillslope Ks are

the parameters introduce the most uncertainty in model simulations.

Other infiltration parameters (rock content and coefficient of variation

of Ks), however, are also important. Significantly, of the ten

parameters that impart the most uncertainty into simulations, six relate

to flow hydraulics. (Similarly, five of the ten most sensitive

parameters relate to flow hydraulics.) Apparently, flow hydraulics exert

an important influence on peak flows, even if infiltration is the

dominant control. Also, according to the parameter sensitivity, it

appears that the largest order channels exert sightly more influence than

small order channels, which in turn exert slightly more influence than

hillslopes. Surprisingly, uncertainty in the estimates of channel side

slopes can introduce considerable uncertainty into simulations unless

these values are measured in the field. Manning's n for channels, the

length of channels, and Manning's n for planes are also parameters that

introduce considerable uncertainty into model simulations.

A question of general interest is the relative roles of storm

characteristics, initial soil moisture, and watershed characteristics in

determining the magnitude of the flow. Table 6-2 therefore compares

sensitivity of model parameters to the sensitivity of rainfall depth,

rainfall intensity, and initial soil moisture. (To be more precise, the

table shows the sensitivity of peak flows to these variables.) Based on
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the results, storm characteristics exert the most influence on runoff,

followed by hydrologic characteristics of the watershed, with soil

moisture the least influential. As will be seen in the next section,

however, soil moisture still plays a significant role in runoff

production.

Table 6-3 shows sensitivity of time to peak, peak flow, and runoff

volume to simultaneous change Ks (for all planes and channels) and

roughness (Manning's n for all planes and channels). Three features of

the results are rather noteworthy. First, storm v7 is nearly twice as

sensitive as storm v12; perhaps this is because storm v7 has lower storm

depths at the storm center than does storm v12, and is thus closer to the

runoff / no runoff threshold. Second, peak flows and volumes have

similar levels of sensitivity, but time to peak is much less sensitive

than either of them. Third, peaks and volumes are affected as much by

a 10% change in n as they are by a 10% change in Ks. Presumably, this

interaction between Ks and n occurs primarily in the channels - as

opposed to the planes - and is strongest for flows that travel long

distances.

Results presented in this section are, of course, conditioned on

the characteristics of the two storms, and the parameter values used in

the analysis. While different results would be expected for different

storms or model configurations, the limited analysis presented here still

provides valuable insights into model and hydrologic dynamics.
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Table 6-3
	

Change in Simulated Flows with Simultaneous Change in
Ks and n. Values shown are deviation from unperturbed
model	 in per cent.

Change in Peak Flow

n STORM v7 STORM v12

Ks -10% + 0% +10% - 1 0% + 0% + 10%

-10% +51.8 +23.7 + 2.6 +14.8 +10.8 +6.5

+ 0% +24.1 0.0 -16.6 +4.0 0.0 -4.4

+10% +3.8 -15.8 -30.0 -6.1 -10.1 -14.7

Change in Runoff Volume

n STORM v7 STORM v12

Ks -10% + 0% +10% -10% + 0% +10%

-10% +41.3 +26.3 +12.2 +19.2 +14.2 +9.5

+ 0% +14.3 0.0 -13.1 +5.0 0.0 -4.5

+10% -6.3 -19.9 -31.8 -7.9 -12.6 -16.7

Change in Time to Peak

n STORM v7 STORM v12

Ks -10% + 0% +10% -10% + 0% +10%

-10% -7.2 -1.4 +2.9 :4.3 0.0 +2.0

+ 0% -5.8 0.0 +4.3 -2.1 0.0 +2.1

+10% -5.8 0.0 +5.8 -2.1 +2.1 +6.4

-
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Interpretation of the sensitivity of infiltration parameters is

aided by recalling that the Smith-Parlange equation (3-2) has two

parameters: Ks and B, where

Ks = effective saturated hydraulic conductivity

B = G * p * (SMAX - SI)

and	 G = net capillary drive [L];

p = porosity [L/L];

SI = initial soil moisture as a fraction of pore space;

SMAX = maximum soil moisture as a fraction of pore space.

The parameter Ks acts as a scaling factor for infiltration at all times;

B affects infiltration at early times for dry soils and is more

influential for fine textured soils. The model is sensitive to B and

therefore G, p, SI and SMAX for planes, but not for channels, which have

very coarse textures and large total infiltration depths. The higher

sensitivity of SMAX compared to SI is explained by the fact that these

had values of .95 and .3, respectively in the simulations. Increasing

SI by 10% increased (SMAX - SI) by 4.6% whereas decreasing SMAX 10%

changed (SMAX - SI) by 14.6%. The version of KINEROS used in this study

computes G as a power function of Ks in order to handle statistical

variation of infiltration. Sensitivity of Ks therefore reflects changing

both Ks and G. The model was also moderately sensitive to soil rock

content. Rock content, along with porosity and mean Ks, is used by the
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model to estimate the probability distributions of Ks and G for modeling

small-scale infiltration variability.

6.3.2.2 Soil Moisture.

Sensitivity of flows to initial soil moisture is a matter of

particular interest. Sensitivity studies were performed on four storms

to compare simulated flows under dry initial conditions to flows under

wet initial conditions. In these simulations, the dry and wet conditions

were taken as the driest and wettest conditions found by CREAMS for any

of the validation storms (21% and 62% of pore space saturated,

respectively). As shown in table 6-4, the very large storms (recurrence

intervals roughly ten years) are not highly sensitive to initial

conditions, but the smaller storms are. (The smaller runoff simulations

range from less than the average annual event to a recurrence interval

of about two years.) While initial soil moisture, and therefore

evapotranspiration, clearly has an significant influence on runoff, it

should also be noted that uncertainty in soil moisture estimates imparted

a only a modest amount of uncertainty into simulated runoff (Table 6-1

and Table 6-2).

6.3.2.3 Overview

Overall, there are four major sources of uncertainty in the 8 gage

Walnut Gulch simulations: (1) uncertainty in rainfall estimates, (2)

uncertainty in hillslope and channel infiltration parameters, (3)

uncertainty in routing parameters, and (4) uncertainty in soil moisture



Table 6-4 Sensitivity to Intial	 Soil	 Moisture

PEAK FLOW

(DRY INITIAL
CONDITION)

% INCREASE
(FOR WET INITIAL
CONDITION)

% INCREASE
(FOR WET INITIAL
CONDITION)

STORM PEAK FLOW VOLUME

V4 212 CMS 35.2 % 37.4 %

V12 199 CMS 33.8 % 41.2 %

V7 77	 CMS 84.7 % 92.6 %

V20 8.2 CMS 104. % 114.	 %

191
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estimates. In terms of relative importance, uncertainty in rainfall and

infiltration appear to be the most significant and are of similar

magnitude.	 Uncertainty in routing parameters, however, is still

significant.	 While uncertainty in infiltration amounts derives from

uncertainty in both infiltration parameters and initial soil moisture,

uncertainty in infiltration parameters appears to be more significant

than uncertainty in soil moisture. Uncertainty arising from the

structure of the model is probably small in comparison to uncertainty

arising from parameter values. As will be seen later, however, there is

some evidence that systematic errors due to model structure may have

played a role in poor model simulations.

Taken one parameter at the time, the uncertainty in model

simulations resulting from parameter uncertainty ranges from negligible

to highly significant. If one considers the simultaneous effect of

uncertainty in all parameters, however, it is surprising that the model

actually did as well as it did. Even for events for which the model was

moderately accurate, it is difficult to have any confidence that the

model was correct for all the right reasons. It is quite possible that

error from one inaccurate parameter may cancel error from another. It

is also possible that errors from several sources will add up to very

large errors, A useful analogy is the sum of m normal (0,1) probability

distributions, which is normal (0,m). In the expectation, the sum of

error from all m sources will be zero, but the standard deviation will

be very large. This analogy is consistent with simulation results, which

are highly variable but not consistently biased.
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6.3.3 THE CALIBRATION QUAGMIRE

In theory, the parameters of a so-called distributed, physically-

based (DPB) model can be based on measurable attributes of the watershed.

Beven (1989) points out, however, that several factors limit this

potential in practice.

First, the point equations on which the model is based are actually

applied to areas in a lumped fashion. While so-called distributed

models such as KINEROS address the gross variation in parameters, input,

and states, they are actually lumped models as far as small scale

variability is concerned. Lack of a sound theory for integrating point

equations to areas, and even more importantly, lack of theory for

deriving effective parameters (applying to areas) from point parameters

can be a problem. Indeed, there is evidence that in some instances, use

of effective parameters with a lumped model cannot reproduce watershed

behavior over a range of events (for example, see Freeze, 1980 and

Hawkins and Cundy, 1987).

Recognizing the scale problems inherent even in physically-based

models, Goodrich (1990) developed methods for obtaining effective

parameters without excessive model detail for small semi-arid watersheds.

His recommendations regarding small scale variability of infiltration

parameters have been followed in this study; however, his

recommendations for adjusting roughness values to account for small scale

flow hydraulics are cumbersome and have not been used in this study.
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A second factor limiting the potential for using measurements as

the basis for parameter values is that some of the variables to be

measured are highly variable with respect to the scale of the watershed.

In other words, for any watershed larger than a few hectares, the sheer

number of measurements necessary to obtain reliable estimates is

prohibitive. Saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, a key parameter for

almost any model, is particularly troublesome in this regard. Even

assuming that adequate point or plot measurements of Ks could be made,

Ks has a very small correlation scale, and has values that range over at

four orders of magnitude (Marshall and Homes, 1979). For example, Loague

and Gander (1990) found on a semi-arid rangeland that the spatial

correction of infiltration drops to zero within 24 meters; Merzougui and

Gifford (1987) found no correlation at a 2 meter spacing. It should be

noted that while remote sensing has the potential to make areal Ks

measurements, the present technology is far from adequate.

In spite of the problems mentioned above, it is possible - as this

study has demonstrated - to estimate parameters for a model such as

KINEROS based on measurable watershed attributes and published values

from the literature. But how good are these estimates? Surely at least

some of the parameter estimates are sub-optimal and could be improved (in

sense of providing more accurate or realistic simulations) by calibration

against historic rainfall-runoff data.
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Calibration of a DPB model is, unfortunately, quite difficult

because of the large number of parameters i and computational demands.

Global optimization algorithms recently developed to calibrate

conceptual-type models (Duan, 1991) may work for DPB models if the number

of parameters to be calibrated can be restricted. However, even if

global algorithms could solve the calibration problem for DPB models, the

computational requirements would be prohibitive (under presently

available computer resources). KINEROS requires nearly four orders of

magnitude more computer time than the conceptual-type Sacramento model.

Computational requirements for KINEROS could be approximately quartered,

however, by eliminating the small-scale variability of Ks.

In this study, calibration on three years of data (yielding only

six good storms) resulted in a model that provided rather poor

simulations. Earlier, it was shown that rainfall sampling error accounts

for only about half of the discrepancy between simulated and observed

flow. Non-optimal parameter estimates undoubtedly contribute to at least

part of the remaining half of the discrepancy.

In this study, the following factors decreased the effectiveness

of the calibration process:

1) the short length of calibration data relative to the number of

parameters. Often, only 2 storms contained information about a

particular parameter;

2) existence of significant errors in the eight gage rainfall data;

1 
In a distributed model, the "number" of parameters depends on

whether or not one considers the spatial distribution.
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3) computational constraints that prevented a more exhaustive search

of the parameter space; and

4) strong interaction between parameters.

Experience gained during calibration of the Walnut Gulch model, the

results of the sensitivity analysis, and results of the previous sections

indicate that there is a strong interaction between Ks and n in the

Walnut Gulch model. There is also interaction between (mean) Ks and the

coefficient of variation of Ks. Duan (1991) found parameter interaction

to be one of the most difficult problems to overcome during model

calibration. He has also found that existence of error in the

calibration data reduces the likelihood of finding the "optimal"

parameter values.

Owing to the above factors, the author believes that there is

significant uncertainty in the current estimates of the parameters of the

calibrated Walnut Gulch model. While current parameter estimates are

plausible, the result appears to be a model that produces plausible

simulations, rather than simulations in which one can place a high degree

of confidence. Additional calibration of the model using the extensive

Walnut Gulch database, which contains decades of data for 93 raingages

and at least 9 flumes, would undoubtedly reduce the variance in parameter

estimates and hopefully improve the accuracy of simulations.

Unfortunately, the present cost of doing so is quite high.
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6.4 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF WALNUT GULCH SIMULATIONS

Unless otherwise specified, the following analysis is of

simulations of the calibrated model using 8 raingages as input.

6.4.1 Is the Model Internally Consistent?

Let us interpret "internal consistency" as meaning that the spatial

distribution of runoff is accurately simulated, and that rates of

individual processes are accurately simulated.

6.4.1.1 Model Validation at Internal Flumes.

The Walnut Gulch model was configured so that simulated flows can

be compared to observed at eight points within the watershed where there

are flumes (figure 6-10). Below, simulations of the calibrated Walnut

Gulch model are compared to observed flows at each of the 8 flumes for

the 24 validation events.

Observed flow data were measured with supercritical flumes, except

for flume #5 and flume #1 prior to 1964. Quality of data from the

supercritical flumes is believed to be very good to excellent (Smith et

al., 1981). The period of record for each flume varies; for most flumes

data are not available for the earliest validation storms. Also, not all

storms produced significant runoff at each flume. Thus the comparison

between simulated and observed flows cannot be made for every storm and

every flume.

Figure 6-11 gives scatterplots of simulated versus observed peak

flow for all 8 internal flumes plus the watershed outlet flume (#1).
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Statistics comparing observed versus simulated values were computed for

peak flow, volume, and time to peak; peak flow statistics are given in

table 6-5. Overall, the model was as accurate at the internals flumes

as it was at the basin outlet (flume #1). This was generally true for

volumes, peaks, and times with the following two exceptions. First,

simulated volumes and peaks were much higher than observed at flume #5.

Second, times were slightly less accurate at the basin outlet than they

were at internal flumes. In general, the model simulates time to peak

more accurately than runoff volumes, and simulates runoff volume more

accurately than peak flow.

At some flumes the mean simulated peak (averaged across events) was

about 25% higher than observed mean. However, examination of the

scatterplots shows that simulated peaks are not consistently biased.

Rather, a few outliers are responsible for those cases where the mean

simulated peak is higher than the observed mean. This, plus the overall

lack of bias in volumes and times (looking at all 9 flumes) leads to the

conclusion that the Walnut Gulch model is largely free of significant

bias.

On balance, there was no consistent bias in the prediction of

times. This is encouraging because it supports the assumption that all

runoff is generated by Hortonian overland flow.

Local runoff volumes above each flume were examined to see if

simulated values were biased with respect to observed values. Local

runoff volumes above a given flume were computed as runoff at that flume,

minus any runoff from flumes immediately upstream. As noted earlier, the
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model simulated about twice as much runoff at flume #5 as was actually

measured. When examining local runoff volumes from the 58-gage

simulations, it also became apparent that the model tended to over-

estimate runoff above flume #7 and also in the region that is upstream

of flume #1, but downstream of flumes #2 and #7. Apparently, there was

insufficient information in the calibration data to correctly identify

spatial variations in infiltration rates.

Accuracy in simulated channel losses was examined for those events

that produced runoff only in the upper basin. The model appears to

under-estimate channel losses upstream of flumes #6 and #2, but over-

estimates losses between flumes #1 and #2. Perhaps this related to the

fact that the channel widens and becomes entrenched downstream of flume

#2. Alternatively, bias in measurements at flume #2 (relative to biases

at flume #1 and #6) could be responsible; asymmetry of approaching flows

has been a particular problem at flume #2 (D. Woolhiser, personal

communication, 1992).

6.4.1.2 Are Individual Processes Accurately Simulated? 

How accurately did the calibrated Walnut Gulch model simulate

individual processes such as hillslope infiltration, channel losses,

overland flow routing, and channel flow routing? Unfortunately, it is

difficult to answer this question. Even the internal flume data and 58

gage simulations do not provide sufficient information for a rigorous

evaluation of this issue. There is enough data, however, to generally

confirm that the basic assumptions of the model about runoff processes
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are not significantly in error. In terms of major processes, it is the

feeling of the author that hillslope infiltration and channel losses are

simulated with a similar level of accuracy, and that overland and channel

flow are simulated somewhat more accurately than infiltration.

It should be mentioned that the length of the model planes are

generally in the range of 500-1000 meters. Because actual overland flow

paths are undoubtedly much shorter than this, simulations on the planes

cannot be considered physically realistic. Overland flow, rill flow, and

flow in the smallest channels are approximated in the model as overland

flow over a long plane.

6.4.2 Examination of the Worst Cases

The calibrated, 8 gage model does a particularly poor job of

simulating runoff from five storms. Events v4, v12, and v13 are

dramatically over-estimated, and events vi and v17 are dramatically

under-estimated. Insights into model limitations can be gained by

examining potential causes of poor simulations in these instances.

Rainfall sampling errors are certainly one cause. Table 6-6 gives

simulated flows for these events as a function of the number of raingages

used. Examination of these results suggest that rainfall sampling error

can account for a large portion of the model residuals for event vi

(under-estimated) and a significant portion for event v4 (over-

estimated). Rainfall sampling errors, however, do not fully explain poor

simulations for v4, nor do they explain poor simulations for v12 and v13.
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Table 6-6	 Effect of Number of Raingages on Simulated Events (Outliers)

EVENT OBSERVED QP

(CMS)

SIMULATED QP	 (NUMBER OF RAINGAGES)

(CMS)

V1 3181 126 8 gages; storm center missed
244 30 gages; at least part of

storm center recorded

17 591 0.00 8 gages
0.01 58 gages

V4 133 319 8 gages
230 58 gages
258 58 + 1 gages

V12 84 250 8 gages
176 58 gages

V13 81 223 8 gages
179 58 gages

1 True value may be somewhat smaller.
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Event vi (Figure 6-12) is interesting because it is the largest

flow of record (1954-91) and because the location of the storm cell and

the eight gages was virtually optimal for rainfall under-sampling, that

is, the cell was in-between gages and was undetected. The storm cell

traveled about 15 km/hr in a downstream direction. According to K.

Renard (personal communication, 1991) the most intense rain fell in a

portion of the watershed that was ungaged at that time. This information

is consistent with the observation that an ungaged portion of the

watershed was located just upwind of the largest recorded rainfall (73.4

mm, including 66 mm in 30 minutes). While the 30 gage simulation (Qp=244

m3/s) is smaller than the observed (Qp=318 m3/s), this should be expected,

considering that intense rain may have fallen in a ungaged portion of the

watershed, and that the observed peak flow rate (measured by the old

flume) may be somewhat too high.

A known deficiency of the model is that channels are assumed to be

trapezoids with infinitely high sides; there is no opportunity for

simulating overbank flows. As will be shown, however, this deficiency

of the model does not appear to be significant for the events with the

highest flow rates and model residuals. For such events, peak flow for

a given flood stage was computed using two channel geometries: the

trapezoidal channel from the model, and a field-measured cross-section.

For a given stage, the difference between flow in the trapezoidal

channels and flow in the measured cross-sections was negligible to

modest.
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It is most interesting that of all the storms, the ones with the

highest amounts of basin average rainfall (v4, v12, v13, and v3) are also

the ones with the largest peak flow residuals (that are not explained by

rainfall sampling error). Also, the storm with the least rainfall is the

one for which the model predicted zero flow. The next section explores

the relationship between model accuracy and storm characteristics.

6.4.3 Relation Between Peak Flow Residuals and Storm Characteristics

The correlation between peak flow residuals (simulated minus

observed values) and storm characteristics was examined to see if there

is a relationship between simulation error and storm characteristics.

To minimize the impact of rainfall sampling errors on the analysis,

residuals from the 58 gage simulations were used for those 10 storms for

which 58 gage simulations were available. Otherwise, residuals from the

8 gage simulations were used. In either case, the calibrated version of

the model was used.

No significant correlations were found between model residuals and

a) maximum instantaneous rainfall intensity, and b) initial channel

moisture (see Table 6-7). The lack of correlation for initial channel

moisture is interesting as Osborn and Laursen (1973) found at Walnut

Gulch that initial channel moisture has an important influence on runoff.

The channel moisture index used in this study is a simple one based on

time series of observed runoff volumes at flumes #1 and #6 and an

exponential decay function that accounts for evapotanspiration.
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Table 6-7	 Correlation of Peak Flow Residuals with Other Variables

Correlation between peak flow residuals (simulated - observed)
and the following variables:

Variable Correlation Coefficient

-0.61*

0.64*

Initial soil moisture

Basin Average Rain
(minus interception)

maximum point rain	 0.62*
(of any gage)

rainfall intensity	 0.16
(maximum instaneaneous)

channel moisture index ***	 -0.39**

observed runoff volumes	 -.20

Other Interesting Correlations

Variables	Correlation Coefficient

rain (basin average) and soil moisture	 0.50*

soil moisture and channel moisture	 0.60*

*	 Significant at the 95% level

**	 A coefficient of 0.40 is significant at the 95% level. This value
just fails the significance test.

*** A simple channel moisture index was computed using observed flow
volumes and an exponential decay function to account for evapo-
transpiration. Daily indices were computed at flumes #1 and #6.
For each storm, a weighted average (of indices at #1 and #6) was
based on the relative amounts of flow at flumes #1 and #6.
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Significant correlations were found between model residuals and a)

initial soil moisture, and b) amount of rain (Figure 6-13). Simulated

infiltration tended to be too low under dry conditions and too high under

wet conditions. The significant correlation between soil moisture and

model residuals suggests that either the method of estimating initial

soil moisture was inadequate, or that the method of estimating

infiltration (which is a function of initial soil moisture) is

inadequate. One question worth asking is how soil moisture at different

depths affects infiltration, and over what depth initial soil moisture

should be computed.

The significant correlation between model residuals and rainfall

amount is quite interesting. Simulated infiltration tended to be too low

for large storms (meaning large rainfall amounts) and too high for small

storms. Four possible explanations for this phenomenon should be

considered:

1) changes in infiltration rate with overland flow depth;

2) incorrect parameter values of the mean and covariance of saturated

hydraulic conductivity (Ks);

3) large-scale spatial variations in Ks; and

4) spurious correlation due to significant correlation between

rainfall and antecedent soil moisture.

Dunne et al. (1991) have shown experimentally that net infiltration

rates can increase when overland flow depths become sufficiently deep to

inundate bushes, which tend to be topographically high. Infiltration
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Figure 6-13	 Correlation between peak flow residuals and soil moisture
and rain
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rates tend to be higher under bushes because of a greater density of

macropores, higher organic content, and other factors. Although Dunne's

experiments were carried out on African grasslands, the same processes

are likely to be operating at Walnut Gulch: Abrahams and Parsons (1991)

have shown that infiltration rates at Walnut Gulch are higher under

bushes than between them.

If actual infiltration rates increase with depth of overland flow,

one would expect that model residuals would be correlated with both

rainfall amount and runoff volume. While there is a significant

correlation between model residuals and rainfall amount, there is no

significant correlation between model residuals and runoff volume.

It is possible that the model's tendency to over-estimate

infiltration for large storms and under-estimate infiltration for small

storms is due to non-optimal estimates of the mean and covariance of

saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks). In general, increasing the

covariance increases runoff, with the largest amounts occurring where

rainfall amounts are highest. 2 It is possible that the model would be

more accurate if the covariance of Ks was decreased while increasing the

mean.

It is also worth mentioning that many - but not all - of the storms

for which the model significantly under-estimated infiltration occurred

in the lower third of the watershed. Thus, it may be difficult to

2 This assertion is based on a sensitivity analysis conducted with
KINEROS and storm V4. When the covariance of Ks was increased, all model
planes produced more runoff. The percentage increase was largest for
planes with the least rain, but the increase in mm was largest for planes
with the most rain.
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separate the effects of large-scale spatial variations in infiltration

rates from variations with storm characteristics. However, the storm for

which infiltration was most seriously under-estimated (v4) was located

in the upper third of the watershed. This suggests that the apparent

relationship between storm size and net infiltration rates is not

spurious and merits further investigation.

It is interesting that Goodrich's (1990) results also show large

positive peak flow residuals (possibly indicating under-estimation of

infiltration) for the 4 largest validation events on Walnut Gulch

subwatershed #11 (6.3 km 2 ). However, similar results were not obtained

for the calibration events, nor for the smaller watersheds (0.004 - 0.04

km 2 ).

6.4.4 Miscellaneous sources of Uncertainty

Additional sources of modeling uncertainty are

1) numerical error;

2) insufficient spatial resolution of model sub-areas;

3) seasonal or long term variations in watershed characteristics; and

4) the assumption that areas behind stock ponds are non-contributing.

In this study, it was assumed that stock ponds were built prior to

the earliest runoff events studied, and that ponds never filled and

overflowed. The validity this assumption was not critically examined.

Also, the relationship between simulation accuracy and resolution of

model sub-areas was not examined.
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Model residuals were plotted as a function of Julian date to look

for evidence that field infiltration rates decrease throughout the summer

(as a result raindrop impact and transport of fines into pores enlarged

by winter freeze - thaw action). No clear evidence of this was found,

although any effects could be masked by variability from other sources.

The twenty-one years represented by the validation storms is long enough

that changes in vegetation (and thus infiltration rates) and channel

morphology could have occurred. For convenience, however, the model does

not take into account any long term watershed changes.

KINEROS computes volume balance error for each simulation. This

error is computed as rain minus runoff, infiltration, and the amount of

water (storage) still on planes and channels at the end of the

simulation. Volume balance errors therefore show the amount of water

lost or gained due to numerical error. In this study, there was water

still stored on planes and channels at the end of most simulations.

Volume balance errors could therefore represent errors in either runoff

or storage. The median volume balance error for the calibrated, 8 gage

model was 0.3% when expressed as a percentage of rain minus interception.

The range was 0.0 to 9.2%. When expressed as a percentage of runoff, the

median error was 4.0%, and the range was 0 to 122%. Nearly all the

errors were negative in sign. Volume balance errors were larger for the

ungaged model than for the calibrated model. The median error for the

ungaged model was 8.0% of runoff. Clearly, numerical errors were a

source of significant error in at least some model simulations. Errors,

expressed as a fraction of runoff, tended to be largest for the smallest
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events, and were quite large (122% of simulated runoff) for one of the

smallest events.

6.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

6.5.1 Summary of Results

Rainfall Error

Rainfall sampling error contributed significantly to the poor

simulations of the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch. When gage

densities were on the order of one gage per 20 km 2 , about half of

the difference between simulated and observed flows were due to

point sampling of spatially variable rainfall. Also, use of

"radar-like" data with a 4 km resolution resulted in significant

spatial smoothing of rainfall intensities, and therefore a serious

reduction in the amount of simulated runoff.

2 -	 Model Sensitivity.

(a) There a strong interaction between infiltration and routing;

simultaneous solution of infiltration and routing equations

can be important to realistic flow simulation.

(b) Of all the parameters, channel Ks and hillslope Ks imparted

the most uncertainty into model simulations. Uncertainty in

hydraulic parameters such as Manning's n, however, also

introduced significant uncertainty into simulated flows.
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(c)	 Simulated flows are moderately sensitive to initial soil

moisture, but more sensitive to rainfall and hydrologic

parameters.

3	 Parameter Uncertainty

For various reasons, there is significant uncertainty in the

current estimates of parameter values, and therefore in model

simulations. Model calibration was difficult because of parameter

interaction, errors in calibration data, an inadequate amount of

calibration data, and computational constraints.

4	 Model Consistency

(a) Simulated flows are approximately as accurate at points

within the watershed as at the outlet.

(b) The simulated flows are free of serious bias. 3

(c) It appears that, on balance, model assumptions are not

violated.

(d) There is a tendency for simulated flows to be too high for

large storms or dry initial conditions; conversely,

simulated flows tend to be too low for small storms or wet

initial conditions.

3 The ungaged version of the model, however, produced flows that
were significantly slower than observed due to unrealistic values of
Manning's n.
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(e) Numerical errors were quite serious for one of the smallest

events simulated, but not particularly significant for most

events.

6.5.2 Discussion

The Walnut Gulch model provides poor simulations of runoff volume

and peak flow for individual events when applied under circumstances

relevant to flash flood forecasting in semi-arid ALERT catchments. With

peak flow simulations on the order of + 100% of observed, it appears that

we are reaching beyond the limits of prediction (at the scale of about

100 km2 , and under the hydrometeorological and data conditions examined

in this study). The two main problems contributing to poor simulations

are the estimation of rainfall and the estimation of hillslope and

channel infiltration.

Results indicate that under the circumstances of interest, rainfall

sampling errors alone preclude the accurate simulation of individual

runoff events on a consistent basis. These circumstances are:

(a) Southwest airmass thunderstorms;

(b) raingage densities on the order of one per twenty km 2 , and

(c) highly pervious watersheds such as Walnut Gulch.

Rainfall sampling errors (due to point sampling of spatially variable

fields) are large and highly variable from storm to storm; much depends

on the chance juxtaposition of gages and storm cells. Also, the highly

pervious nature of Walnut Gulch appears to magnify the hydrologic impact
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of rainfall sampling errors; 	 it was estimated that for large Walnut

Gulch thunderstorms a 10% increase in rain will increase runoff by 40%.

Even if rainfall were perfectly known, difficulty in predicting

infiltration appears to be a serious impediment to accurate simulation

of runoff volume, and hence peak flow, for individual events. The

problem is undoubtedly most severe for highly pervious watersheds such

as Walnut Gulch. If rainfall and runoff are poorly known and of similar

magnitude, the difference (runoff) will be even more poorly known.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

HYDROLOGY OF THUNDERSTORM-GENERATED FLOODS

The subject of this chapter is the hydrology of thunderstorm-

generated floods on medium-sized, semi-arid watersheds of the U.S.

Southwest. The term "flood" refers to flow events greater or equal to

the average annual event. The reader is referred to Chapter two for a

review of the relevant literature. Because of the key role of

infiltration under the circumstances of interest, the review emphasizes

the factors that control infiltration. There is considerable literature

on this topic because it can be studied in the laboratory or in field

plot studies. In contrast, this chapter focuses on hydrologic phenomenon

at the scale of about 100 km 2. For watersheds of this size, an

understanding of the spatial variability of runoff is essential to the

study of hydrologic phenomenon associated with localized thunderstorms.

The objective of this chapter is to make a modest contribution to

the understanding of runoff processes at Walnut Gulch, and by extension,

to mid-sized, highly pervious, semi-arid, and non-mountainous watersheds

subject to localized thunderstorms. The following questions are

examined:

1. What happens to rain?

2. What is the space-time variability of rainfall and runoff?

3. What is the relative importance of the different hydrologic

processes? and

4. How nonlinear is watershed response?
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These questions will be addressed using a combination of observed data

and simulations produced by the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch. As

demonstrated previously, this model is not particularly accurate.

Nonetheless, it is based on relatively sound theory and attempts to

simulate runoff in a physically realistic manner. As such, it produces

plausible simulations, and plausible estimates of some phenomenon (such

as the spatial distribution of runoff) that are difficult to measure in

the field.

7.1 WHAT HAPPENS TO RAIN?

Few hydrologic questions are as fundamental as the question "what

happens to rain?" After decades of study, the Southwest Research Center

of the Agricultural Research Service has estimated the average annual

water budget of Walnut Gulch. According to Lane (personal communication,

1989) average annual precipitation at Walnut Gulch is 12 inches, of which

ten inches infiltrates into the soil, and two inches which runs off as

Horton overland flow. One and 3/4 inches of the Hortonian runoff

infiltrates into the alluvial channels, and the remaining 1/4 inch

reaches the basin outlet as runoff. Obviously, the fractions of rain

becoming hillslope infiltration, Hortonian runoff, channel infiltration,

and runoff at the basin outlet will vary considerably between storms.

Water infiltrating into the channels either evaporates or recharges

groundwater. It is generally thought that virtually all water

infiltrating into the soil eventually evaporates (rather than recharging

groundwater).
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Figure 7-1 shows the estimated fate of rainfall on a basin average

basis for the twenty-four Walnut Gulch validation storms. (Recall that

they are the twenty largest events in a twenty year period, plus four

slightly smaller events.) Values of rainfall are based on observed data;

values of interception, hillslope infiltration, channel infiltration, and

runoff are inferred from model simulations. Where available, values from

the 58 raingage simulations were used; otherwise, values were obtained

from the 8 raingage simulations. Simulated values were corrected to

account for the effects of numerical error and storage on planes and

channels at the end of the simulation. (Simulations were run until the

simulated flow was less than one tenth of the peak.) In spite of model

inaccuracy for individual events, Figure 7-1 should give a plausible

estimate of the range of possibilities.

Table 7-1 also gives the estimated fate of rain, expressed as the

average of the twenty-four validation events. Averaging across events,

about 18% of rain becomes Hortonian runoff, and about 37% of Hortonian

runoff infiltrates into the channel, leaving only 11% of the rain as

runoff at the basin outlet. Such values might be considered typical for

a two year event. The ratio of runoff to infiltration would be larger

for extreme events, and smaller for less than average annual average

events. In fact, most storms on this basin produce no runoff whatsoever,

or produce runoff that is completely absorbed by the channel before

reaching the outlet.
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Table 7-1
	

Estimated Fate of Rain for the Walnut Gulch Validation
Storms.	 Values are averaged across the 24 validation
events, after adjusting for numerical errors and storage.

EXPRESSED AS

AVERAGE	 PERCENT	 PERCENT
DEPTH OVER	 OF RAIN	 OF HORTONIAN
WATERSHED	 RUNOFF

RAIN

INTERCEPTION

HILLSLOPE
INFILTRATION

HORTONIAN
RUNOFF

CHANNEL
INFILTRATION

20.31 mm

2.45 mm

14.29 mm

3.57 mm

1.33 mm

-

70.4%

17.6%

6.6%

100.0%

37.4%

RUNOFF AT
OUTLET
	

2.23 mm
	

11.0%	 62.6%
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7.2 SPACE-TIME VARIABILITY OF RAINFALL AND RUNOFF

Below, the space-time variability of rainfall and runoff will be

characterized by examining events V3, V4, and V5 from the Walnut Gulch

validation storms, and the storm of 7/24/90, which produced a fifty year

flood on the Tanque Verde Creek in southern Arizona. Thunderstorms V3,

V4, and V5 caused the third, fourth and fifth largest runoff events

during a twenty year period. Thus, thus recurrence intervals are in the

range of 3-10 years. Storms V4 and V5 occurred in the distal region of

the basin, while storm V3 represents the unusual but interesting case of

a severe storm that was centered a mere 2.5 km upstream of the basin

outlet. Although the Tanque Verde and Walnut Gulch watersheds are less

than 100 km apart, they provide an interesting contrast because the

Tanque Verde watershed (115 km 2 , figure 1-3 on page 30) is quite

mountainous with an elevation range of 1680 meters and Walnut Gulch (150

km2 ) is a valley watershed with an elevation range of 580 meters.

7.2.1 Spatial Variability

Figures 7-2 through 7-4 are contour maps of rainfall and Hortonian

runoff for storms v3, v4, and v5. Rainfall contours are based on data

from the 58 raingages used for model input, and should realistically

illustrate spatial variability at this scale. Runoff in these figures

are from simulations of the calibrated Walnut Gulch model using 58

raingages as input. The contours are based on simulated runoff from each

of the 61 model planes; the map represents hillslope runoff (before

channel losses) over 2-3 km 2 areas. Simulated runoff volume differs from
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Figure 7-2	 Contours of observed rainfall and simulated runoff for
storm V3
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Figure 7-3	 Contours of observed rainfall and simulated runoff for
storm V4
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Figure 7-4	 Contours of observed rainfall and simulated runoff for
storm V5
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observed by +54%, +27%, and -24% for storms v3, v4, and v5, respectively.

Even though the magnitude of simulated runoff is inaccurate, the runoff

maps provide plausible estimates of the spatial variations.

Figures 7-5 through 7-7 illustrate the spatial frequency

distribution of observed rainfall and simulated runoff for the same three

storms. For example, in the upper portion of Figure 7-5, we see that 90%

of the runoff was produced over 23% of the basin, and 50% of the runoff

was produced over 9% of the basin. In contrast 90% of the rainfall

volume fell over 76% of the basin, and 50% of the rainfall volume fell

over 25% of the basin. The range over the three storms is that 90% of

the runoff occurs over 24 - 35% of the basin, or about 31-46 km2 ; fifty

per cent of the runoff occurs over 9 - 14% of the basin, or about 12 -

18 km2 . 1

In Figure 7-5 we see that 30% of the watershed receives 57% of the

rain. While 30% of the watershed contributes 98% of the runoff, this is

not necessarily the same 30% area that receives 57% of the rain. As

illustrated in Figure 7-8, the fraction of rain becoming runoff is a

function of other factors besides total rainfall. In this figure the

total height of the bars represents rainfall; the darkened portion of the

bars represents Hortonian runoff. The highest runoff ratios are for the

three sub-basins representing impervious areas in the town of Tombstone.

Because the model assumes that areas above stock ponds are non-
contributing, these numbers reflect only the 131 km 2 portion of the
watershed that is not affected by stock ponds.
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for storm V3.
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Figure 7-6	 Spatial frequency of observed rainfall and simulated runoff
for storm V4.
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Figure 7-7	 Spatial frequency of observed rainfall and simulated runoff
for storm V5.
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Figure 7-8	 Variation in runoff ratio.	 The total height of the bar
represents rain; the shaded portion represents runoff.
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7.2.2 Temporal Dynamics

Figures 7-9 through 7-11 show observed hydrographs (at various

flumes) and the hyetograph at the storm center for storms v3, v4, and v5.

(See figure 6-10 on page 198 for the location of the flumes). Also

plotted is the hillslope infiltration at the storm center, as simulated

by KINEROS.

The duration of rainfall and runoff at the centers of the three

storms can help us characterize the temporal dynamics of runoff

production. Given as ranges over the three events, 80% of the rainfall

fell in 18 - 35 minutes, and 80% of the runoff was generated over 12 -

28 minutes. The time lag between the centroid of rainfall excess (at the

storm center) and the centroid of runoff at flume #1 is 23, 64, and 58

minutes for storms V3, V4, and V5, respectively. It should also be noted

that the peak flow often lasted for only a few minutes.

Figure 7-12 shows the rainfall contours of the storm of 9/24/90

over the Tanque Verde watershed. Data for this storm were provided by

the Pima County, Arizona, Department of Transportation and Flood Control

District. This storm was not a localized thunderstorm, but a mesoscale-

convective complex which caused widespread flooding in eastern Pima

County. Unfortunately, the area of most intense rainfall occurred in a

sparsely gaged region of the watershed; neither the amount of rain at

the storm center nor the areal extent of the most intense rainfall are

known with any certainty.

Figure 7-13 shows the observed hydrograph (at the basin outlet and

a mid-basin gage) and hyetograph (at the raingage that received the most
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Figure 7-9	 Observed hydrographs and hyetograph for storm V3.	 Only
flumes 1, 2, and 7 recorded significant runoff. 	 The
hyetograph is from raingage 5.
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Figure 7-12	 Rainfall contours for the Tanque Verde Watershed on July
24, 1990
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rain) for the Tanque Verde event. The most striking aspect of the data

is the temporal scale. While the peak flow lasted for only a few minutes

and rapidly receded over the next few hours, the hydrograph tail is

"heavy" and lasts for a long time. Actually, the creek flowed for over

two weeks even though this two week period contained no additional storms

of any significance. The long recession of the Tanque Verde hydrograph

must be contrasted with the Walnut Gulch flows, which slow to a trickle

or zero after about 2-6 hours. Obviously, the recession portion of the

Tanque Verde hydrograph is dominated by runoff which has taken a slow

sub-surface route to the channel. Presumably, the flashy peak is

dominated by Hortonian flow, and the early part of the recession is a

mixture of both Hortonian and sub-surface runoff. Rainfall-runoff

records indicate that Tanque Verde Creek is intermittent. While baseflow

occurs after huge storms and wet seasons, the available data also show

that at other times significant channel transmission losses can occur

between the upper and lower streamgages.

7.2.3 Appropriate Length-Time Scales for Measurement and Simulation

It is worthwhile to consider the appropriate length and time scales

for measuring rainfall and simulating runoff when dealing with localized

Southwest thunderstorms and highly pervious, mid-sized watersheds. The

space-time dimensions of such rainfall have been discussed previously.

Below, it is assumed that the most intense core of a large airmass

thunderstorm is about 1.9 - 2.6 km (from Osborn and Laursen, 1973), and
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that for such storms, 50% of the runoff comes from about a 15 km2 area,

and 90% of the runoff comes from about a 40 km2 area (see above).

Let us assume that in order to detect a feature of length X,

sensors must be spaced no more than X/2 apart. In order to reliably

detect the amount of rain in the thunderstorm core, one would need

raingages or radar pixels with a spacing of about 1. - 1.3 km. (At

coarser spacings, radar would still measure the total rainfall volume but

could not reliably detect the maximum rainfall amount.) In order to

reliably measure average rain over the 15 km2 area producing 50% of the

runoff, one would need a gage or pixel spacing of at least 1.9 km.

(Based on the X/2 assumption, the required spacing equals 0.5 times the

square root of the contributing area.) Similarly, in order to measure

the average rain over the 40 km2 area producing 90% of the runoff, one

would need a spacing of at least 3.2 km.

Based on this approximate analysis, and assuming that relatively

fine resolution rainfall data should be used for infiltration

computations, it is hypothesized that raingages or radar pixels should

have a resolution of at least 2 km for measuring Southwest air mass

thunderstorms, with comparable resolution for computing infiltration and

Hortonian runoff. This is equivalent to one gage per 4 km2 , and one

model sub-area per raingage or radar pixel. The above recommendation is

roughly similar to that of Truschel and Campana (1983), who recommended

that 1.3 km2 sub-areas be used to model runoff from mid-sized, arid

watersheds.
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It is further hypothesized that the 2 km resolution for rainfall

measurements and infiltration computations is appropriate for watersheds

within the size range of approximately 20 - 500 km2 . While the actual

size range is open to debate, it is fairly clear that within a certain

range of watershed sizes, the necessary spatial resolution for detecting

Southwest air mass thunderstorms and computing infiltration and thus

runoff is determined by storm scale, not watershed scale.

In terms of temporal scale, it is useful to recall that for the

storms studied above, 80% of the Hortonian runoff was generated during

12 - 28 minutes. Based on this data, a time step of 2-10 minutes appears

to be appropriate for measuring rainfall and computing infiltration, with

5 minutes as a recommended time step. 2 Resolutions finer than 2 minutes

would certainly be unnecessary. Also, because of the extremely flashy

nature of flows, stage recorders must be continuous to record peaks.

Even data collected at 15 minute intervals can significantly miss the

peak.

7.3 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES

Here, we will consider the relative importance of hillslope

infiltration, channel infiltration, overland flow, channel flow, and

evapotranspiration	 in terms of impacts on runoff (under the

hydrometeorological conditions of interest).	 For simplicity, other

2 This recommendation refers to the space-time increments over
which rainfall and runoff rates are assumed to be uniform. If simulating
runoff with a numeric model, smaller computational space-time increments
may be necessary to assure accurate solution of model equations.
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processes such as soil seal or overbank flow will not be considered. In

the opinion of the author, the relative importance of the aforementioned

processes is as shown in Figure 7-14. This ranking is subjective, and

largely based on the sensitivity analyses of the Walnut Gulch Model. For

example, the sensitivity analysis showed that simulated flows are more

sensitive to Manning's n in the channel than to Manning's n on the

planes; it appears that at this scale channel flow hydraulics are more

important than overland flow hydraulics.

7.3.1 Scale Effects and Importance of Non-equilibrium Flow Conditions

It is obvious that as basin size increases, the flows at the basin

outlet will be increasingly influenced by channel hydraulics and channel

losses. Thus, as basin size increases, the relative influence of channel

processes on the hydrograph will increase, at the expense of the

influence of storm characteristics and hillslope processes. This concept

is displayed schematically in Figure 7-15, (for approximately the average

annual event).

Under non-equilibrium flow conditions, watershed geometry, channel

morphology, and flow hydraulics in general have an influence on the

hydrograph. The existence and implications of non-equilibrium conditions

at Walnut Gulch are therefore discussed below.

Equilibrium flow conditions occur when the watershed time of

concentration is less than the duration of runoff production. Assuming

a steady state rate of runoff production and equilibrium conditions, the

peak flow rate at equilibrium is equal to the contributing area times
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BASIN AREA--->

Figure 7-15	 Relative influence of hydrologic processes versus basin
size
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rate of runoff production. Under such conditions, hydraulic factors and

watershed geometry affect the shape of the rising and falling hydrograph

limbs (Figure 7-16). When the watershed time of concentration is greater

than the duration of runoff production, however, non-equilibrium

conditions occur. As illustrated in Figure 7-16, the hydraulic factors

that control the shape of the rising limb of the hydrograph would also

influence the peak flow rate under non-equilibrium conditions. In

general, watershed size, geometry and steepness (and therefore time of

concentration), storm duration, areal extent of storm and contributing

area would be expected to influence whether or not equilibrium conditions

occur.

For the purpose of this study, it is important to consider

watershed size in relation to the spatial/temporal dynamics of

thunderstorms. As a rule, one would expect equilibrium conditions to

prevail for small watersheds and long storms (Figure 7-17), and that peak

flow rates in small watersheds would be strongly influenced by rainfall.

However, as basin size increases, partial area contributions and non-

equilibrium conditions will increase the influence of watershed geometry

and channel morphology on runoff. Also, the extremely short duration of

Hortonian runoff production from Southwest thunderstorms (less than 30

minutes), would promote non-equilibrium conditions in all but the

smallest watersheds. It is clear that hydrographs at the outlet of

Walnut Gulch are influenced by non-equilibrium flow conditions.
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Figure 7-17	 Role of storm duration and basin size in determining non-
equilibrium flow conditions
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7.4 NONLINEARITY OF HYDROLOGIC AND WATERSHED RESPONSE

The objective of this section is to quantify the degree of

nonlinearity of hydrologic and watershed response at the Walnut Gulch

watershed. (Recall that hydrologic response refers to the relationship

between rainfall and runoff, and watershed response refers to the

relationship between peak flow and runoff volume.) The motivation for

doing so is that the degree of linearity or nonlinearity is a fundamental

characteristic of watershed behavior. 	 It is generally accepted that

hydrologic response is nonlinear because of infiltration losses.	 The

degree of watershed linearity is less clear.

This section will look for evidence of nonlinearity at Walnut Gulch

using the following methods:

(1) Examination of the relationship between observed rainfall,

runoff volume, and peak flow;

(2) Examination of the relationship between rainfall and

simulated runoff;

(3) Examination of how the shape of the simulated hydrograph

varies with runoff volume;

(4) Examination of how observed watershed response velocity

varies with event size.

7.1.1 Basic Observational Data

Figure 7-18 shows plots of runoff versus rainfall for large

thunderstorms at the Walnut Gulch Watershed. The data are from the

calibration and validation storms, using only events for which good
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estimates of basin average and maximum point rain were readily available.

Some of the rainfall estimates are from Fennessey et al., (1986).

Although not shown in the plots, most storms on this watershed are

sufficiently small (in some sense) that they produce no runoff

whatsoever. Clearly, the relationship between rainfall and runoff is

nonlinear because there is no runoff below some minimum amount of rain.

However, complications such as spatial variability of rainfall and

infiltration, soil moisture, storm location (and thus channel losses)

introduce so much scatter into the data that it is difficult to infer any

simple relationship between rainfall and runoff. This data indicates

that the relationship between rainfall and runoff is complex.

Unfortunately, it has too much scatter to be useful in evaluating

hydrologic nonlinearity.

The lower graph in Figure 7-18 plots the ratio of peak flow to

runoff volume as a function of runoff volume. The data are from Walnut

Gulch flume #1 (the outlet) and consist of the twenty largest runoff

events during 1957-1977, plus all flow events during 1975-1977. If

watershed response were linear, and the location and duration of runoff

excess were same for all events, the data would plot as a horizontal

line. The data, however, show a great deal of scatter. They neither

support nor rule out the hypothesis of watershed linearity.

7.4.2 Simulation Studies

Simulated data from the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch were used to

examine the question of nonlinearity. Using KINEROS, one can perform
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"computer experiments" in which rainfall intensity is varied, but

everything else is held constant, including the space/time texture of

rainfall. While actual physical experiments of this nature can be

carried out at the plot scale using a rainfall simulator, they are

impossible at the watershed scale. Of course, results merely indicate

model behavior. The significance of the results is that they reflect

model behavior under realistic input conditions, a realistic channel

network, and realistic channel cross-sections.

7.4.2.1 Hydrologic Nonlinearity 

The first computer experiment consisted of simulating runoff a 100

meter long hillslope, using a single plane and observed rainfall from

gage 27, storm Vi. In successive experiments, rainfall intensity at each

time step (and thus total rain) was scaled up or down (Figure 7-19). The

second experiment was similar to the first, except that entire 150 km 2

watershed was modeled, using storm V1 and 8 raingages (Figure 7-20).

Statistical variation of Ks was used in all simulations.

According to the top half of Figure 7-19, inferred nonlinearity

between rainfall depth and runoff depth is due to the initial

abstraction, that is, the amount of rain which must be intercepted and

infiltrated before runoff occurs. Beyond the runoff / no runoff

threshold, simulated runoff depth is approximately proportional to

rainfall minus the initial abstraction. (The ratio of runoff to rain

minus the initial abstraction, however, asymptotically approaches zero

as rain approaches the initial abstraction. The rainfall-runoff
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relationship predicted by KINEROS looks remarkably like that predicted

by SCS Curve Number method.) It is important to note that the degree of

nonlinearity depends very much on the range of storm sizes being

considered. The nonlinearities are very strong for small storms near the

runoff / no runoff threshold, but slight in the range of severe and

exceptional storms. For perspective, the largest thunderstorm rainfall

recorded in Arizona is 130 mm (Sellers et al., 1985), and the 2 hour, 100

year rainfall in Tucson, Arizona is estimated by Roeske (1978) as 80 mm.

According to the bottom half of Figure 7-19, the relationship

between runoff depth and peak flow is basically linear. If the

relationship were nonlinear, the ratio of peak flow to runoff depth would

increase as a function of runoff depth, but it does not.

At the basin scale (Figure 7-20), the inferred nonlinearity between

rainfall depth and runoff depth is stronger than it is at the hillslope

scale. Several factors explain this scale effect. First, at the basin

scale, runoff is integrated across a range of precipitation amounts, from

small amounts at the storm fringes, to large amounts at the storm center.

Even for a large storm, nonlinearities at the storm fringes will

contribute to overall nonlinearity. Second, channel losses introduce

nonlinearities that are not present at hillslope scale. Similar to the

hillslope scale, the degree of nonlinearity at the basin scale appears

to be related to storm size, with the strongest nonlinearities for small

storms. At the size of storm investigated in this study (the median

validation storm has a recurrence interval of roughly 2 years, and basin

average rain of about 20 mm), the relationship between rainfall and
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Figure 7-20	 Degree of nonlinearity in the rainfall-runoff relationship
at the basin scale. Data are simulated values from the 150
km2 KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch.
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runoff is moderately to strongly nonlinear. These results corroborate

those of Goodrich (1990), who found that hydrologic nonlinearity

increases with basin size in arid regions due to increased infiltration

at larger scales.

As will be shown later, the relationship between runoff volume and

peak flow rate is nonlinear at the basin scale. This nonlinearity,

however, is scarcely apparent in the bottom graph of Figure 7-20, partly

because the graph emphasizes extreme events where the flow hydraulics are

relatively linear. In any case, it is apparent that the nonlinearity

between runoff depth and rainfall depth is much stronger than the

nonlinearity between runoff depth and peak flow.

7.4.2.2 Watershed Nonlinearity 

In another modeling study, the preliminary version of the KINEROS

model of Walnut Gulch was used to evaluate the hypothesis that watershed

response is linear. For a given storm, observed rainfall intensities

were multiplied by 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 to produce a suite of four

related storms with different rainfall amounts but the same space-time

rainfall texture. Runoff was simulated by KINEROS for each of the four

related storms. To facilitate comparison of hydrograph shapes, all

hydrographs were normalized before plotting to represent 25.4 mm of

runoff. This procedure was performed for storms V20, V12, and V7

(Figures 7-21 through 7-23 and Table 7-2).

Before discussing results, the modeling assumptions made by KINEROS

will be reviewed. The kinematic assumption (that friction slope equals
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Figure 7-23 Synthetic kinematic hydrographs for storm V4. Each
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peak flow before normalization.
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Table 7-2	 Summary of Kinematic Hydrograph Simulations

RAIN	 RAIN	 RUNOFF CHANNEL	 PEAK	 PEAK FLOW	 TIME TO
LOSS	 FLOW RUNOFF VOLUME	 PEAK

(percent
observed)	 (mm)	 (mm)	 (mm)	 (m3/s)	 (s -1 X 106 )	 (min)

Storm of 8/7/69 (storm near basin mouth)

50* 1.3 0.02 0.10 0.6 7.29 44

100 3.7 0.49 0.24 37.4 20.11 22

150 6.1 1.42 0.39 135.5 25.04 14

200 8.5 2.48 0.59 250.8 26.56 10

Storm of 9/10/67 (storm in headwaters)

50* 10.9 0.00 1.55 0.1 3144. 81

100 22.7 3.51 4.04 187.3 14.03 42

150 34.6 10.41 5.16 587.4 14.80 27

200 46.4 18.11 5.94 1076.3 15.60 20

Storm of 8/10/71 (storm near basin center)

50 10.5 0.00 0.48 0.0 -

100 20.1 1.42 3.15 68.8 12.72 101

150 34.0 6.71 4.67 391.6 15.33 77

200 45.7 14.02 5.64 881.6 16.50 65

Storm of 8/10/71 (impervious channels)

118 26.5 6.76 0.00 299.5 11.64 87

161 36.5 14.00 0.00 735.5 13.79 71

* Results from these simulations are unreliable due to large numeric
errors relative to runoff volumes.
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channel slope) has been shown to be valid under certain conditions,

particularly when slopes are steep and distances long (Ponce et al.,

1978). It is fairly certain that kinematic assumptions are valid for the

conditions simulated. More importantly, KINEROS assumes that the

relationship between stage and discharge is given by the Manning

equation. According to the Manning equation, velocity increases with

flow depth, but the rate of increase decreases with depth. The Manning

equation predicts that stream velocity, and hence watershed response, is

nonlinear, but becomes more linear with increasing flow depths. 3 KINEROS

also assumes that channels are trapezoidal with infinitely high banks,

and that hydraulic roughness does not change with stage. These last two

assumptions may be inadequate in the case of overbank flow.

Simulation results therefore illustrate the degree of watershed

nonlinearity that would be expected for Walnut Gulch if (a) the Manning

equation holds, (b) channels are trapezoidal with gently sloping banks

of infinite extent, and (c) hydraulic roughness is constant with stage.

During overbank flows, actual watershed response is likely to be more

linear than is predicted by KINEROS.

According to the results shown in Figures 7-21 through 7-23,

watershed response is slightly nonlinear and becomes more linear as

runoff volume increases. If response were linear, the hydrographs within

each plot would have identical shapes, but they do not. As runoff volume

3 
According to the Manning equation, the rate with which stream

velocity changes with flow depth is proportional to flow depth -113 . The
curved line in Figure 7-24 illustrates how the Manning equation predicts
increasing linearity with flow depth.
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increases, peaks become higher, sharper, and earlier. While the degree

of nonlinearity is not particularly strong, it could be significant under

some circumstances. For example, it would be inappropriate to use a unit

hydrograph derived from a 20 m3/s flow to predict hydrograph shape for a

flow of approximately 200 m 3/s.

The above results were obtained for channels with high loss rates.

Simulations were repeated for storm V7 using impervious channels.

Results for the impervious channels were similar to results for leaky

channels (Table 7-2).

7.4.3 Observed Response Velocity

Although not previously discussed, watershed linearity implies that

watershed lag time is constant with runoff volume. Stream velocity, wave

crest velocity, and various types of time to peak are related phenomenon.

If stream velocity is constant with stage, watershed response will be

linear; if watershed response velocity is constant with runoff volume

or peak flow, watershed response will be linear.

Watershed response velocities were computed from observed data from

subwatershed #10 in order to determine if velocity varies with flow rate.

Subwatershed #10 was selected for this analysis because it is

exceptionally long and skinny (about 14 X 2 km; see Figure 6-10) and thus

has a single main channel. This eliminates variability that might be

present in a fan shaped watershed. In a fan shaped watershed, localized

runoff could flow down one of several channels and different channels

could have different characteristic velocities.
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Time to peak and watershed response velocities were computed for

storms that a) caused runoff, and b) had, within watershed #10, a single,

stationary, and well defined storm center. Out of 11 years of record,

there were only 18 events that met these criteria, plus 4 that were

thrown out because times to peak were either negative, or more than five

fold greater than expected. Time to peak was defined as the time from

the beginning of the most intense burst of rain at the gage that received

the most rain, to the time of the peak streamflow at flume #10. This

should approximately represent the time between generation of hillslope

runoff, and peak flow at the outlet. (Ideally, one should compute the

time between the centroid of effective rainfall and the centroid of

runoff. This was not done because of the difficulty of estimating

spatial and temporal variations in infiltration rate.)

At least two independent variables influence time to peak: runoff

volume (or stream stage or flow peak), and location of the storm center.

(The duration of runoff production also controls the shape of the

hydrograph, but the effect of storm duration is not considered here.)

In order to normalize data with respect to storm location, response

velocities were estimated. For a given storm, velocity was computed by

measuring this hydrologic distance from the gage with the most rain to

the watershed outlet, and then dividing the resulting distance by the

time to peak. The error in the calculated velocities was estimated by

assuming timing errors of + 7.5 minutes, and distance errors of + 800 m.

Resulting velocities are plotted in Figure 7-24.
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If watershed response is linear, velocity should be constant with

runoff volume or peak flow; if nonlinear, velocity should increase with

increasing runoff. It seems logical that response velocities would be

more strongly correlated with peak flow than with runoff volume.

Velocities were therefore plotted against peak flow.

The data from storms which were centered in the upper 4/5 of the

subwatershed clearly show that response velocity increases with peak flow

(top of Figure 7-24). Moreover, the degree of increase is nicely

predicted by the Manning equation. The curved line in Figure 7-24 is the

relationship between stream velocity and discharge as predicted by the

Manning equation. The fit between observed data and the Manning

prediction is quite good considering that the prediction was not fitted

to the data. 4 The Manning equation does under-predict observed

velocities for extremely small flows (< 1 cms). This is understandable

because the prediction is based on a 9m wide channel; small flows would

be contained within a narrow low flow channel.

Data from storms very near the basin outlet (centers less than 3

km from the flume), however, show that observed velocities remain roughly

constant with peak flow (bottom of Figure 7-24). Velocities from these

storms are relatively small. One would expect small velocities for flows

that do not travel far because of the relatively greater influence of

overland flow. Even accounting for this factor, however, velocities are

4 
The slope and channel cross-section used for the Manning

prediction were taken from the appropriate channel of the Walnut Gulch
model: the stream segment 3.5 km upstream of flume #10. A "n" value of
0.028 was selected a priori by the author.
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slower than expected for large flows. Possible explanations for the

unexpected trend are variations in velocity with wet versus dry channels,

and with hydrograph shape. (Due to hydraulic factors, velocities would

be expected to be faster for wet channels, and hydrographs with gradual

rise times would be expected to be faster than hydrographs with abrupt

rises.) However, examination of the data show that channel wetness and

hydrograph shape do not correlate with observed velocity in the expected

manner.

Data from the Tanque Verde watershed (Figure 7-25) show a similar

trend to that from Walnut Gulch.

In summary, data from Walnut Gulch subwatershed #10 show that when

flows travel more than 3 km, watershed response velocity increases with

peak flow. Watershed response is nonlinear, but becomes more linear at

high flow rates. Results are consistent with those of Pilgrim (1976),

who found that measured stream velocities are grossly nonlinear at low

flows, and approach linearity at high flows. Moreoever, the type and

degree of nonlinearity apparent in the observed response velocity data

agrees with the type and degree of nonlinearity found in kinematic flow

simulations. Other factors being equal, we can clearly expect that

hydrographs from large flows will be faster than small flows and have

larger Qp/vol ratios. (Juding from the wide range in observed hydrograph

shapes, however, it is possible that other factors are rarely equal.)

The difference in hydrograph shape and timing can be expected to be

significant when comparing very large and very small flows, but minor

when comparing large flows and very large flows. Data from flume #10
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suggest that when flows travel less than 3 km, watershed response is

approximately linear. While it is difficult to understand the available

data, it is possible that results are strongly influenced by overland

flow, which is more linear than channel flow.

In the case of data from flume #10, the relationship between

velocity and peak flow was fairly well predicted by the Manning equation.

This suggests that it should be possible to predict the degree of

watershed linearity as a function of flow magnitude, based on the Manning

equation and channel cross sections. This is an area deserving further

research. One would expect the greatest hydraulic nonlinearity for deep,

narrow, confined channels. The channels at Walnut Gulch, including sub-

watershed #10, are wide and shallow with poorly defined banks.

While watershed response is indeed nonlinear, simulation results

(Figures 7-19 through 7-20) show that the nonlinearity introduced by

nonlinear flow hydraulics is practically insignificant compared to the

strong nonlinearity introduced by infiltration losses. The nonlinearity

between peak flow and rainfall appears to be chiefly caused by initial

rainfall abstractions.

7.4.4 A Dilemma?

Those who have studied stream velocity (Pilgrim, 1976; Ben-Zvi et

al., 1991, this study) have found that velocity increases with flow

magnitude, and time to peak decreases accordingly. This phenomena is

also predicted by kinematic runoff models. In this study, it was shown

that simulated kinematic runoff also has the property that the ratio of
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peak to volume (Qp/vol) increases when runoff rates are increased, but

the length of the storm remains constant. This is in contrast to

observational data from many streams (Rogers, 1980; Mimikou, 1983) that

show that the Qp/vol ratio tends to decrease as runoff volumes increase. 5

(The data of Rogers and Mimikou was taken from a range of climates,

including semi-arid.) There is little doubt that watershed response is

nonlinear, but what is the sign of the nonlinearity? Perhaps the

discrepancy between the kinematic Qp/vol ratios and the observed ones is

that storm length (not to mention storm type) was artificially kept

constant in the kinematic study. Nonetheless, it would be most

interesting to attempt to reconcile the viewpoints and results obtained

from (a) observed stream velocity, (b) observed Qp/vol ratios, and (c)

kinematic behavior.

7.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

7.5.1 Summary

-->	 For the twenty-four validation storms (with an average recurrence

interval of about two years), it was estimated that only 11% of

rain became runoff at the watershed outlet, and that 37% of

Hortonian flow became channel losses. On average, 70% of the rain

infiltrated into the hillslope, with additional losses to

interception and channel infiltration. Under these conditions it

is evident that infiltration is the dominant hydrologic control on

5 Neither Rogers or Mimikou subtracted baseflow from the observed
hydrographs before computing the ratio of peak flow to volume.
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runoff. The evidence from this chapter, and chapter six, however,

indicate that initial soil moisture, channel losses, and channel

hydraulics also have an important influence on moderate-sized

floods events. The existence of non-equilibrium flow conditions

(on mid-sized basins subject to thunderstorms) increases the

influence of basin geometry and hydraulic factors on the

hydrograph.

-->	 For Walnut Gulch runoff events with 3-10 year recurrence intervals,

it was estimated that 90% of the Hortonian runoff was generated in

24 - 35% of the basin (31 - 46 km 2 ), and that 50% of the Hortonian

runoff was generated in 9 -14% of the basin (12 - 18 km 2 ).

-->	 For Walnut Gulch runoff events with 3-10 year recurrence intervals,

was estimated that 80% of the runoff was generated during a 12 -

28 minute time period.

-->	 For mid-sized, highly pervious, semi-arid watersheds, and localized

Southwest thunderstorms, it is proposed that rainfall measurements

and infiltration computations have a temporal resolution of 5

minutes, and a spatial resolution of at least 2 km.

-->	 There are fundamental hydrologic differences between the ephemeral

Walnut Gulch and the intermittent and mountainous Tanque Verde

Creek. In the Tanque Verde watershed, hydrograph peaks resulting
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from thunderstorms are undoubtedly due to Hortonian runoff, but

under particularly wet conditions the recession can be influenced

by water that has taken a sub-surface route to the stream.

--> At Walnut Gulch, the available data indicate that watershed

response is highly nonlinear for the smallest flows, slightly to

moderately nonlinear for two-year flows, and becomes increasingly

linear for extreme events. The same conclusion was reached by

using a kinematic routing model to estimate the degree of watershed

nonlinearity.

7.5.2 Discussion

In a review of recent research on watershed hydrology, Goodrich and

Woolhiser (1991) concluded that a "detailed, process-based understanding

of hydrologic response over a range of catchment scales ... still eludes

the hydrologic community". While it is hoped that this study has shed

some light on the problem, it is nonetheless clear that our understanding

of the hydrology of mid-size arid catchments leaves something to be

desired. Scale is part of the difficulty. At larger scales it is simply

more difficult to measure and predict phenomenon such as rainfall,

infiltration, and runoff because they are highly variable in space and

have short space-time correlation scales.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the 1970s, quantitative flash flood forecasting on a basin-

specific basis became feasible as the result of new data collection

technologies such as ALERT. In the 1980s, many communities in semi-arid

regions of the United States installed networks of ALERT raingages and

streamgages, but few implemented rainfall-runoff models which could be

used to forecast streamflow. This study explored the distributed,

physically-based approach to rainfall-runoff simulation and forecasting

under circumstances that are relevant to semi-arid ALERT watersheds.

Also, the study endeavored to gain insights into the hydrology of the

flood events of interest.

The basic hypothesis of this study is that KINEROS, a state-of-the-

art kinematic wave model developed specifically for arid regions, is

capable of accurately simulating thunderstorm-generated floods on mid-

sized, semi-arid watersheds when applied under data constraints that are

typical of ALERT watersheds. A typical desert ALERT watershed is about

100 km 2 in area, and has several automated raingages and one or two

streamgages. Typical raingage densities are on the order of one per 20

km2 , and the period of record is often short. Because many flash flood

prone watersheds lack historic rainfall-runoff data (but could receive

ALERT gages or NEXRAD radar in the future), this study also considered

the problem of "ungaged" watersheds without historic calibration data.
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In this study, KINEROS was applied and validated at Walnut Gulch,

which is a 150 km 2 semi-arid experimental watershed operated by the U.S.

Agricultural Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Walnut Gulch has a long, detailed, and high quality rainfall-runoff

database; the existence of this database made possible the meaningful

validation of the model. In scope, the study was restricted to

consideration of localized thunderstorms ranging from slightly smaller

than the average annual event to the largest event in a thirty-five year

record. The study results and conclusions given below must be qualified

by the limited scope of the study.

8.1 SUMMARY

Below, a summary of the major conclusions of the study are

presented as answers to research questions.

I. At Walnut Gulch, can KINEROS accurately simulate runoff from large

thunderstorms when applied under data constraints that are typical of

ALERT watersheds?

In a word, no. Application of KINEROS at the scale of 150 km2 , and

under ALERT-like data constraints resulted in poor simulations of peak

flow and runoff volume. For twenty-five percent of the validation

events, the difference between simulated and observed peak flows was more

than 100%. The model provided good simulations of time to peak, however,

providing that Manning's n values were calibrated on historic data.
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2. At Walnut Gulch, can KINEROS accurately simulate runoff when no

calibration is performed?

In this study, two versions of KINEROS were evaluated:	 an

"ungaged" version whose parameters were based on measurable attributes

of the watershed and values from the literature, and a version that was

calibrated on three year's worth of data. Surprisingly, the ungaged

model produced peak flow simulations that were slightly more accurate

than those produced by the calibrated model. The ungaged model, however,

provided significantly biased simulations of time to peak because of

unrealistic values of Manning's n.

3. Is KINEROS more accurate than a simple model (the SCS method)?

The answer to this question depended on how the SCS method was

applied and whether parameters were calibrated on historic data. A

spatially lumped SCS model performed dismally because it assumed that

rainfall was uniform over the entire 150 km2 watershed. A distributed

SCS model with one sub-area per raingage and a simple channel loss

component was virtually as accurate as KINEROS - providing that

parameters were calibrated. When no calibration was performed, however,

KINEROS was more accurate than the distributed SCS model.

4.	 At Walnut Gulch, would use of real-time stream!' low data improve

accuracy of flood forecasts?

For some storms,	 accuracy of model	 simulations	 improved

significantly when observed flow data from an upstream streamgage was
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used as input to a rainfall-runoff model of the lower part of the basin

(figure 8-1). Obviously, observed streamflow data from an upstream gage

can be useful only for short lead times and storms that produce runoff

in the upper basin. For longer lead times a model of the entire basin

would be necessary.

Forecast updating using Kalman filtering is not recommended for

floods generated by localized thunderstorms because hydrograph rise times

are too short.

5. How much forecast lead time can be expected?

For the storms studied at Walnut Gulch, forecasts based on real-

time rainfall data would have provided about 30 - 75 minutes of lead

time.

6. What are the major reasons for poor model simulations?

The two biggest problems were estimating rainfall and predicting

infiltration. Because these two quantities were of similar magnitude,

the difference - runoff -was predicted even more poorly. While KINEROS

simulated flow hydraulics more accurately than infiltration, the shape

of the hydrograph was simulated with only a fair degree of accuracy.

Difficulty in finding optimal parameter estimates and nonlinear

magnification of input error were two problems that undoubtedly limited

the accuracy of simulations.
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(8) MODEL USING OBSERVED FLOW FROM UPSTREAM GAGE
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Figure 8-1 Two model configurations recommended for forecasting. The
upper model is for long lead times; the lower one for
short lead times when the flood wave has passed the upper
gage, but not the lower one.
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7. What was the hydrologic impact of rainfall sampling errors

resulting from point sampling of spatially variable thunderstorms?

In the Walnut Gulch simulations, about half of the discrepancy

between simulated and observed flows could be attributed to rainfall

sampling errors when gage densities were on the order of one gage per 20

km2. Also, simulations with observed data indicated that a 4 km

resolution for radar is too coarse to accurately resolve the small,

runoff-producing cores of airmass thunderstorms.

8. What was learned about rainfall-runoff modeling under the

circumstances of interest?

With some runoff simulations differing from observed by more than

100%, it appears that we are reaching the beyond the limits of accurate

prediction (at the scale of about 100 km2 , and under the hydro-

meteorological and data conditions examined.)

One unexpected result of the study was that a detailed and process

oriented model (KINEROS) was no more accurate than a simple model (the

SCS method) under certain conditions. The very good results obtained

with KINEROS at smaller scales (Goodrich, 1990; Faures, 1990) indicates

that KINEROS is a sound model; the problem lies in its application at

larger scales.
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9.	 What was learned about the hydrology of the runoff events of

interest?

The most important lesson was that an understanding of the space-

time dynamics of thunderstorm rainfall is essential to an understanding

of the resulting runoff. At Walnut Gulch, the spatial variability of

rainfall and runoff are essential characteristics of the hydro-

meteorology. For the events studied, 90% of the runoff came from an area

35 to 50 km 2 in size, that is, 1/4 to 1/3 of the basin.

For the Walnut Gulch validation storms (with an average recurrence

interval of about two years), it was estimated that only 11% of rain

became runoff at the basin outlet, and that 37% of Hortonian runoff

became channel losses. On average, 70% of the rain infiltrated into the

hillslope, with additional losses to interception and channel

infiltration.	 Under these conditions, it is evident that infiltration

is the dominant hydrologic control on runoff.	 Nonetheless, flow

hydraulics, channel losses, and initial soil moisture also have a

significant influence on the final hydrograph.

Initial soil moisture, and hence evapotranspiration, were shown to

have a significant, but not overwhelming, influence on flood hydrology.

The influence of soil moisture is greatest for the smaller events because

the sorptivity component of infiltration, which is modified by soil

moisture, is most significant for storms just above the runoff - no

runoff threshold.
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10. Is watershed response linear at Walnut Gulch?

According to the available evidence, watershed response is not

linear. According to both data and theory, watershed response is very

nonlinear for flows smaller than the average annual event, but

asymptotically approaches linearity for very large flows.

8.2 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this study, inaccurate rainfall data was a serious impediment

to accurate simulation of runoff. For the Walnut Gulch simulations,

rainfall sampling errors (in the case of Southwest airmass thunderstorms

and raingage densities on the order of one per 20 km2
) precluded the

accurate simulation of peak flow from individual events on a consistent

basis.	 Also, the highly pervious nature of the watershed appears to

magnify the hydrologic impact of rainfall sampling errors; 	 it was

estimated that for large Walnut Gulch thunderstorms a 10% increase in

rain will increase runoff by 40%.

These results are discouraging because few watersheds have raingage

networks that are significantly denser than one gage per 20 km 2 .

Moreover, the extremely localized and brief nature of Southwest airmass

thunderstorms suggests that 4 km, 1 hour radar data may not have

sufficient resolution to allow the reliable and timely forecasting of

flash floods generated by such storms.

Even if the problem of rainfall measurements could be solved, it

is not clear that the current level of expertise in rainfall-runoff
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modeling is sufficient to provide good quality runoff simulations or

forecasts.

In some cases, models such as KINEROS will be inherently attractive

because they describe processes with a high level of detail and

(hopefully) realism. This study, however, has confirmed the fears of

Beven (1989) and Singh and Woolhiser (1976) that difficulties in

parameter estimation and non-linear magnification of input errors can

limit the accuracy of otherwise sophisticated models. Nonetheless, the

results of this study have illustrated that when calibration data is not

available, the differential equations of KINEROS do offer some advantage

over conventional modeling approaches.

When comparing the results of this study to similar studies

conducted with the same model and watershed, but at much smaller scales

(Goodrich, 1990; Faures, 1990), it is apparent that the accuracy of

simulations degrades as watershed area increases over several orders of

magnitude. It is proposed that the following factors will cause

simulations to worsen as watershed area increases:

1) Accurate estimation of model parameters, inputs (rain), and initial

conditions (soil moisture) becomes more difficult at larger scales;

2) At larger scales, interaction between hydraulic roughness and

hydraulic conductivity (caused primarily by channel losses)

complicates parameter estimation;

3)	 At larger scales, the rainfall-runoff model must accurately

simulate channel processes as well as hillslope processes; and
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4 
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As proposed by Goodrich (personal communication, 1991), the ratio

of rainfall measurement error to runoff depth increases with basin

area (in arid and semi-arid regions).

8.2.1 Extrapolation of Results to Other Watersheds

As with any modeling study, extrapolation of results from the study

watershed to others is merely speculative. Nonetheless, this section

will discuss the prospects for using models such as KINEROS on mid-sized,

semi-arid catchments besides Walnut Gulch. Obviously, KINEROS is

suitable only in areas where runoff is primarily Horton overland flow,

or under circumstances when it is acceptable to neglect non-Hortonian

runoff.

The starting point for this discussion must be that the Walnut

Gulch model simulated individual events rather poorly. There is no

particular reason to expect excellent or even good simulations on similar

watersheds (at the scale of about 100 km2 or larger).

There are some factors that have an obvious influence on the

prospects for accurate simulations:

(1) quality of rainfall data;

(2) availability and quality of calibration data; and

(3) degree of hydrologic linearity.

Here, the term "calibration data" is meant to encompass traditional

rainfall-runoff data, measured channel cross sections, topographic and

soils maps, and the results of any studies on the hydrology of the basin

or of similar basins within the same region. For ungaged watersheds,
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uncertainty in infiltration parameters is likely to introduce very large

uncertainties into simulated flows. Even when calibration data are

available, the outcome of the calibration process is far from certain,

particularly if the calibration data are of uncertain quality and do not

represent the range of events which are of ultimate interest. If one is

interested in extreme floods, this is almost always the case.

In general, simulation accuracy would be expected to increase as

hydrologic response becomes more linear. Factors that would increase

linearity, and thus the potential for accurate simulations would be (a)

low infiltration rates, (b) little or no channel losses, (c) wet initial

conditions, and (d) large storms, or (e) any combination of the above

that would lead to higher fractions of rain becoming runoff.

8.2.2 Implications for Forecasting on ALERT Watersheds

If the eight raingages used in the validation study were replaced

with automated ALERT gages, and if these gages and the KINEROS model of

Walnut Gulch were used for flash flood forecasting, it is unlikely that

the system would provide a high level of forecast reliability. While

flash flood forecasts do not necessarily need to be accurate in order to

be effective, it is quite possible that the hypothetical Walnut Gulch

flood warning system would fail to provide warnings for some floods,

particularly the smaller ones.

While it is impossible to predict the exact level of forecast

reliability that can be expected for existing ALERT watersheds, many of

the factors that prevented accurate simulations at Walnut Gulch will also
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be present at other desert watersheds. In particular, it is clear that

improved precipitation measurements are essential for improving the

reliability of forecasts of thunderstorm-generated floods. There is

also a need for improvement in our rainfall-runoff prediction skills,

especially for data poor basins.

In the author's opinion, existing ALERT systems in the U.S.

Southwest are beneficial to their communities - even if, as suggested by

this study, forecasts could be unreliable under some circumstances.

Thunderstorm-generated flash floods do pose a continuing threat to life

and property, and flood warning can potentially save lives. Due to the

short lead times associated with thunderstorms, however, there is limited

potential for saving property. Also, many basins can potentially

experience floods as the result of airmass thunderstorms, mesoscale

convective systems, frontal systems, tropical storms, or even snowmelt.

The lead time, prospects for reliable streamflow forecasts, and prospects

for effective community response may vary with storm type. Certainly

rainfall sampling errors will pose less of a problem for frontal and

tropical storms than for convective storms.

With respect to future ALERT systems, it is. clearly worthwhile to

be realistic about the benefits of a particular proposed system. What

are the flood hazards, the hydrometeorological conditions thought to pose

the flood hazards, and the expected lead times? Are warning and response

feasible? What are the trade-offs between costs, benefits, and forecast

reliability? Consideration of these and other factors will enhance the
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probability of making an informed decision that is best for the affected

community or organization.

Specific recommendations for rainfall-runoff forecasting in semi-

arid ALERT watersheds are given in Appendix B.

In general, KINEROS is not recommended for ALERT forecasting

because it does not appear to be significantly more accurate than simpler

alternatives. (Two exceptions to this generalization are discussed

below.) While distributed modeling is clearly necessary for forecasting

thunderstorm-generated floods, distributed modeling can be performed by

both simple and complex models. Also, implementation of KINEROS within

present ALERT hardware and software would be non-trivial. Further, a

forecast computer program must never "crash", and it is difficult to

guarantee that a numerical model will never crash.

There are two special circumstances when KINEROS might be

considered as a forecast model. The first is watersheds without historic

calibration data. The second is that the channel routing routine in

KINEROS could be used to route observed flows from an upstream gage to

a downstream forecast point. The relatively realistic channel loss

component makes KINEROS attractive for situations where channel losses

are thought to be large.

8.2.3 Use of the KINEROS Model of Walnut Gulch for Various Purposes

In this section, the insights gained from this study will be used

to speculate on the potential for using the KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch

for other purposes besides flood forecasting. As always, the discussion
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relates only to simulation at the medium scale; the comments below do

not apply to simulation at small scales (< 20 km 2 ).

Because the Walnut Gulch model appears to be largely free of

significant, consistent bias, it should be an adequate and rational basis

for estimating flood frequency relations using stochastically generated

rainfall as model input.

The KINEROS model of Walnut Gulch is not recommended for simulating

runoff for events smaller than the average annual. For such events,

simulations are likely to be quite unreliable because of numerical errors

and because rainfall measurement errors will be especially large relative

to runoff.

Although not used in this study, KINEROS has a process-oriented

sediment transport and erosion component. If the KINEROS model of Walnut

Gulch provides poor simulations of channel hydrographs, it is likely to

provide poor simulations of water depths and velocities, and

consequently, poor simulations of sediment transport and erosion.

While this study has focused on the issue of simulation accuracy,

it can also be important to place the accuracy of KINEROS within the

context of the accuracy that can be expected using alternative models or

methods.

For almost any application, it would be important to qualify

conclusions by examining the sensitivity of results to parameter

uncertainties.

Two potential applications of KINEROS are (a) studying rainfall-

runoff processes, and (b) predicting the impact of climate variability.
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In terms of processes, the current model should provide a plausible

description of how individual process and hydrologic fluxes vary across

space and time at the watershed scale. Confidence intervals around

simulated values, however, would be extremely large. Greater confidence

could be ascribed to comparative simulations. As an example, one could

center the same storm over different parts of the watershed, and compare

how the fraction of rain lost to channel losses changes with distance

from the basin outlet.

In terms of climate variability, the current model should be

capable of providing a plausible estimate of how, for example, the

hundred year flood would vary as a function of precipitation regime.

Such an analysis would require a plausible method for estimating how

changes in annual or seasonal rain would translate into changes in

specific storm sequences. The true challenge in estimating the

hydrologic effects of climate variability will be in predicting how such

changes will effect weather, vegetation, infiltration, and channel

morphology. Compared to conceptual models, there is a greater potential

for adjusting parameters of physically-based models to reflect such

changes.

8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In the Walnut Gulch case study, the greatest impediment to model

accuracy was estimating hillslope infiltration. Improving our ability

to predict infiltration on ungaged or data poor watersheds should be a

high research priority. Unfortunately, this is a very difficult area.
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Approaches which explicitly consider the effects of vegetation would have

the advantage of being able to address changes in watershed response due

to climate-vegetation change. In terms of the KINEROS model of Walnut

Gulch, insights into actual infiltration processes may be gained by

investigating the causes of the correlation between model residuals and

a) storm size, and b) soil moisture.

Advances in modeling of infiltration may take into account spatial

variations in rainfall, soil hydraulic properties, and soil moisture.

Presumably, these variables exhibit both small-scale and large-scale

variations. Examination of the nature of these variations and their

importance to runoff generation over a wide range of scales would be an

important area for research. Goodrich (1990) has examined the importance

of small-scale variability of soil hydraulic properties. It would be

interesting to examine larger scales as well.

Quantification of the relationship between spatial resolution of

rainfall data and reliability of streamflow simulations is an area that

definitely deserves additional research, especially because it could be

readily addressed with the Walnut Gulch database. (A student at the

University of Arizona, Daquin Tian, is currently conducting research on

this topic.) Also, there is some question about the kriging techniques

used in this study for rainfall interpolation. The author recommends

that attention be given to the problems of a) estimating the appropriate

correlation or semi-variogram function, b) spatial smoothing of the

rainfall field, c) temporal smoothing due to moving storm cells, and d)

rainfall interpolation at larger scales or in mountainous watersheds.
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Additional research on the question of watershed nonlinearity is

recommended. It would be interesting to reconcile the viewpoints offered

by stream velocity, peak flow to volume ratios, and kinematic behavior.

Clearly, variations and trends in storm duration must be considered in

any further analysis.

In terms of practical flash flood forecasting, the results of this

study should provide a foundation on which a simple, flexible rainfall-

runoff model for mid-sized, semi-arid catchments can be readily

formulated. Such a model should be tested at Walnut Gulch and at a

mountainous ALERT watershed such as the Tanque Verde basin. Additional

research on practical models should examine a) sub-surface stormflow and

baseflow contributions, and b) whether a single model can successfully

simulate runoff from thunderstorms, frontal storms, and tropical storms.

Also, the matter of interfacing the forecast model with the ALERT

software is of considerable practical importance.

This study has focused on one type of storm and one type of

watershed. It would be interesting to extend this research to related

hydrometeorologic conditions, such as mesoscale convective complexes in

the Midwest, or thunderstorm-generated floods on the east slope of the

Rocky Mountains.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS OF THE WALNUT GULCH MODELS

Al KINEROS

The initial parameter values for a representative plane and channel

are given in Table A-1.	 Table A-2 gives parameter values before and

after calibration.	 Table A-1 and A-2 are for the final (not the

preliminary) version of the model.

A.1.1 Preliminary Walnut Gulch Model

The preliminary Walnut Gulch model is discussed extensively in

Hendrickson (1989). The major differences between the preliminary and

final models are as follows.

(1) The preliminary model has 11 sub-areas; the final 60.	 The

preliminary model uses 7 raingages; the final 8.

(2) The preliminary model has no mechanism for estimating initial soil

moisture conditions; a default value of initial moisture was used.

(3) The preliminary model uses the rainfall interpolation technique

used by Goodrich (1990). This technique interpolates rainfall from

the three nearest raingages to the centroid of the watershed sub-

area.

(4) Compared to the final model, the preliminary model has better

estimates of overland flow length, but poorer estimates of overland

flow slope and channel cross-sections.
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Table A-1	 Initial Values of KINEROS' Parameters for a Representative
Plane and Channel

PLANE (#49)

PARAMETER	 VALUE

length	 670 m

width	 3334 m

slope	 .043 (m/m)

Manning's n	 .05

Ks	 7.29 mm/hr

Coefficient of Variation of Ks	 .80

G	 computed by model

porosity	 45.3 % bulk soil

rock content	 30.0 % bulk soil

maximum saturation under imbibition	 91.0 % pore space

interception	 2.5 mm

depth below which overland flow
concentrates	 20 mm
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Table A-1, continued 

CHANNEL (immediately above flume #6)

PARAMETER	 VALUE

length	 439 m

slope	 .011 (m/m)

bottom width	 6.0 m

right side slope	 .063 (m/m)

left side slope	 .098 (m/m)

Manning's n	 .04

channel alluvium Ks 	 42.0 mm/hr

channel alluvium G	 computed by model

channel alluvium porosity	 43.7 % bulk soil

rock content	 0 % bulk soil

maximum saturation under imbibition	 93.0 % pore space

interception	 0 mm

depth below which flow concentrates	 computed by model as function
of bottom width
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Table A-2	 Initial Versus Calibrated KINEROS Parameters. Values of Ks
are for a representative plane within various calibration
regions.

INITIAL	 CALIBRATED
PARAMETER
	

VALUE	 VALUE

Manning's n (main channels)	 .040	 .022

Manning's n (tributary channels) 	 .040	 .030

Manning's n (planes)	 .050	 .020

Coefficient of Variation of Ks	 0.8	 0.4

Ks (channel alluvium) 	 42.0 mm/hr	 113.4 mm/hr

Ks (area "NW corner")	 8.92 mm/hr	 2.68 mm/hr

Ks (area "Tombstone Hills")	 3.61 mm/hr	 23.46 mm/hr

Ks (area "vicinity Tombstone")	 5.92 mm/hr	 8.88 mm/hr

Ks (area "vicinity flume #5)	 5.92 mm/hr	 4.14 mm/hr

Ks (area "upper middle basin")	 7.29 mm/hr	 7.75 mm/hr

Ks (area "basin tail")	 7.29 mm/hr	 7.75 mm/hr

1 The low value of the calibrated Manning's n for planes is due to an
attempt to match the timing of simulated and observed peaks for the only
calibration storm that occurred immediately upstream of the streamgage.
In retrospect, the fitted value is absurdly low for overland flow. On
the other hand, the large size of the planes means that both overland and
rill or small channel flow are being modeled on the planes. In that
case, the proper value of n should lie between that for overland flow and
that for a small channel or rill.
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( 5)  No calibration was performed on the preliminary model. Compared

to the final model, the preliminary model has higher estimates of

channel Ks. Values of Manning's n for the preliminary model are

0.038 for channels and 0.05 for planes. Hillslope infiltration

parameters are similar for the two models.

A.2 CREAMS

Table A-3 gives the estimated values of CREAM's parameters at

raingage number one.	 Values of some parameters varied with raingage

location according to soil characteristics.	 Table A-4 gives the

simulated initial soil moisture conditions produced by CREAMS.

A.3 RAINFALL GEOSTATISTICS

Prior to the application of kriging, structural analysis was

performed on the rainfall data from the six calibration storms. The

breakpoint data were transformed into 2 minute values. This resulted in

691 data points for each of the eight gages. Basic statistics computed

from these data are given in Table A-5. The coefficient of variation is

very high (close to 2). Figure A-1 shows the sample correlation and

semi-variogram. Several models were fit to the sample correlation data.

The best fit was given by the exponential model:	 exp[_l*distance in

km/5.41].	 The calibrated Walnut Gulch model used kriging weights

obtained with the fitted exponential model. The ungaged Walnut Gulch

model used the correlation function given by Eagleson et al. (1987),

which is displayed in Figure A-1. Eagleson's correlation function is the
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Table A-3	 Selected CREAMS Input Parameters for Walnut Gulch Raingage
#1

PARAMETER	 VALUE

* SCS curve number	 78

* SCS abstraction coefficient	 0.20 (default)

* effective saturated	 0.39 inch/hour
hydraulic conductivity

* porosity	 .453

* water content at wilting point	 0.05 inch/inch

* field capacity expressed as a	 0.37
fraction of available storage

* available storage (difference 	 0.24 in. (top layer)
between porosity and wilting	 1.20 in. (next layer)
point) for each of 7 layers)	 1.43 in. (bottom 5 soil layers)

* rooting depth	 24 inches

* evaporation parameter	 3.5 mm (day) -112

* winter cover factor	 0.75

* initial soil moisture on January 1	 0.10
as a fraction of available storage
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Table A-3, continued

JULIAN DATE	LEAF AREA INDEX
1	 0.53

32	 0.53

60	 .56

91	 .61

105	 0.83

121	 1.07

135	 1.33
152	 1.30
213	 1.30

227	 1.23

244	 1.16

258	 1.0

274	 0.86

366	 0.53

MEAN MONTHLY	 MEAN MONTHLY
TEMPERATURE	 SOLAR RADIATION

MONTH	(FAHRENHEIT) 	1LANGLEYS/DAY) 
J	 58.0	 315

F	 50.2	 291
M	 54.1	 540

A	 61.2	 655

M	 69.1	 729
J	 78.5	 699
J	 79.7	 626

A	 77.4	 588

S	 74.6	 570
0	 66.1	 442
N	 53.3	 356
D	 48.7	 305
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Table A-4	 Initial	 Soil	 Moisture by Storm and Raingage as Computed by
CREAMS.	 Values	 are	 given	 as	 the	 fraction	 of	 pore	 space
filled with water.

RAINGAGE NUMBER

STORM 01 12 18 27 30 41 44 61

Cl (7/17/75) .28 .23 .39 .40 .35 .23 .25 .22

C2 (9/13/75) .37 .24 .28 .31 .36 .25 .40. .34

C3 (9/6/76) .25 .23 .27 .28 .47 .38 .46 .50

C4 (7/27/76) .27 .50 .51 .29 .42 .25 .24 .29

C5 (9/5/76) .23 .23 .26 .26 .27 .24 .30 .30

C6 (8/5/74) .33 .39 .51 .50 .56 .47 .41 .32

V2 (8/2/57) .23 .38 .32 .27 .40 .31 .21 .31

V1 (8/17/57) .22 .27 .32 .27 .31 .30 .30 .22

V11 (8/14/58) .29 .30 .41 .38 .34 .21 .21 .30

V8 (8/16/58) .48 .31 .50 .48 .37 .21 .21 .28

V14 (7/26/59) .38 .23 .38 .39 .39 .34 .40 .44

V18 (8/17/61) .38 .25 .26 .25 .26 .24 .22 .21

V6 (8/22/61) .45 .46 .51 .44 .27 .27 .38 .27

V15 (8/19/63) .42 .22 .25 .35 .34 .36 .35 .25

V17 (8/25/63) .43 .43 .48 .46 .51 .43 .44 .38

V19 (8/31/63) .33 .37 .41 .41 .41 .37 .39 .35

V16 (9/7/63) .39 .39 .41 .41 .37 .39 .40 .31

V5 (7/22/64) .35 .37 .38 .33 .38 .33 .46 .28

V9 (9/9/64) .21 .26 .27 .43 .41 .47 .38 .46

V10 (9/11/64) .35 .47 .47 .43 .54 .45 .47 .47

V4 (9/10/67) .22 .22 .25 .25 .25 .25 .21 .22

V20 (8/7/69) .35 .46 .40 .36 .62 .48 .44 .47

V7 (8/10/71) .24 .26 .29 .25 .37 .26 .26 .29

V3 (8/12/72) .36 .33 .41 .25 .33 .27 .25 .38

V12 (7/27/73) .35 .26 .25 .25 .27 .21 .22 .25

V13 (9/26/77) .29 .27 .25 .33 .26 .31 .35 .25

V21 (9/1/77) .24 .22 .26 .32 .32 .31 .27 .25

V22 (8/15/77) .50 .31 .28 .28 .42 .24 .28 .30

V23 (7/20/70) .22 .34 .26 .25 .26 .21 .21 .21

V24 (7/23/71) .22 .22 .25 .32 .25 .22 .21 .30
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Table A-5	 Statistics from Two Minute Rainfall data from Calibration
Storms

GAGE MEAN

(mm/2 min)

VARIANCE

(mm/2 min) 2

STANDARD DEVIATION

(mm/2 min)

01 .1173 .1795 .4237

12 .0702 .0879 .2964

18 .1760 .2805 .5296

27 .1759 .3899 .6244

30 .1437 .1654 .4067

41 .1783 .2237 .4729

44 .1651 .2089 .4570

61 .2114 .2541 .5041

all	 gages .1547 .2251 .4745
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ensemble average computed from 428 observations of daily thunderstorm

rainfall (recorded by the 93 gages at Walnut Gulch).

Six storms are insufficient for judging the validity of the

stationarity assumption. Eagleson et al. (1987), however, have examined

8 years of daily thunderstorm data at Walnut Gulch and found that the

mean and variance of daily values are spatially stationary. Individual

realizations of the storm process, of course, contain a high degree of

drift. It appears, however, that at locations such as Walnut Gulch where

there are no significant topographic or orographic influences, it is

reasonable to assume that the mean and variance of the process are

stationary. In the presence of significant topographic or orographic

influences, universal kriging would be an appropriate interpolation

technique. Based on the results of Gambolati and Volpi (1979), Tabios

and Salas (1985) recommend that when performing universal kriging, the

relationship between elevation and mean rainfall be obtained independent

of the kriging process.

The frequency distribution of the data were examined in the hope

that they would conform to a distribution for which special kriging

techniques are available (disjunctive kriging). It was particularly

hoped that the data would be log-normally distributed so that kriging

could be performed in log space to provide the best estimate (as opposed

to the best linear estimate). The 2 minute rainfall data, however,

proved to have a mixed and highly skewed distribution. Fifty-four

percent of the mass was at zero. The remainder was clearly exponentially

distributed. 72.7% of non-zero values had intensities less than 7.5 mm
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per hour, and only 2.2% of non-zero values had intensities in excess of

75 mm per hour, which is the approximate threshold of runoff production.

Following log transformation, the data were clearly non-Gaussian. To the

author's knowledge, none of the available disjunctive kriging techniques

are appropriate for this data set. Ordinary kriging was therefore used.

A.4 SCS CURVE NUMBER MODELS

The SCS Curve Number rainfall-runoff model was developed for

estimating surface runoff from small ungaged watersheds (SCS, 1964,

1973). Because of its ease of use, it has become one of the most widely

used rainfall-runoff models in the United States. The Curve Number

method is a one parameter model used to determine the fraction of total

storm rainfall that becomes runoff. Runoff depth is given by

RO =	 (P - A) 2 / (P - A + S)
	

P >A

0
	

P < A

S =	 (1000/CN) - 10

where	 RO =	 runoff in inches

CN =	 SCS curve number

P =	 rainfall in inches

A =	 initial abstraction = 0.2 * S.

According to this relationship, runoff only occurs when precipitation

exceeds initial abstraction. 	 Runoff is roughly proportional to storm
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depth for large storms. For small storms, the runoff ratio

asymptotically approaches zero as the storm amount approaches the initial

abstraction. For ungaged basins, the Curve Number can be estimated using

standard tables relating Curve Number to land use, vegetation, hydrologic

soil characteristics, and antecedent soil moisture. There are standard

relationships for adjusting the curve number according to initial soil

moisture conditions. (In the Walnut Gulch case study, the standard

adjustments for antecedent conditions proved inappropriate; the standard

adjustment resulted in serious over-estimation runoff under wet

conditions.)

A unit hydrograph is usually applied to the estimated runoff depth.

The SCS has developed a curvilinear dimensionless unit hydrograph based

on observed data. Application to a particular basin requires estimation

of the time of concentration and contributing area. In this study, time

of concentration was estimated based on the measured length of the basin

or sub-basin, divided by estimates of flow velocity obtained with the

Manning equation.

While the SCS method was designed for computing total storm runoff,

it is possible to apply it to successive time periods of cumulative

precipitation in order to obtain successive time periods of cumulative

runoff. Runoff during each time period can then be convolved with a unit

hydrograph. This is the technique used in this study, using a time

period of 5 minutes. Application of the SCS method to successive time

periods is not the most appropriate use of the model, however, and can
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lead to model behavior that under certain conditions is inconsistent with

infiltration theory.

The distributed SCS model used in this study was developed by

breaking the basin into sub-areas based on Theissen polygons. A local

runoff hydrograph was computed separately for each sub-basin. Channel

losses were subtracted before convolution with the unit hydrograph;

channel losses were assumed to be proportional to the hydrologic distance

between the sub-basin and the watershed outlet. Downstream routing from

each sub-basin was accomplished by lagging the local hydrograph; the lag

was assumed to be proportional to distance traveled. Table A-6 gives

parameters of the Walnut Gulch SCS models, before and after calibration.

Not shown in Table 4-6 are the contributing areas and channel lengths for

each sub-area, which were measured from maps. Also, during calibration

of the distributed model, the per cent reduction in the standard

difference in AMC I and AMC III Curve Numbers was optimized. The optimal

reduction was estimated as 75%.
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Table A-6	 Parameters of SCS Models of Walnut Gulch

INITIAL (UNGAGED)	 CALIBRATED

LUMPED MODEL:

Curve Number	 62	 81.2

Time of Concentration	 3.52 hours	 2.6 hours

DISTRIBUTED MODEL:

Channel Loss Rate

Wave Travel Speed

Curve	 area raingage #1

Number	 area raingage #12

area raingage #18

area raingage #27

area raingage #30

area raingage #41

area raingage #41

area raingage #61

10 ft 3 per
channel	 ft.

9.56 ft/s

9.5 ft3 per
channel	 ft.

6.02	 ft/s

62 74.4

62 74.4

66 79.2

61 73.2

63 75.6

61 73.2

61 73.2

61 73.2

Time of	 area raingage #1	 0.98 hours

Concentration	 area raingage #12	 1.32 hours
area raingage #18	 1.29 hours

area raingage #27	 1.38 hours

area raingage #30	 1.16 hours

area raingage #41	 1.51 hours

area raingage #44	 1.29 hours

area raingage #61	 1.61 hours

1.22 hours

1.64 hours

1.60 hours

1.71 hours

1.44 hours

1.87 hours

1.60 hours

2.00 hours

1 All Curve Numbers in this table are for Antecedent Moisture Condition
(AMC) I (dry). For the lumped model, all storms were AMC I except storm
V10, which was AMC III. Antecedent conditions were spatially distributed
for the distributed model.
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APPENDIX B

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FORECASTING ON SEMI-ARID ALERT WATERSHEDS

This appendix contains specific recommendations for rainfall-runoff

forecasting of thunderstorm-generated floods in semi-arid ALERT

watersheds. These are intended as measures that should be practical

within present constraints. In the future, development of new hardware

and software, and refinement of rainfall-runoff modeling techniques may

make these recommendations obsolete.

General Recommendations

I.	 The use of a rainfall-runoff model for forecasting is recommended

because the relationship between rainfall and runoff is complex,

and not easily captured by simple rainfall criteria. For enhanced

reliability, however, simple rainfall criteria (such as than 3

inches in one hour at any gage), and stream stage criteria should

be employed in addition to forecast models.

2.	 Unless the rainfall-runoff model is implemented within ALERT

software and run automatically by the computer when certain

hydrometeorological criteria are exceeded, the model may not be

used when it is most needed. Ideally, the same model will be used

by all users of a particular ALERT system.
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3. Ideally, development of a rainfall-runoff model for a given basin

will follow a) identification of location and nature of the flood

hazard(s), and b) identification of the minimum flow rates

associated with these hazard(s). Model development should proceed

with the identified flood thresholds in mind.

4. Collection and archiving of reliable rainfall-runoff data that can

be used for model calibration is a high priority. It is difficult

to have much confidence in a forecast model unless it has been

calibrated to basin specific rainfall-runoff data.

Specific Modeling Recommendations

I.	 At a minimum, the following processes should be simulated:

I - hillslope infiltration and therefore Hortonian runoff,

2 - channel routing, and

3 - evapotranspiration and therefore soil moisture.

The importance of simulating channel losses will depend on the

watershed and the size of the flow event.

2.	 In mountain watersheds with surface-groundwater interactions, peak

flows are likely to be generated by Hortonian runoff even if the

recession is influenced by sub-surface stormflow. In such cases,

neglecting to simulate sub-surface stormflow is not likely to be
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a serious error, especially if pre-storm baseflow is added to the

simulated surface runoff.

3. The Sacramento model is not generally recommended for arid or semi-

arid watersheds with ephemeral or intermittent streams because

model assumptions are violated.

4. For soil moisture modeling, the simple model of Faures (1990, p.

121) is recommended.	 Faures's technique uses a data-based

exponential decay coefficient for evapotranspiration.

5.	 Distributed kinematic wave models such as KINEROS are appropriate

only in the following circumstances:

(a) in basins that lack historic rainfall-runoff data for

calibration;

(b) when observed flows from an upstream gage are to be routed

downstream, particularly in channels that experience large

channel losses;

(c)	 as an off-line model that can be used to explore the

hydrologic consequences of hypothetical storms.

A disadvantage of distributed kinematic wave models is that,

compared to the simplest models, they are time consuming to apply

and have been known to "crash" more frequently than simpler models.
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Also, the author's experience with applying the HEC-1 kinematic

routing model to a mountainous ALERT watershed was discouraging;

the model suffered from serious numeric errors and other problems.

The experience of the author is that KINEROS is more robust and

reliable than the HEC-1 kinematic model.

6. When there are streamgages upstream of the forecast point, it is

worthwhile to route observed streamflow from the gage to the

forecast point. As this will not be feasible at long lead times,

at last two forecast models will be required: one which uses

observed flows, and one which does not (see figure 8-1).

7. When runoff from convective storms is to be modeled, distributed

modeling is essential. The minimum size of basin sub-areas is one

sub-area per raingage; the optimum size is about 4 km 2 . A time

step of five minutes should be used for infiltration calculations.

While a spatial resolution of 4 km2 is recommended for measuring or

interpolating rainfall, and for calculating infiltration and

therefore runoff, a coarser resolution could be used for flow

routing and soil moisture calculations in order to reduce

computational costs.

8.	 Due to the importance of precipitation, the best possible use of

raingage data should be used. Tabios and Salas (1985) have found

that kriging or its variants are good techniques for spatially
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interpolating gage data. Fogel (1981) provides data on orographic

enhancement of rainfall that would be useful if applying universal

kriging to mountainous watersheds.

9. A model developed for the purpose of forecasting runoff from

convective storms can probably also be used for frontal and

tropical storms, providing that the model parameters are confirmed

using historic data from frontal storms.

10. Watershed response (e.g. hydrograph shape and timing) is non-

linear, and care must be taken when extrapolating from small flows

to large ones. A kinematic wave model such as KINEROS, if

calibrated on observed data, is a viable option for estimating unit

hydrographs of large events not found in the historical record.
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